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Allen Michael 
 

Allen Michael is a spiritual 

master from Galactica, a God-

conscious soul dedicated to serving 

humanity. He left this world in 2010, 

his body age 93. 

His purpose was to fulfill the 

role of the New World Comforter (St. 

John 14, 15 & 16), and be the 

channel of the prophesied Everlasting 

Gospel (Rev. 14:1-6). 

The New World Comforter, a 

fully realized channel of the Spirit of 

Truth, brings all things to our remembrance thru the channelings of the 

Everlasting Gospel. This is Michael's Stand: As a cosmic adept whose ESP-

telepathic organs of perception are opened to the degree of being able to 

balance the negative energies of this planet’s aura in relativity, and channel 

the high gamma energies of synthesis affirmatives – he took no thought of 

himself in his single-minded pursuit of fulfilling Spirit God’s purpose. 

Allen Michael seerved as a direct channel of the Universal Mind since 

he experienced a cosmic initiation in 1947. The experience that transformed 

Allen Noonan, as he was then known, took place in Long Beach, California, 

where he was a pictorial sign painter. 

While painting an outdoor signboard, Allen was suddenly enveloped 

in a bright purple and gold light, and found himself (the entity in the body, 

not the body itself) being transported up into what he later realized was a 

Galactic Mothership. Upon materializing onboard the spaceship, he 

appeared before a great Light. And a Voice spoke to him out of the Light, 

telling him that he was chosen to be the messenger who would fulfill the role 

of being the New World Comforter and channel of the Everlasting Gospel.  
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Chapter I 

 
Michael's Stand 

 
The Bible tells of the coming of the Comforter Spirit of Truth (St. John 

14:26), which I Am. I Am the one who brings forth this "Everlasting Gospel” 

of Revelation 14:6. However, few of the Christian preachers so far have 

revealed the truth of the Bible passages about the Comforter, who Jesus says 

will come "in his name" and bring the world into "the things which are to 

come." 

The Comforter Spirit of Truth, which I Am, is of normal Creation 

Universe, where everything is going along beautifully. There are no problems 

at all in eternity. The problems all lie in these few Carlanon planets. Carlanon 

planets are special healing project planets in certain solar systems, like this 

one, where a number of entities began to devolve in consciousness because of 

the words they spoke, which were not the words and thoughts of the Creation 

Universe that operate Its Utopia. 

For example, in Normal Universe, there is no war, crime, disease, 

poverty or mortal death. These negative effects only exist where souls in body 

vehicles have changed the words spoken by adding their personal desires to 

the Creation’s utopian way of life. There is no doctrine for the way life is in 

the Universe, and there are no words such as "doctrine." There is only 

knowing - no "thinking," where people are paid for "thinking up" things, as it 

is on this planet. 
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I come from the headquarters of the Galactic Elohim at the Great 

Central Sun, and there are some two million of us here on this Carlanon 

(healing project) planet. We are called the “144,000” in Rev. 14:6. Our only 

purpose is to redeem the microcosms caught in this terrible pit of hell, where 

nations have developed military forces that fight and kill each other. They do 

this because those are the thoughts and words they have created in the past, 

and those words and deeds recorded in the collective consciousness animate 

their bodies to fight and kill one another. 

Instead of having a healing system for crimes, they have a judgment 

system with prisons to put people in, and they have to have thousands of 

policemen and women in every state to do this. All of this is caused by satanic 

power, negated energy, which is the only thought that these people have. 

They, themselves, are the crime, the warriors and the robbers, treating the 

effects of war, crime, disease and poverty, with effects, and they don't know 

how to use Love, which is the mind force all over the Universe. Over 

99.999+% of the Universe is operating perfectly, so who would be so 

perverted that they would own a big business or a big industry and hire 

workers to come and operate the outlet or the machinery and pay them a 

wage?  

The main thing that Jesus, who was one of us, taught the people, was to 

hold all things common and to make distribution to one another according 

to need (Acts 4:32-35). This is the basis of Christianity, and the people who 

do these things are Christ-like people. The religious heads in churches defile 

the meaning of Christ, which in truth is simply Christ (Universal) 

Consciousness. In Jesus’ case, they mistakenly made him the only Christ over 

the whole world and said that people could only be saved through Jesus. 

People are saved when they reawaken their soul in Christ Consciousness, and 

then people are all the Christ for whom they seek. 

Now in Jesus’ time, did they have television stations and the Internet so 

Jesus could talk to people all over the world and give them spiritual and 
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economic understanding? Of course not. Then what did they have? They had 

a few people who believed that God spoke to everyone through those who 

wrote the teachings of Christ with a quill pen and ink and some tree bark 

made into a paper. These writings were passed around to preachers to preach 

in churches where people gathered. As time went along others began adding 

to the prophecy, and they developed a man-God who punishes people for sins 

and rewards those who obey the commandments that have developed in their 

religions. Mind you, this was going on on earth, which is in a ruined solar 

system, ruined by entities who added words and spoken sentences into 

Creation’s Universe which weren’t real, that went into causation and created 

the conjecture in things which they talk about and that aren’t true. 

The purpose of this Carlanon planet has been to redeem as many as 

possible of those entities who have gone off on a spree, saying they have 

discovered the body brain, with which they can think up their lives, and they 

have developed individualized free will to boot. This is the oldest illusion in 

the Universe, and falling into it are those entities who come along and say 

they have discovered the 13th dimension. Now, in truth there are 12 

dimensions in Creation Universe, and the Creation is bringing about Its 

highest dimensions of creativity through the creative industrialists, who 

brought electricity, metals, coal, oil, gas, etc. Yet, in their thinking, they 

believe they are bringing a new Universe in the material world on earth, 

beyond Creation's 12 Dimensions. Note: The electricity is already here in the 

aura of Normal Universe as Creation Being's spirit, but thru their thinking, 

the industrialists have devised the way of putting up poles and wires so they 

can charge the people money for what Creation provides freely. 

They have developed a man-God concept and they try to get people to 

worship their man-God and make Jesus his only begotten son. They teach that 

all who believe in him and do his bidding will be saved, that all those who 

do the things he teaches will be restored to the man-God’s heaven, and that in 

the “judgment,” the evil doers are cast into an everlasting lake of fire. All of 
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this is a fictional story, as is the story of Adam and Eve in the earth’s Garden 

of Eden.  

Me, myself and the 144,000 (more like two million) of us who are 

incarnated here as members of the Galactic Elohim, have the full power to 

transform this planet back into the Utopian Creation as it exists all over the 

Universe. None of the eternal souls in eternal body vehicles of the Creation 

Universe would ever try to change anything of the Creation or add anything 

to it, such as there being special gods who need workers, so they can build 

temples of God, where God and they can be worshipped. What folly! Real 

God, The Creation Universe, doesn’t want any worshippers. It only wants 

doers of love services that help, love and lift all people. 

 

Long ago, Galactica built twelve communal colonies in the warm 

climate around the planet, and operated them over a period of four hundred 

thousand years. We built the Hermetic trinity Giza pyramids that sent alpha, 

beta and gamma energies along the etheric ley lines around the planet to 

furnish light, electric power, consciousness and teleportation energy to all the 

communities. All of this was for the healing of those souls who had allowed 

their seven body and soul chakras to be turned around, to function in mortal-

minded thinking, instead of the first cause activity of the Creation Universe. 

Our Galaxy, called Immaculaceptor Galaxy, contains billions of solar 

systems and trillions of planets, all inhabited by eternal beings living in 

spiritual Utopia. Now comes the time when this planet and its entities are 

restored to the Creation’s Utopia. This is easy for us of the Galactic Elohim to 

do and is all fun. No more politicians, preachers, judges, billionaires, 

soldiers, generals, athletic heroes, or celebrities. All these things are dropped 

out of society as the Workers of the World end their slavery and carry out the 

Galactic World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise, which becomes a 

gala world celebration for everyone. This stops all unnecessary work, while 

continuing to produce the bare necessities of life, with all activity becoming 
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creativity and not "work," and transfers all property back to the Creation so It 

can put it into right use for all people. Then together we will build a New 

World that is beautiful and righteous in every way. 

 
Normal Universe 

 
In Normal Universe, cars, trucks, trains, airplanes, etc., have never been 

developed. We develop things as the Creation shows us inwardly how to do 

them. Cars, trucks, trains and planes can crash and kill people or injure them 

for life, which in itself is quite tragic. In Normal Universe, we have what you 

have seen and call flying saucers, spaceships which are crashproof, weightless 

in space and can levitate and teleport. 

In Normal Universe there is no war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal 

death. These things only exist here because people are using words and 

thoughts that are creating them. 

On earth, in order to keep their millions of dollars, some people make 

excuses for the youth who have died in wars, saying they fought for their 

nation to preserve democracy and freedom. This is all lies, and the youth were 

deceived as usual. 

All the negative effects that exist here on this planet come from 

unbalanced negated words people speak, which are recorded in the planet’s 

aura. These satanic thoughts are leading many people to steal, rob, cheat, 

murder, exploit, rape, abuse children, conduct slave labor, etc. On the 

positive side, more and more people are speaking the words and thoughts of 

the Synthesis. This is what the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga 

Exercise is all about, and all the people need to do is to talk about it in truth, 

and it starts to happen, and the liberation of the people of the world from 

WORK is well under way.  

In the planet's aura, the collective consciousness, everything that has 

been said and done so far is recorded in thought and pictures for recall. So it's 

easy for a person to rid themselves of their bad karma. It’s done by simply 
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refusing all the thought that is secular that allows politicians, generals and 

judges to rule over a society of the Creation’s people, and by being in the 

consciousness of one humanity, sharing Creation's abundance. 

Those entities effected by the solar catastrophe are a tiny fraction of a 

percent of the many trillions of souls who inhabit eternal body vehicles all 

over the Universe. However, they are a majority on these Carlanon planets in 

ruined solar systems. The solar systems were ruined by souls who ventured 

into the shadows, away from the pure Light. This is what Jesus was talking 

about, and Allah, and the Buddha, and others who are sent by the Creation 

unto these screwed up planets. Some preachers have tried to turn Jesus into the 

only begotten son of the man-God, when the truth is that he, just as those 

many others of the Galactic Elohim, was sent here for the purpose of helping 

the people speak only in the HERE and NOW, and never in any time-frame, 

especially of the past. 

The intelligence of Normal Universe can be explained by turning 

September 11th around so we see the truth of what happened. We turn it 

around to see where the presidents of America have sent the CIA and military 

into Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere for decades now in an ongoing 

war against those opposed to American Imperialism, who adopt the methods 

of terrorizing the citizenry of Israel and now America. During the war, the 

terrorists, in a suicide mission, crashed planes into the twin towers of the 

Babylon harlots and into Satan’s Pentagon. Now do you get the picture? "As 

ye sow, so shall you reap." It’s as simple as that, all the emotional razz-ma-

tazz notwithstanding. 

Everything on this planet happens in duality, where there are two sides 

to the coin. You can drop the coin on the table, and it will land heads or tails, 

and people will say, “I won and you lost.” 

Now this duality occurred in World Wars I and II, the Korean War, the 

Vietnam War, the Gulf War and the Iraq War, and in all of them bombs were 

dropped in the same way as happened to the WTC and the Pentagon. In these 
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wars, many millions of youth have been killed because of the politicians who 

are governing over the people. The governments, however, are supposed to 

bring prosperity to all people living in the Creation’s Utopia. What a mess, 

and it takes Creation God-Force to rectify and heal the situation. 

Following the solar catastrophe, six million years ago, the Creation had 

to create a special ethereal abode the entities could stay in until this planet was 

ready to receive the colonized bodies for the healing of the poor, poor, poor 

microcosms. They had gone astray into the shadows and even had begun to 

think they had a brain they could educate so they could be congress or senate 

men and women, or judges or generals. The truth is that all these are things 

that no one should be part of. There should only be the healing of all people. 

So how come these Satanic-infested people are ruling over the common 

people? How come they can’t remove the status quo and let the Creation’s 

Light come in? There is nothing in our brain; it’s only a transceiver that recalls 

thought and pictures out of the planet’s aura, and there should only be 

beautiful thoughts and pictures for our recall. 

 
What Praying Actually Is 

 
Religion has it that we should pray to the man-God up in heaven and 

he will answer our prayers. Actually praying is to talk softly with God as 

you’re walking around, and listening to Its guidance that resonates in your 

soul. You don’t ask God for anything because God has already given 

everything, such as space, air, soil, water, plants, nuts, seeds, grains, bodies, 

etc. Just try to imagine people going on selling their daily bread for a secular 

profit, when it's obvious that we, the creators of good things, are supposed to 

rid ourselves of exploiters. Hitler and Stalin tried to do this, but they used 

force and violence and the killing of an enemy like unto themselves. This is far 

from praying for righteousness to come. There is no way you can 

communicate with the Creation’s Universal Mind, and be patriotic or 

neurotic. 
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The World Changed for Good in 1947 

 
Where were you in April of 1947? You were either a child, a teenager, 

an older person ready to die and come back again, or in the heavenly abode, 

waiting to reincarnate. Whatever your state of being at the time, you were 

alive somewhere in this earthly vicinity when the world changed at that time. 

What changed? 

Someone on earth was made aware of the fact that, for one, we are not 

alone in this vast Universe; two, that the Universe, for the enormous part of it, 

is a highly technologically-developed, computer-driven advanced society of 

telepathic harmony; and three, that causation spacecraft are real and from 

advanced civilizations. 

The day after Allen-Michael’s initiation, he sat down and became an 

open channel, writing down what he had heard telepathically. So now we 

have the World Bill of Rights, a God-given new covenant in seven paragraphs. 

The seventh one says that God is not the author of confusion. This is true. 

God is only the author of Clear Truth, and not of duality of any kind. Only 

man and womankind are in duality and confusion, not God. There is no one 

to blame for anything. Just look inward at your self and see where there is 

confusion and where there is Clear Truth. We all must do this and be honest 

in what we see. 

The World Bill of Rights is of the Clear Light! The New World Bible is 

of Clear Light and this Everlasting Gospel is its song that we can all sing with 

joy in our hearts. 

There is Clear Light at the end of the tunnel, the opening to infinity and 

the Eternal Universe, and a return to Normal Universe and communication 

with the Central Sun of this Galaxy. All this is done by praying, and praying 

is talking and listening to the Universe in your soul about the reality of the 

ways and means that the Creation has created all things to be in Its Utopian 
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Paradise, where people, souls in body vehicles, all have romance and beauty 

because they keep freedom as their way of life. 

Praying isn’t praying to the Creation to give us things or to make us 

prosperous. The Creation has already given and created the entire Universe 

for us to have everything that is good and perfect, and it exists already. It just 

takes sharing, since all things are already provided here for everyone. But the 

change is to share the world with one another equally and equitably by 

making all things that are needed free to all people. 

Right now the workers of the world see that they are worker slaves that 

can be hired and fired. So their prayers are how to get out of this rat race, fed 

by usury money that billionaires use to build big office buildings, big 

industries, big stadiums. All of this present commercial business-as-usual, for 

thousands of years on this Carlanon planet, has been evolving towards the 

time when Creation Universe would call on the workers of the world to bring 

work to an end, and they replace work with real creativity. 

This, of course, will end private property, and those people who have 

millions of dollars will ask the workers of the world not to carry out the 

Creation's WWWS/KYE, even though it brings equality to all people. The 

workers surely don’t transform the whole world from rags to riches for 

everyone because the rich people are finally rich enough. By the workers 

carrying out the WWWS/KYE, they will make everyone equal, and without the 

rich and poor the world will be happy and prosperous for everyone, and that 

means everyone. 

The Creator of the Universe, in April of 1947, awoke in me, in Banning 

Park, Wilmington, California, and sent through me the New Covenant/World 

Bill of Rights, God’s new world covenant, and I cried with Joy. 

A lion my lord, I stand continuously upon the watch tower in the 

daytime, and I am set in my work whole nights, and behold here cometh a 

chariot of women, cosmonauts from the Galactic Command, to turn on the 

switch of LOVE. Only females can do this, because they produce the baby 
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bodies that all the souls incarnate into. When the bodies die, hopefully after 

they have lived a good happy life, people return as souls to the Heavenly 

Abode, which the Creation has established in this planet's aura. This is all for 

the purpose of the Creation redeeming those microcosms who went astray and 

caused all this confusion, where about 24 billion microcosms ventured into 

the darkness, away from the Light of cosmic common sense. 

Walt Disney had cosmic common sense, which is the Creation’s 

Utopian Mind, and he called Tinker Bell forth to sprinkle stardust, which is 

the Creation’s Spirit. By 1960, the world could stand the pressure of Galactica 

putting two big electronic generators opposite the poles of the planet, which 

increased the Creation’s Spirit in the aura of our planet, and a whole 

generation of hippie youth arose. They weren’t going to war any more for the 

Babylon Harlots, who in 1913 took almost full control over America by 

bringing about the Federal Reserve System in America. France and England 

were also deeply entrenched in the usury money, which the multimillionaires 

got for free.  

The CIA of the money changers caught the big wigs who were trying to 

overthrow the usury money system to help the poor, like the leaders of World 

War II tried to do. They didn’t know that Baal-Lucifer's CIA could play both 

sides against one another, use common good, as well as common evil, to 

entrap the workers of the world to work for both the Axis and Allied Powers, 

and they would draft the youth into a world war from 1940 to 1945. As for 

the workers of the world, no wheel can turn unless the workers turn them, and 

no money can be made by capitalistic bosses unless the workers come to work 

every day and keep the whole world turning. So naturally the workers of the 

world are closer to God (not the man-God, but real Creation Universe). 

The female cosmonauts from the Pleiades came to Billy Meier in 

Switzerland in a galactic spaceship, and they demonstrated to him their flying 

saucer, with the LIGHT, which also makes crop circles for all people to see. 

Some people have developed their consciousness to a natural way of seeing 
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through all the red tape that the political governments think they have to go 

through to obey the laws that Congress has laid down so far. One of the best 

of which is allowing people to be conscientious objectors so youth don’t have 

to go into the military to kill, which is just a way of committing suicide, 

which anyone can see by tuning into the event of September 11th in New 

York City Babylon and the Pentagon in Washington DC, which is the route of 

the "valley of passengers" of Bible prophecy (Ezekiel 39:1-11). The “war 

against terrorism” actually came in many guises long before the attack on 

New York City - the center of world Capitalism. 

The Creation is showing all of us here that every negative event that 

happens, like September 11th at the WTC and the Pentagon, has had its part 

to play, which in this case was suicide pilots taking over big jetliners on their 

way to heaven, and when they and all the others who died on September 11th 

arrived at Heaven’s Gate, then all was clear about actual cause and effect. And 

they saw all the souls who were still in bodies on the awful earth continued to 

create the very thing they want to avoid, where they have judges that put 

people into prisons, which we saw in the movie “The Count of Monte Cristo,” 

as well as the path he took to make those who had deceived him realize their 

wrongdoings. It is a classic story of the good guy being crucified, coming 

back to life and exacting the ultimate revenge. However, as the story goes, the 

Count was a very rich man, but the truth is the Rothschilds, at the time of this 

story, the post-Napoleon era, were clearly the richest people on earth. This is 

Hollywood for you; they keep repeating the past and making big money off 

of it, instead of showing the good the count of Monte Cristo could do for the 

world. 

It's the same as with Star Trek, where Gene Roddenberry was bringing 

forth a new version of the Angels of the Heavens in spaceships who were 

restoring the Kingdom of God on earth. However, the Satanic Group still 

controls the earth, even as I write and you are reading these verses, or the 

Creation Universe writes through Its channels of truth. Now, through mental 
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causation, the planetary transformation is coming about, and not in any way 

of killing or judging people like the government systems do. Instead, the 

Workers of the World come in with the World Wide Work Stoppage as a 

peaceful, creative love service event, a karma yoga exercise.  

Now we have the Internet "on line," as they say, and anyone in the 

world with an Internet connection can call up our website 

(http://www.galacticmessenger.com) and get all the information they will 

need for a lifetime, or more. Those of us of the 144,000 of Revelation 14:1-6 

are singing the new age song before the new throne that we are bringing into 

the world, and we go way beyond where the Soviet Union and China and Ho 

Chi Minh went. We go all the way into the Creation’s Utopia, as it leads us to 

"BE.” 

To BE or not to BE is the question; and the answer is to be of God’s first 

cause love services, which is what the people of like-mind who live with me 

do daily. They prepare food and shop and clean and manage our 

environment, as well as assist in publishing these channelings. I feel safe here 

at all times and so do they. They only have to share as they would be shared 

with, and they are doing a splendid job of it all. 

When Steve Spielberg made "Close Encounters," he was visited by 

agents of the secret government and told not to show the aliens as the 

wonderful, beautiful beings they are from outer space, but instead as the 

spindly kind of beings, who are astral gray aliens and aren’t extra-terrestrials at 

all, but come from the bowels of old volcanos that are dormant. 

With Star Trek, Roddenberry showed the Angels of the heavens quite 

often, but he never got to some real truths that would upset the secret 

government agents, who are paid to keep the truth of other solar systems that 

are normal from reaching the general public and giving them new ideas. Both 

Spielberg and Roddenberry were filled with fear, and they didn’t see that the 

United States Government, since Christmas in 1913 when the FRS began, has 

been taken over by those of Baal/Lucifer's negated energy, who got control of 
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the coining and money print mint and, ever since that historic event of 1913, 

they have printed all the money they have wanted, to the tune of trillions 

upon trillions of dollars. At this time, the interest alone is over a trillion 

yearly. 

Martin Luther King Jr. came forth in the time of the civil rights 

movement and spoke out against those who control the government. He 

encouraged the people to speak out for their civil rights, such as Medicare and 

Social Security, and obtaining conscientious objector status rather than going 

to fight and kill or be killed. 

All of the wars which have come about since 1913 were caused by the 

advent of the FRS, which set itself up in America, becoming the money 

masters of the whole world and using the United States Military to protect 

their interests abroad and now, at home, with Homeland Security and all that 

goes with it. Their Patriot Act is truly the refuge of scoundrels, who with 

political hocus-pocus and a stroke of the pen can suspend the Bill of Rights. It 

is all for the protection of the elite and their babylon beast system, which is 

what America has become. The real United States is brought forth now, out of 

this growing tribulation. 

Even the name "Federal" is a deception to have working class people 

believe that the Federal Reserve System is a federal agency and not privately 

owned, which it is, owned by private foreign interests. Those same private 

foreign interests constitute the secret world government, who manipulate the 

money system to serve their self-interests, which are surely not those of the 

people. 

The Baal-Lucifer group came into America legally, and through high 

ranking Americans of greed and vanity, brought forth a money system that 

brings with it gambling (including the stock market), and the rich are 

protected at all cost as long as they play ball with the FRS/IMF. But upon 

considering that the Creation is redeeming Baal/Lucifer and a million more 

like him, then we begin to see the importance of electing people into our 
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government who will expose the lunatic operations that go on in the 

American government, which puts America on the Red Horse of the 

Apocalypse, "taking peace from the whole world." Britain, riding on the Pale 

Horse, did have control over a fourth part of the earth, and they did kill with 

hunger and sword. France rides on the Black horse; however, the French are 

more open minded, and they talked about the mess the politicians are in, and 

"a measure of wheat for a penny, and see that thou hurt not the oil and the 

wine." The rising spiritual people of the earth ride the white horse, and they 

go forth in peaceful world wide work stoppage conquering and to conquer 

using God’s creative power in the spirit of truth. This is the allegory that John 

wrote about the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (Revelation 6:1-8). 

Verses 9 and 10 are interesting, about the opening of the fifth seal. John 

saw under the altar the souls of them that were slain for the word of God, and 

the testimony which they held. Among these were Abraham Lincoln, Martin 

Luther King Jr., the Kennedy brothers, John Lennon, and through the ages 

hundreds more who spoke out and were wiped out by hitmen sent by the 

secret world government. 

Verse 11 is even more interesting, because it’s about souls going to the 

Heavenly Abode, where white robes were given to each one of those who lost 

their body in WWII, who were told to rest for a little season (before they 

reincarnated) until their fellow servants also and their brethren, that should be 

killed as they were, should be fulfilled. This is where the whole world of 

people are at now. And they are caught up in that sticky gluey satanic power, 

where all the governments are a duality and are operating with satanic power. 

And since they adhere to their satanic system religiously, they are in a 

trap of their own making, which they have recorded in the planet's aura; so 

naturally they are reaping what they have sown. Those who experienced the 

event of September 11th, 2001 in negative emotions, dead or alive, are part 

of the same things. 
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So-called Terrorists hate that which they terrorize. "Dead or Alive" is an 

evil expression, because so-called man doesn’t have power over life and death. 

There isn’t in reality that kind of life or death. 

In Normal Universe there is only happiness, because all Beings use 

common sense. This is illustrated in the Creation’s 30/30 Plan, which It is 

establishing all over this planet, where everyone rotates between 30 days of 

love services in preparing and serving the food, and providing all the 

necessities of life for all the people, and thirty days of relaxing, adventure, love 

and beauty. 

Long ago the Universe established civil money in the time of Babylon, 

which began to be used as a medium of exchange, because on earth billions 

of souls were working off their past karma, and there was no other way for the 

Creation to bring those souls back into its Utopia. They couldn’t get started 

again in the natural way of free giving and receiving. They had to use a 

medium of exchange, and later they allowed the money cult to come in and 

turn their medium of exchange into usury, money with interest. They started 

lending coins, then paper money from banks that they opened in countries 

that had given them the permission to do so. Both France and England were 

also under usury money, but it was the American government that gave a 

banking franchise to the FRS to set up usury banks across America, with their 

main bank in New York City, where we had the WTC. The Babylon Harlots, 

with their usury money, give or lend to those who support them, and they can 

bust those who turn against the money changers. But now, as we see, there are 

those who are angry with the evil money system, and they see that they can 

leave their body and go to the heavenly abode and reincarnate over again.  

And who operates the Novida Ashram, that is set up especially for this 

Carlanon planet? Of course, the Creation Universe operates it, and not these 

dumb, dull politicians who are supposed to legalize freedom, security and 

abundance for all people, but in their duality as Republicans and Democrats, 
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they only go as far as presenting an antithesis or a thesis, but they never 

present the Synthesis. 

Now, the Creation Universe and its 144,000 on the planet are coming 

forth with this super clear Everlasting Gospel of Revelation 14:1-6, which has 

the spirit of the Creation running all the way through it. With the 

WWWS/KYE, we bypass the politicians who keep all this lousy government 

stuff going on to protect their money, and not the workers of the world, 

whom they cause to be laid off and suffer because of it. 

 

The Incredible World Wide Work Stoppage and 30/30 Plan 
 

How is the World Wide Work Stoppage and the Creation’s 30/30 Plan 

brought about all over the world? It is absolutely done by people talking 

about the reality of the here and now. 

In case you didn’t know it, reality in the Universe is the mental 

causation that operates all the things that deal with Utopian life in this 

Universe. 

The earth is now renamed “Placentia,” planet of plenty, rebirth and 

rejuvenation, as the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise is 

brought about by talking about it first in the light of serving all people, then 

doing it. Not by talking about the problems, which most people, like 

preachers, politicians, spin doctors, etc., talk about endlessly and offer no real 

solutions. But how can they? They don’t want to appear unpatriotic. 

Politicians are sworn to uphold their country and its views, right or wrong. 

Yet, in previous wars and today as well, they put money ahead of the lives of 

our youth.  

Now the Bible has a lot of junk in it, along with the things that are of 

the right-use-ness of that which the Creation has created. How? It’s all obvious 

in an orange tree in the ground or in grape vines, or in barley grains that beer 

can be made from, beer that gives you a high and makes you feel sociably 
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amiable towards others. But they also use toxic chemicals in the factories that 

make the beer. 

They used to call alcohol the devil's drink, the work of the devil, and 

the devil's brew. So is there really a Devil? No, only devilish behavior by 

people hooked on the pitchfork of satanic energies produced automatically by 

the commercial system, which is as artificial as the plastic used to buy all the 

junk. 

The Bible tells that Jesus had a meeting with the Devil on the Mountain; 

this is another Bible fib that needs to be corrected in this Everlasting Gospel, 

brought by the Comforter Spirit of Truth, foretold in St. John 14:16-17 and 

26. Jesus was simply dealing with the negated mind and energies of the world, 

facing it in the Christ spirit of Truth. Nostradamus in the new world quatrains 

calls the Comforter “the Ornament of the age.” And this is because the 

Comforter Spirit of Truth isn’t a King or a preacher man, or a general for sure, 

or a billionaire, which would be impossible. The Spirit of Truth is God's 

universal Christ Consciousness, which lives and moves and has Its being in 

us. We are all the Christ for whom we seek. 

But I am a trillionaire in the Creation's real things that are for everyone 

to share; so let's talk about reality, which is the Universe itself, which no one 

can locate yet in what they call space. Space itself is filled with spiritual 

electronic energies that are of the Universal Internet, which Bill Gates, Steve 

Jobs and many others pioneered on this planet in the early nineties of the last 

century. 

Today in the world from New York City to Tel Aviv, a lot of very smart 

writers and thinkers are talking about the reality of religious and ideological 

warfare, saying only the naive can talk about peace and settlement to the 

issues between Palestine and Israel. There are very smart people on all sides of 

these issues in Israel-Palestine. But their smarts are only hearsay in the greater 

picture of things, and their lousy politics is fraught with problems and 
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economic ones to boot, like rising unemployment and the Israeli money 

falling hard against the American Dollar. 

Now we see the money changers would sacrifice the people in this last 

war, which George W is all gung ho over, taking the youth of the air force, 

navy and army special forces into the beginning of the prophesied war in the 

Middle East, which has been gearing up since 9/11, and although it isn’t 

visible to the eye in reading the papers and Internet news and articles in 

magazines, the thought force of such a world wide blowout is on the desks of 

Pentagon officials, who spend all day and night working on contingency 

plans to fight all resistance to American Imperialism. 

The politicians sit on the status quo of usury money, lambasting the 

terrorists on one hand and with the other hand catering to the business 

interests of those producing, exporting and importing goods and services, 

which supposedly makes money for all according to their trickle down theory, 

but never reaches those at the bottom. All they have to offer is how to slice the 

usury money pie. Now we know that all opposites are relative. On a planet 

like this in a time warp, there would be two sides to every big issue. And the 

working class thesis people who work for a living are relative to those of 

antithesis who sit in high office buildings, like the Enron building of Houston, 

Texas, making policies and deals involving energy outputs and inputs. 

The working class needs to see the light and drop out and engage in the 

ideas of a giant WWWS/KYE; this is how to begin to solve the world’s many 

radical problems, and the solutions at first seem as radical as the problem. But 

better to be part of the solution than part of the problem, eh? 

I kinda feel sorry for those who live in mansions who in the future 

won't be able to control the workers any longer to serve them in luxury, 

because the workers are going to start praying out loud about real things in 

the new invention of constructive praying, speaking in universal causation. 

Now to change the subject here, notice how the people of NASA are not 

military people. The high electronic science of the new Placentia has been and 
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is created by those of us of the Galactic Elohim who volunteer to come here, 

and we are assured of our being able as a microcosm to return to Galactica, 

and not get caught in this terrible satanic power that the people of the Middle 

East and Asia are experiencing - and in fact most people of the world, save it 

be Scandinavia, whose people seem to work out some exemptions from world 

pressure and severe problems that other countries nearby are experiencing; 

Poland right now, and other Eastern European countries, having given up on 

Communism, are now finding life trepidacious for many farmers and 

ordinary folks. Socialism didn’t work; however, Capitalism is working far less 

for them, and many are beginning to realize this. The only thing that will 

work is getting rid of the money system and replacing it with Christ 

Communism. 

The earth is a place now where people can be real, and demand that we 

stop buying and selling, wheeling and dealing, like Jesus taught the Essenes to 

do, and now in this age there are many reincarnated Essenes who have 

graduated to other endeavors and are trying to shore up the Israeli left wing 

peace people. No one really wants to live under money atonement, and once 

the mass of people discover the way to freedom lies in establishing Jesus 

economics, nothing on earth will stop them from creating it. 

2000 years ago Jesus went up into a cloud, which was hiding his space 

craft from view, for in those days, as even today, the shock of seeing that 

much technology would have capsized the viewer.  

Now this is the answer to the question of whether there really is a Devil. 

The true answer is that the devils, millions of them, let other devils put 

people in prisons, instead of healing them; and thousands of military 

generals, who are devils themselves, train youth to use weapons and kill. 

So look in the mirror, and see if you are of God-the-Universe or of the 

devilish satanic power. 
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Chapter II 

 
The New World Forum 

 
Those who are speaking for a new world of real freedom, security and 

abundance for all people of Placentia, planet of the Creation Universe, are 

welcome to speak at the New World Forum. This planet is ready for those 

who are restoring the Utopian kind of world that the Creation operates all 

over the Universe, which is the way of free giving and receiving, not in the 

way of making war. By Creation giving this planet a new name reflecting Its 

eternal spirit, everything of the old world consciousness begins to fall away, 

and we present a new world in which there are no money changers. Money is 

no longer used, and we make all things free to all people.   

The way the world is now, it is a business-as-usual world in which 

things are bought and sold. This world has developed in the way it has 

because of sins of the distant past against the Creation, and therefore it 

couldn’t be other than it is right now, in a foolish war against terrorists. 

Instead of using the money to help the people of Afghanistan and Iraq, the 

money changers use it for military equipment, hoping to stop terrorism, but 

they are the terrorists themselves. It just depends on what side of the fence one 

is sitting on, since, in the world, people have to take sides and hope for the 

best. But the best never comes. 
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So in the New World Forum, we don’t want speakers who speak in the 

same old duality thought of good versus evil. We’ve had that for centuries, 

and it only leads to more foolish wars and terrorist acts, such as what is going 

on in Israel and the West Bank, as we speak. We will speak in the one for all, 

all for one Synthesis. Our New World Forum is for those who have Creation 

calling in them to bring about a new world of happiness and creativity, with 

no more work to do. The worker slaves are at last set free. 

Creation’s Utopia is returning here now, after all these years of 

advancing science and technology up to the point of the new world Internet, 

where money is no longer used. It was only used because there was a terrible 

happening in this solar system that ruined all the planets, and this planet was 

chosen by the Galactic Elohim and set up as a special healing planet, and 

money atonement was given to drive the advancement of the civilization over 

the last 5,000 years. The Galactic Elohim are here now in a telepathic space 

strain of bodies, as the book of Revelation in the King James Bible tells in Rev. 

14:1-6. We are called the 144,000, and we bring forth the New World Bible, 

called The Everlasting Gospel. You are reading it here and now and receiving 

truth of its high spirit, so rejoice! 

Who is the one who is the channel of this Everlasting Gospel? He is the 

one told about in St. John 14:16, 17 and 26, who comes as the Comforter 

Spirit of Truth, who takes the whole world into the things that are to come 

now. 

Verse 26 says, “But the Comforter which is the Holy ghost, whom the 

Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and bring all 

things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said to you.” These are the 

deep truths of the Creation that we as souls in body vehicles obey in Normal 

Universe in a utopian way of life of giving and receiving. No money is used 

in Normal Universe. Money was to be used here only as a medium of 

exchange up through the time when the scientific-techological age would 

come forth; this has reached its peak now; and the evil doings of the usury 
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money system are folding back against itself, and this is why, in the last 

election in America, the election itself was interferred with by the satanic 

character who tried to impeach the prior president, Bill Clinton, and almost 

got it done. 

 
Lucifer the Fallen Angel 

 
What does this mean? Precious few ministers of the Bible have been led 

into true realization of who Baal-Lucifer is and why he is incarnating on this 

world. All spiritual realization comes out of the Universal Mind Itself that is in 

all space and matter atoms, and is operating the Universe Electronically. 

Spiritual Electric power is the natural energy that operates all life, and the 

orbiting planets and orbiting galaxies. 

Baal-Lucifer is here in a body at this time. He is the mogul behind the 

scenes who runs the money cabal, operating principally thru the FRS and 

IMF. From their perch they manipulate the capitalist world. We will see why 

all their money games are certain to fail now. The story of money and its 

relationship to the being Baal-Lucifer, and the explanation of his erring 

consciousness, is told throughout the Everlasting Gospel. 

So the earth in regards to the truth is still in the hands of Satanism. 

Satan isn’t a man, and neither is God a man. Satanic energy is thought and 

consciousness going backwards in devolution, its evil ways are antithetical to 

Life. Real God is Creation Universe, which this world seems to know little 

about. This world, the way it is economically, is nothing more than the 

Capitalist’s money racket, who have been trying for the past two hundred 

years to keep their usury money racket going, with which they can make those 

who play the usury games prosperous; and they bust those financially who 

discover their evil doings.  

So America, England and France, and those nations who follow them, 

ride on the Red Horse, Pale and Black horses of the Apocalypse that all the 

nations are facing now, which will bring a final and certain end to their 
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satanic system. It is the system of usury capitalism that produces the satanic 

energy manifesting in war, crime, disease and poverty, which are all used to 

make money. This is the epitome of evil; and the evil is relative to the good. 

Both sides are in error regarding living in tune with natural law, and they are 

scheduled for a big smash-up; which would lead to the loss of all life, except 

for the intervention of the God-Force, the Galactic Elohim, which brings 

redemption out of chaos. 

Read Rev. 6:4-8. According to the descriptions given by John of 

Patmos, it is America that takes peace from the whole world. And in the 

Election that was turned around, George W Bush comes forth on the “Red 

Horse” taking peace from the whole world. Both Bush and Cheney are 

millionaires, made rich in the game of oil dealings and usury dealings, of 

which nations like Iraq, Iran, China, Russia, Australia, etc., are on the tail end 

of the usury money game. It’s America, France and England who are the main 

nations of the usury racket, along with Germany and Japan, Israel of course, 

and others. America takes the lead being the rich country that it is, having the 

Satanic money cabal come into America in 1913 to take the highest branch in 

the Cedar Tree. This is in Eze.17:1-6. 

Now, I’m the New World Comforter Spirit of Truth, who is leading the 

world people who speak the truth into the super real New World that is 

prophesied on the back of the American one dollar bill, where you can see the 

Hermetic pyramid, which says above it, “He prospers our undertaking”, and 

below the pyramid it says “New Order for the Ages.” 

The false new world order announced by George Bush, Sr., and pushed 

further by Bush, Jr. is just more enslavement of people. Global corporate 

consumer capitalism, running on usury money, supported by politicians on 

the payroll, is the clearest expression of evil there is. Yet, we must see it in 

relativity, relative to the good of producing the possibilities that lead to a 

synthesized global society that is FREE in every way. 
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In actuality, the real New World Order of total sharing, with equality 

for all, is of the Comforter Spirit of Truth, who takes the whole world into the 

positive things which are to come, that are happening now all over the world; 

and in that turned around election of the third millennium when Bush and 

Cheney came forth, they are pushing and pulling the world into war; all the 

while the Creation’s people are gliding in Galactic Spaceships which have 

been making crop circles to awaken the world. Galactic beings have 

channeled all the telepathic thought that has led people to create the World 

Internet, that is transferring the Creation’s people into a super real New World 

Order, which is free in every way. 

Satanism is where ignorant evil men operate the military, operate the 

judiciary penal system, and control all the nations with usury money, that 

came into America in 1913, and according to the prophecy in Eze.17:2, the 

angel of light said, “Son of man, put forth a riddle, and speak a parable unto 

the House of Israel." 

The House of Israel isn’t the Jews who claim Israel now. Out of World 

War II, a disputed homeland came for the Jews, after many of them were 

exterminated by the Nazi movement in Europe, and that war was like a big 

boil manifesting on the Human bodies who joined in with the two sides of the 

Axis and Allied armies, in which their leaders all wanted to go beyond usury 

money and bring back a fairer system of economics that suited the people of 

each country involved. But the money changers arranged to throw them all 

into a war with each other, where they would play both sides against one 

another, making big money from expensive war games. This is happening 

again now. 

Eze. tells in chapter 17:2, 3 a Great Eagle with great wings, long winged 

- and full of feathers which had diverse colors, came into America, and took 

the highest branch of the Cedar tree. This is the FRS. 

The Bible prophecy says Lebanon, but it was really America. I’m given 

to correct the prophecy in the Bible which the Satanic group perverted, who 
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believe the great judgement day supposedly comes, when the man-God attacks 

the world with great eruptions, and judges all the people and casts the evil 

ones into an everlasting lake of fire, and takes the good ones to heaven to be 

with God. All this kind of false duality prophecy has been put into the Bible 

by the Satanic group in past lifetimes, so they  can use fear to control the 

people. 

Only the Science of Mind ministers have taught the truth, and they 

accepted Philosopher Hegel who brought forth the truth about the duality of 

this world, which is showing up as Good vs. Evil, and no third force of the 

Synthesis or the Universal Mind in all space and matter atoms. Until now. 

Now the higher Synthesis manifests as a complete social-economic healing 

and spiritual transformation. 

 

There is no need to call the Bush team terrorists or the bin Laden people 

or the Palestinians either. We see the two sides of any dispute are in relativity 

to one another, connected nevertheless in spiritual relativity, to their apparent 

present dismay. 

A good half of the people in America voted for Al Gore, yet the new 

Republican administration rules with Patriotism as its banner, however 

"Patriotism [without a synthesis] is the refuge of scoundrels." This may sound 

unpatriotic, but we see the world as one planet and one family, not all these 

200 or so nations, all vying for a way to survive by playing politics and 

playing the money games that go on from the smallest country to the biggest; 

even Cuba, the tiny island of Socialist leaning people, has to play the usury 

game to stay afloat. 

Society under the status quo has come from the advancing of science, 

electronics and technology, and now it is shown in these channelings that all 

the methods of creating electricity are obsolete. It isn’t necessary to dig coal, 

and pump oil any longer, because the spaceships of the Galactic Elohim have 

come to the new Placentia with the Dynadran energy system to restore the 
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Creation’s Utopia, which will not use money any longer. So this shows that in 

spite of the FRS coming into America in 1913 - and they didn’t only take the 

highest branch in the Cedar tree, but they cut off the young twigs (the youth) 

and put them in military uniforms, and gave them weapons, not to defend 

America in its time of great need, but to fight for the heavy hand that took 

over America’s money in December of 1913, just before Christmas holiday 

season began. 

Notice that the celebration of Christmas is for Christians to exchange 

gifts to one another on Jesus’s birthday, and beautiful songs are sung, and 

other things that are quite nice. But the business people had to cash in on 

Jesus’s birthday, and they invented Santa Claus, to bring the toys and all those 

evergreen trees that are used and then die. 

If Jesus was asked if he wanted to have a birthday celebration, he would 

have said “I am eternal spirit, no part of my being is in time.” Time was 

brought so the money changers could see how much money they had at any 

given time. 

The truth about America is that the United States Constitution is in a 

glass cage, but so far they haven’t done even one thing that the Constitution is 

about. Such as freedom and equality; and equal pay for everyone; and justice 

coming from the truth and helping people not from a judgement and 

punishment point of view. And that real money was just a simple medium of 

exchange. No borrowing and no interest paying on the Usury money. 

A real Congress would issue a medium of exchange so that all things 

could be built on one high standard for everyone. 

The United States Constitution was defeated by the FRS of usury money 

in 1913, and then came the first big WAR, World War I, and then World War 

II, both of these wars were caused by the satanic antithesis of Capitalism, 

which operates industries owned by private capitalists who use workers to 

make big money for themselves. Anyone with the fairness of spirit of the 

sharing Creation in them knows that usury money rewards the greedy ones, 
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who are out there getting for themselves. Right now the big business sharks are 

dining on all the little fish. 

Usury money was the main enemy of the United States Constitution. So 

why didn’t the Founding Fathers go ahead with the inspired plan that came to 

them through intuition, to lay the Corner Stone, which was for them to print 

free cash flow money that was only a medium of exchange, and not continue 

with the usury money which gave power to those who were creating evil. 

World Wars One and Two were just manifestations of the wrong way of doing 

things. If WWIII starts, it will be out of the same misbegotten cause, bringing 

more suffering and death. All for the lack of a free money system! 

The US Constitution should declare a guaranteed income for everyone, 

where people receive enough money to live on, so they can dedicate their life 

to helping the United States grow into the vision that Abraham gives in 

Gen.12:13, when the Creation called him to come from his Father’s house, 

unto a land that he would be shown, which lo and behold sweet chariot, the 

Galactic Mother Ship came over America and the people saw it as a melting 

pot for a people who were under past karma. 

The souls in body vehicles of the earth are on a special healing planet, 

that is in a ruined solar system, and if the right wingers, like all of them in the 

American government who support Bush and Cheney in their making war on 

terrorism, were to change into spiritual beings, this would in itself begin to 

change the world. 

We are showing that the entity that rules this world from behind the 

scenes is the chief of the FRS and IMF and took over the IRS that the Masons 

started, hoping that through income tax they would be able to  print “free 

cash flow money,” like the Euro of Europe thought about, but isn’t ready yet 

to do. So what I am doing as your New World Comforter Spirit of Truth is 

bringing forth “Free cash flow money,” that is described in Rev. 13:17, 18, 

which I shall correct the verses which have been put into print by those using 

satanic power, so they gave the wrong slant to the prophecy.   
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Here is the way verses 17 and 18 should read: 

“And that no person should any longer buy and sell, but those of us 

who accept Jesus’s kind of economics,” and of Verse 17 which says, “that he 

which has the name or the mark of the Beast, or the number of his name.” 

This isn’t true, and shows that when the King James Bible was printed that 

some of the prophecy is given the wrong spin. 

The Beast in the Bible refers to the one who is Baal-lucifer, and he is the 

one who started the FRS - IMF and the CIA is his intelligence agency. 

Verse 18 says now, “Here is wisdom, let him that has understanding 

count the number of the Creation for it is the number of 666. And 666 is of 

alpha, beta and gamma energies, that operate the whole universe. And they 

are of 12 dimensions of perfect harmony, and the only way disharmony can 

be brought into the Creation’s Utopia is for some entities to want things that 

are not of the Creation, and never can be, and never will be.” 

The Solar Catastrophe of this Plentoria Solar System happened about 6 

million years ago, and about 24 billion souls were caught up in it, because 

they didn’t leave the solar system in time when the call came forth to vacate 

the system, which several trillion bodies and souls did, and about 24 billion 

stayed behind, and their bodies were destroyed. They became ghost riders in 

the sky, and at this time of my coming as the Comforter Spirit of Truth to 

bring about the Creation’s Utopia again, the only souls in body vehicles that 

will return to Creation’s Utopia, where all things are free, and there is only 

happiness for everyone, are those who bring about the World Wide Work 

Stoppage, Karma Yoga Exercise. First,  simply by talking about it, and when 

people speak of joy and happiness for everyone, that is exactly what the 

Creation Entity wants them to do. Then by doing it, the restoring of the 

Utopian Kingdom of the Creation Universe comes about, and the people 

have everything for each other that people can create; which shows that the 

workers of the world have invented, built, made, maintained things that we 

all use, and those managers of the main projects like transportation in cars, 
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trucks and buses, and the electric generating plants, the oil refineries, the 

construction of buildings, all of this was done by the workers of the world. 

Those who were Socialists or Communist Indutrialists wanted sharing to come 

about, and to stop people who are just capitalists, and they find many ways 

to capitalize upon the workers of the world to keep them as wage slaves, so 

the satanic ones can be rich and get their mansions built. 

We see that around Philadelphia, near the East Coast of America that 

the Founding Fathers called the workers to build their mansions, and some of 

the workers and contractors asked the Founding Fathers when they were going 

to lay the cornerstone so the workers could be liberated from the rich ruling 

class who used the planet and people to make as much money as they could. 

The truth about all of this is that the Founding Fathers of the United 

States never brought in the real United States. The old usury money that the 

whole world was under was as far as they got, and there couldn’t be a nation 

that could bring real equality to people by restoring the Creation’s Utopia in 

which the planet was creativity and enjoyment for everyone. 

Some psychologists say that people are different. And that we can’t have 

equality, because some people are mean and rob and steal and fight with 

people and each other. This is the way people are conditioned in the work 

that they do, and in their parents have been conditioned in life. 

In Normal Universe, no one knows when it began or when it will end, 

because there is no formal beginning or ending. The Universe is all eternal 

Here and Now. Time does not exist in reality. The Bible stories presents a 

man-God that created the Earth, and Adam and Eve - and put them in the 

Garden of Eden as the story goes, and these two would populate the earth. 

This is absurd and a story of incest to boot. 

That was the best the Creation could do in the sequences of events that 

would follow those who left the Hermetic Communal Pyramid Communities 

and strayed away out into the world, where there were only three dimensions 

of consciousness, that operated nature and the animal Kingdom. 
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All the souls who stayed in the 12 communities were spiritually 

processed, so they as souls could be restored to Normal Universe. 16 billion 

souls were spiritually processed so their seven body and soul chakras were 

flashing again with the electronic Universe; and the Galactic Elohim brought 

all of this incredible electronic equipment to this processing planet from 

which Microcosms were being redeemed by a Creator of unconditional love, 

back into Normal Universe. The Creator of the Universe reveals all in these 

channelings. Even now the earth scientists know very little about the Creation 

Universe, and I know all about it, and I write these things that are true, and I 

don’t do it for money. 

Now to change the subject a bit here, if politicians were spiritual and 

had gained the knowledge that Jesus used in his association with people, then 

the politicians wouldn’t be elected from the duality of Republicans and 

Democrats, into a government that was supposed to have freedom, security 

and abundance for all its people. But the politicians have nothing but the 

same old election battle, which since they couldn’t impeach Bill Clinton, they 

took over the election through a fraud. Al Gore the democratic candidate was 

defeated because he wasn’t to ride the Red Horse of the Apocalypse, and take 

peace from the whole world as his compadre, George W is slated to do, and 

he is doing it and he is doing a fine job at it. 

George is in Iraq right now whipping up that Red Horse of the 

Apocalypse as well as anyone can or could do. 

These election frauds and things are expected at a time now when the 

Creation is ending this old world of duality. The corruption is out in the 

open, like with Enron, so the people will wake up and see they’re being 

deceived. When this all ends we will be in Michael’s Stand, and Michael is 

changing the world forever, by casting out of it all the old world duality 

systems, and restarting the Creation’s Utopia, in which people don’t buy and 

sell things for a secular profit. The Creation’s Utopia is brought by the 

workers of the world, who now get laid off and their belongings repossessed 
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by the Usury bank, and the bankers bring a depression or inflation to keep 

themselves in power, or a war if need be. But now just by the workers of this 

world talking about the Creation’s plan, which is brought by the Comforter 

Spirit of Truth  (this is me, myself and I am and my group) which has 

Galactic Space ships that could blast all the military jets out of the sky in the 

blink of an eye, and easily take the whole planet over by using the Internet. 

However, in using force and violence, well obviously this isn’t the way of the 

Creation Re-establishing Its Utopia here at this time on the planet. It must be 

done through spiritual intervention, which it is. 

As we are doing right here and now. These words and ideas are 

synthesizing all the wayward consciousness with the transcendental truth, 

purifying the world in preparation for the rebirth of God’s Kingdom, which 

has no fault in it. 

It is done by people talking about the real things of Creation Universe, 

which we start by informing everyone that the Creation says It will make all 

things free for all the people. Then the people look around and see the old 

Roman Empire, still around with its modern day weapons. Bush, following in 

the footsteps of his father, is doing just fine, doing what he is supposed to be 

doing, riding the red horse into the Apocalypse. Which all turns out to be a 

farce in the face of God’s truth. 

The Creation is made up of words and sentences that souls in body 

vehicles speak. There is a book called the Power of Now, by Eckhart Tolle 

about being in the here and now at all times. There should also be a book 

entitled the Power of Words Spoken. 

All the words used in sentences that reveal truth are of God's spirit, 

which is sharing all things and helping one another to be in a good life of 

serving each other, and no one should be trying to make money off others, 

getting people working for them, because this would divide the people against 

themselves, and there would be the George Bushies terrorists fighting the 

terrorists of the bin Ladens. 
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They forgot that they were serving the learned Elders of Zion and their 

FRS daily, since interest payments never stop, and those Elders believe they are 

God’s Chosen people, led to rule over the world through usury money 

paybacks and collateral. 

Alan Greenspan is the Chairman of the FRS with the head bank in New 

York City, and 11 more around the country serving its member banks in 

every large and small city that does business with bonds, civic payments for 

services, etc. 

The New World Money System that the United States founding fathers 

were going to bring was “free cash flow money” that was only a medium of 

exchange, and it would have ended the Usury money banks. But now we will 

institute a system that doesn’t use money, which shows how misguided those 

who use satanic power are. Satanic power is in words and sentences people 

speak that aren’t true, like nothing they speak in regards to money is true. 

Now is the time for a WWWS-KYE that starts the era of Creation’s 

Utopia that is all happiness.  

The Learned Elders of Zion, who financed the FRS at first and brought it 

forward here in the richest country on earth, America, believe they are chosen 

to do this for the Gentiles and therefore serving the masses of people on earth. 

Notice the way you felt about people before you read this Everlasting 

Gospel. You thought there were good and bad people - however in Creation 

Universe there is only cause and effect, and if you get a negative effect, you 

had a wrong cause. In this Carlanon planetary project it is set up to redeem 

souls that lost their way and fell into tragedy. 

Now the Jews have Israel, and it’s Israel that Dan.11:45 tells of that 

comes to its end, and none shall help him. He is Baal-Lucifer, the big wheel, 

who since the time of King Solomon has ruled the world. And the truth is that 

the national governments served him because he had the artificial money, that 

made all people rich who served the FRS, and the IMF, and their CIA. But 

they don’t think of themselves as evil ones. The Bible got hung up in good 
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versus evil, when all things were and are cause and effect. In the Universe, 

there is only Utopia, and everyone shifts between serving and being on 

vacation, having use of the Universal Transportation System, which this 

planet could have had, if the workers of the world had been organized to 

have control over the natural resources, and they wouldn’t do any work 

unless it benefited all people. 

The workers would have controlled the natural resources, and not let 

them fall into the hands of those who thought that a planet was just a place 

where things were invented and people could make money. It’s ok to make 

money if you use it to benefit other people, but making money strictly for self 

always is wrong. 

One major failure of the people is that they give more energies into 

getting money than they do in re-establishing God’s Utopia.  

Now we will do it. God’s Utopia is coming in inspite of all of them. 

Money will no longer be used. So if your life depends on money, this isn’t the 

Creation’s Doings of true cause and effect. If you don’t like what the Creation 

does, and you try to change it into your likes and dislikes, then you won’t like 

that either. 

The Creation, whatever It is, is the only real thing going in the Universe. 

Then you should find out why you’re here as a soul in a body, on a Carlanon 

planet. In our Immaculaceptor Galaxy so far there have only been 12 of these 

solar catastrophes, all caused by the same things, one of which is leaving the 

clear light and going into the shadow, and another is thinking you have a 

brain that can think, so you start thinking things up that aren't of real truth. 

So evidently some people in this Plentoria Solar System in our 

Immaculaceptor Galaxy, believed they had discovered that the body brain 

could think and they had discovered a great science, where you just think and 

grow rich. And even up to this very time of the end of this world, the way it is 

now is simply a greedy mess, where of all things they still buy and sell the 

Creation’s food. And even worse pervert nature's gift into lifeless Genetically 
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Modified Organisms. You’d imagine by now from the things that Jesus 

showed us about creativity, that all workers would have ended their slavery of 

working for money. 

How off course can politicians be not to see that in a government if its 

any good at all they would see that the Creation operates a great universal 

play land. And it’s all for joy and happiness. 

THE UNIVERSE is operated with light words and thoughts, which are 

all in the Creation’s Electronic System, and if some souls in body vehicles 

want something besides the Creation’s Utopia, as it is all over the Universe, 

then they eventually wind up on a healing planet like this one. So in the 

perfection of Creation’s “30/30 Plan,” there is no work, there are only creative 

things to do as a service, and they benefit everyone. 

The only reason you are here on a Carlanon planet in a ruined solar 

system, is you were caught up in this false imagining, and the Creation of 

course is bringing Its lost sheep out of the pasture and back into Its Utopia. In 

the past 2500 years, when Creation consciousness started to activate on the 

planet again, and prophets like Daniel, Ezekiel, and many others, began to 

write the thoughts coming into their head radio set and television station, 

messages which were collected and finally printed into a Bible, and in the 

prophecy we see that there is a voice speaking of things to come in the future, 

and of course this voice is the Creation Universe, assuring those who have 

fallen into a quagmire of their own making there is an end to their suffering, 

all because they didn’t know that inventing new words and thoughts is what 

satanic power is, and the real synthesis thought we are to use, is all sharing 

consciousness, and creating things like the Dynadran Electric generator, that 

will supply the Creation’s clean electricity to everyone. 

And the people will share all things because these words are true. We 

have synthesis thoughts and we keep speaking them until the Creation’s 

Utopia is restored all over the planet, because the workers saw that they could 
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end their slavery, and at the same time benefit all people by stopping work, 

and they would start the Utopian kind of sharing, and stop using money. 

So you see that great spiritual things are starting to happen. There was 

no way to get the world started on the right track that would produce a 

scientific-technological age, except to develop money rewards, and riches 

rewards, etc. Give money value, so there would be a medium of exchange and 

then later on the people would realize what the Kingdom of God really is, and 

return the world to the Creation’s Utopian ways of life of the 30/30 Plan. 

Getting rid of money in the process. 

This 30/30 Plan (which in another timeless fashion is operating all over 

the Universe) is where half of the people every 30 days produce all our needs 

and operate all of the facillities for the other half of the people, who are just 

enjoying the Creation’s Utopia for a month, which here on earth would be a 

natural 30 day cycle. 

All the satanic action now on this planet of Bush and Cheney creating 

the rattling voice we hear against martyrs, remind us that Jesus was born in a 

hostile nation, and like me and you, Jesus came in with his group of Essenes 

on the planet, just like now, my group of people are here ready to receive the 

New World Bible, the Everlasting Gospel that Rev. 14:1-6 tells about, and the 

2 million souls of the 144,000 take it to the whole world. Jesus says in John 

14:26, that the New World Comforter, which “I AM,” will come and take the 

whole world back into the Creation’s Utopia, and then Jesus says in verse 30, 

that he will not talk much with us in the future, and the reason for this, is that 

the past is gone, and no one can talk about it any longer. There is nothing of 

the past that can be used in the future, because of those great workers, who 

invent, make and distribute all things, because now the workers of the world 

act to end their slavery by abolishing work, and from then on there will only 

be giving and receiving, and no more use for money.  

Of course the big mansion owners can’t own their mansions unless both 

parts of the dual two party system go on arguing and debating the same issues 
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and carving up the tax dollars and the so called capitalist pie, which never 

solves the real issues and heals and cures things for good, as does our coming 

Utopia World, which heals the world in ten years or less. 

We are going to stop using money and make all things free to everyone, 

just as things are all over the Universe. Here on earth its different - and that is 

really too bad. 

Just imagine no heaven or hell around us. Galactic space ships by the 

thousands take over all the radio and television stations on the planet, and all 

the daily jibbering and jabbering ends, and the Galactic Elohim can send 

programs directly into the homes and offices to inspire those like the Rotary 

International which the Creation has brought forth, which its people are the 

Creation’s emmisaries, starting in Africa, where there is the most suffering, 

because of civil war in about every country and there is drought and famine. 

And when food is shipped in - the soldiers of sides take the food and leave 

their women and children to starve, since soldiers carrying guns make right, 

and the rest be damned. This is choking Africa and causing rampant disease 

and problems galore. 

The Rotarians have come out of the Masonic Order, because a hierachy 

took it over so enlightened natural people formed the Rotarians, and NASA is 

also of the Galactic Elohim, so the 144,000 are ready to take this Everlasting 

Gospel that I have channeled from the Creation Universe, which now Earth is 

renamed Placentia, so then we just drop the old earth thought, and all of its 

struggles, which most of them are over money, and we’re not going to use 

money any longer, as all things will be free to all people. 

The whole world is converted into a Utopia that is directly operated by 

the incredible electronic system of the Creation, which it is operating all over 

the Universe, and there is Universal Transportation that goes all over the 

Universe, and it is all operated by the Creation’s electric power plants, which 

are the suns of every solar system. 
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So then everyone can see in the beginning of this third millennium that 

all things are coming to a head where the progressive people on this planet 

become peaceful like a Dove that is all LOVE. And not have any fear of the 

Satanic Patriotism - because all nations have had their chance to come into 

Jesus’s economics and there are only a few preachers in Christianity that are of 

the high cosmic consciousness that Jesus had, and the same with me - except 

that I can’t be made into anything that is of the world of suffering. 

The preachers made Jesus into the master of good versus evil, and 

associated him with a man-God of wrath who judges people, but none of this 

is true or of real God, the Living Creation, same thing. 

So in the way that people worship Jesus this isn’t what he needs or wants 

and I certainly don’t want it either. Especially connecting him and his 

followers with a man-God who is up in heaven, and going as far as making 

Mary a virgin - who gave birth to the body Jesus, a body like others that souls 

incarnate into, and even the souls are all eternal, and the thing about the 

Earth is that people are supposed to restore the Utopian Kingdom of God on 

this planet, and this is the main thing that people should be doing. 

There is a magazine called the “The Voice of the Martyrs,” to inform 

people about the omnipresent world movement that Jesus and many others 

came forth with in a period two thousand years ago, to get the sharing 

mission of people going, to start the great movement in which “all things are 

held common, and distribution is made to every person according to need.” 

This is Jesus’s way of life. Of which he was given by the Creation to 

bring forth on the earth plane. This at the height of the Roman Empire’s 

seizure of the known world at that time. And three hundred years later Rome 

adopted Jesus as their God, and began a new religion around him and his 

teachings. However, the material world of those times and their Capitalism 

could only do what they could do. 

Now the time has come when Creation takes direct action to restore its 

Utopia here on the new Placentia, and no national policies can continue any 
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longer, because they are all based on usury money, the military, and the court 

system. All of these are quite satanic. The military trains youth to kill their 

enemies. And the Government often robs people to pay their interest 

payments. But they can get away with it by law. 

Until now. In the World Wide Work Stoppage Karma Yoga Exercise no 

government court or military can intervene. Because they can’t force workers 

to work, especially when the workers are ending slavery, which the politicians 

have kept going all these years. But no more. Now the workers will be 

restoring the Creation’s Utopia. 

This is what the Creation gave Jesus and many others who joined in 

with him to do, but it was not to start churches to worship him as a man-God 

or the son of God, the only begotten son. 

In the magazine I have before me of “The Voice of the Martyrs,” is a 

picture of Director Tom White with Muslims standing with him, converted 

over to Jesus, and they are seekers of the Kingdom in the Middle East, Africa, 

India, and all over the world. 

Tom White is doing a good job and Christian service, but Jesus is 

Universal as all of us of the Galactic 144,000 are, who bring forth this 

Everlasing Gospel, and we have about two thousand space ships here for 

different purposes ready to bring about the autonomous New World 

Government whose only power is LOVE. 

So the Christians now that are being persecuted by Muslims in the 

Middle East, all of this comes from the Bible stories that are not true, and in 

the past didn’t accomplish much of the Christ Mission. In the messages that 

Jesus gave among those he called the Essenes, who lived in villages around 

Jerusalem, the communal way of life was what he taught them, and also to 

take food into the Roman headquarters. With me for example, I have no 

enemies, even those of the Secret World Government, who have put me in 

prison, who have tried to kill me several times, but the Creation could rescue 

me, though not from my enemies. I have no enemies. If people knew that they 
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really do reap as they have sown, they would know how important it is to not 

do anything evil. 
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Chapter III 

 
The Power of Now 

 
Astronomers came up with telescopes over the past few hundred years, 

and they saw deeper and deeper into the Universe, its billions of suns with 

planets going around them, and the whole galactic system going around the 

Great Central Sun, and even the galaxies go around great centers called 

Quasars. 

So what is the problem on Earth? Where does this put Jesus in the story 

of the Earth and Adam and Eve? Naturally the Biblical stories were only able 

to go as far as consciousness had expanded at the time. The whole truth 

would have to wait until now to be revealed, especially when all this suffering 

comes from a few billion people in this ruined solar system, who tolerated the 

satanic group that came along and started to teach the human brain theory, 

that the body brain had free will to create thought, and this was the next step 

ahead for all the people in this planetary solar system. A fatal error that 

continues to this day, an error being corrected here and now in this 

Everlasting Gospel. You’ll be astonished to learn that in Normal Universe 

there is no history kept in any kind of books about life, because all the life in 

the Universe enjoys the Creation’s Utopia, which is from everlasting to 

everlasting, and there is nothing in the Universe but everyone having a joyous 

good time. 
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So try and see why you are here on earth, where they have military 

forces that kill people and judges that judge people and put them into prisons 

instead of healing them. It’s sure a good thing that the Creation has all this 

nonsense isolated on a few Carlanon planets, and in no way does the 

Creation judge what It has created or those who make mistakes because they 

start thinking about life rather than living it in full Knowing. If you think 

about things instead of doing what is obvious common sense in creative 

service, then you're in for a lot of trouble down the line. 

This is where the book “The Power of Now” by Eckhard Tolle comes 

forward, which teaches the reader not to think about things and to be solely 

in the here and now, in Knowing, which is always a good message, as is the 

teaching about the power of words spoken in causation, which means that we 

are accountable for the words we use and what manifestations thereof. 

These solar catastrophes rarely happen among the billions upon billions 

of solar systems in our galaxy, which is called Immaculaceptor Galaxy (earth 

astronomers call it the Milky Way). This solar system, called Plentoria by us 

in the Creation’s Galaxy, is overseen by a spiritual group known all over our 

galaxy as the Galactic Elohim, a super beneficial government that maintains 

the Creation’s Utopia and prevents these stupid solar catastrophes, the results 

of which the NASA agents on this planet have clearly shown to the people on 

earth, but those who use satanic power still rule this planet, and they are 

being cast out now.  The Bible uses the expression that Satan is cast into 

chains. 

So what happened to the prophecy that members of the Galactic Elohim 

wrote? The prophecy in Ezekiel 38 is about the coming of the new Soviet 

Union in 1917 in Russia. The Soviets had the power to tell the whole world 

that they were going to do away with usury money and free all the people 

from the Babylon harlots, the money changers on this planet who have usury 

money. The United States founders knew about usury money and that those 

who controlled it could bust those who turned against the usury money 
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system, and they tried to bring free cash flow money that was only a medium 

of exchange, but failed. The Babylon Harlots took over America in 1913 

when the Congress allowed them to bring their kind of usury money and 

banking into America full on, as Bill Still tells in his video the “Money 

Masters.” The International Bankers had been in the USA for a long time, 

however until that time they did not have a central bank that made them by 

law the chief money changers of the land. 

Note: I have repeated this about a dozen times throughout these 

chapters of the New World Bible. It takes that long for the truth to soak in. 

This usury money is what has put America on the Red Horse of the 

Apocalypse to take peace from the whole world, because usury money puts 

those Zionists in charge ahead and over all people on the planet. 

There is an important prophecy in Ezekiel 17:1-6. In verse two, the Lord 

said, “Son of man, put forth a riddle, and speak a parable unto the House of 

Israel.” In truth Israel has nothing to do with Jews or any nationality. Israel is 

the “Real People,” like those who started the TV show Real People.  They were 

the radicals of the media of that time, moving in the direction of the 

Creation’s purposes. 

This prophecy goes on to describe two great eagles that come to roost in 

the cedar tree; which is the FRS and IRS, which at first were in relativity with 

each other. From 1913 the Zionist leaders had control over the antithesis FRS, 

and later the IMF. Roosevelt brought the IRS as a thesis idea to get money 

outside of borrowing at interest from the FRS. Now, the money powers have 

the IRS as well. All of this because the founding fathers never got the 

cornerstone laid for the right use of money; a usury free medium of exchange 

regulated by Congress. It would remain for Lenin and the Soviets to do this, 

and they nationalized the banks as a principal part of their people’s 

revolution. 

The new USSR came into Russia in 1917, and Lenin became its leader, 

who put into practice what Karl Marx and Engels taught. Marx and Engels 
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tried to show the exploitation of the working class of the world by a rich 

ruling class. The new world of Creation for the people on this planet would 

have started then if the Soviets had made the proper social changes such as 

ending prisons, gulags, and confinement, mental institutions for dissidents, 

etc., and the judging of people by their values and standards. All you have to 

do is heal the people and realize that your own previous system caused the 

crimes, poverty and even its diseases. Jesus taught real Communism, so why 

didn't the Soviets say this out loud, challenging the world to hold all things 

common and make distribution according to need? 

Of course it's because Jesus had been captured by the Religious people. 

They had not purposely created a man-God, because at that time they didn’t 

know anything about the Universe and the Creation Entity thereof.  

They spoke of God as a man when there isn’t any man-God, and they 

made Jesus the son of the man-God, bringing this false concept of God into a 

body of a male of the species, leaving women wondering, and for your 

information creating the basis for much disharmony among enlightened men 

and women who live on earth, who breed, love, and deal with opposites that 

are forever attracting, without a real synthesis. Relationship counselors on 

earth who are fairly good at what they do are in great demand, as are divorce 

attorneys, and no one asks why this is. 

Before the Crucifixion the mob in the town square were given a choice; 

they could free Jesus or Barabbas. Barabbas was freed and Jesus was put to 

death. The people chose a materialistic warrior who believed in guerrilla 

violence. Jesus said that to live by the sword was to die by the sword. This did 

not go over with the zealots who had a guerrilla army fighting the Roman 

soldiers who guarded the countryside. 

The Essenes were the enlightened Jews who were way to the left of the 

right wing government run by the Pharisees and Sanhedrin. Although a 

people have a common race name, a left wing Jew is not the same as a right 

wing Jew. And in all countries the left wing people fight the right wing people; 
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they are on opposite ends of the spectrum, although both sides are Israelis - or 

Colombians, whose left wing and right wing are fighting at this very moment, 

and yet both sides are Colombian. The same thing goes on in Africa, where 

many countries have a small to large civil war going on at all times. 

The Bible people, in reporting that Jesus was crucified and God brought 

him back to life, made a mistake in saying that God, especially a man-God, 

could bring dead bodies back to life. If this were possible real God could 

solve all Its problems with death, and just bring all the dead bodies back to 

life. Jesus’s body was in a deep trance state from the crucifixion until he was 

awakened in the tomb. Later, Jesus was picked up by a sparkling chariot, 

which was his space ship, for he had done his part and it was time to return to 

his space command. 

On a Carlanon planet like this one, the entities caused their solar system 

to heat up and burn out, destroying all life that remained in it after the call 

went out to board the spaceships that were sent to take the entities to 

neighboring solar systems where they would be safe. Several trillion entities 

left Plentoria, and about 24 billion stayed behind. 

And a good 16 billion of them were redeemed in the 400,000 year 

Hermetic pyramid era when 12 special communities were functioning in 

Egypt and elsewhere. These centers were closed down because of those who 

had left the community core centers and wandered or strayed out into raw 

nature, where there were only three dimensions in consciousness, and they 

became fearful beasts in just trying to stay alive. Their heritage has been 

passed down to much of our present society that still uses military power, 

which is the worst evil there is. Now the workers of the world will get 

organized to end their enslavement by the rich as they stop superfluous work 

all over the world. What they thought was America, the home of the free and 

land of the brave, has turned into a land of cutthroat survival whereby people 

are just trying to stay alive or afloat and keep their money for old age 

retirement. 
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But remember that on earth they buy and sell things, which they must 

do until they know the Creation Universe within themselves. 

They only imagine they know the false man-God, who they made to be 

Jesus’ Father and Moses' Father as well, and Buddha and Krishna and 

Mohammed are supposedly left to fend for themselves. However, Creation 

Universe just operates a Utopia of joy and creativity, and there is no slave 

work in it to do, but here on this planet, when a group of people become 

Communists like the Soviets did, it shakes everything up, and now we have 

Communist China, a society with 8 symbols of natural yin-yang balance 

amidst constant changes, and they have fewer diseases than in the West, and 

less obesity or early death. The way of the Tao is the way of the Synthesis. 

They have a special herbal and energy medicine practise for the healing of 

bodies. They and the Japanese and others of their family who live by the 8 

symbols of the Creation Universe show there are other streams of 

consciousness unfolding on the planet other than Christianity, that developed 

into the ways of the man-God, who supposedly punishes the sinners when the 

sinners obviously don’t even know what sin is. 

Well, what is sin? All the people who don’t make their world into a 

sharing and giving and receiving world are sinning against the natural laws of 

the Creation, which operates only a Utopia under its 30/30 Plan where half 

of the people are enjoying the Creation’s Eden Paradise, while the other half 

operate it, and not by working. 

The Creation has only romance and beauty and truth. 

The 8 tri-gram symbols were given to the Orientals by a flying saucer 

group of Galactica, six women and six men who came from Galactic 

Headquarters, and we are the ones who take care of those who do the dumb, 

dumb game of pretending they are special gods, to be worshipped above 

others. We are all of the Creation Universe, and we are all one. 

The Christian religion has gotten off the main track even to the extent 

that they believe there is a man-God up in heaven on a throne who 
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apparently has a magic wand He waves, determining who shall live and who 

will die on this planet, who will go to Heaven and who will go to Hell. If the 

Creation Universe could bring dead bodies back to life, then it could solve the 

problem of death on these Carlanon planets; this problem arises because the 

Creation has to maintain its Utopian System, even when the souls that fell to 

earth had allowed themselves to think “Oh, we're not robots of the Creation, 

we have a brain that can think, and we have individual free will.” None of 

this is true. The reality of freedom, being really free, is to serve and live in 

harmonious spiritual oneness with all others, being a creative channel of the 

Free Will of God. "Not my will, but Thy Will be done." 

None of this old religious myth could be true, so you can see what a 

great problem there is here. There are billions of microcosms here, and many 

of them don’t even know there is an infinite, eternal Universe that is Alive; 

they’re still thinking that Adam and Eve were the man-God's first creation, 

who were put on this planet, which to them was flat, with the sun going 

around their planet, and the stars out in space just ornaments hung out in the 

sky for decorations. The main thing of the Bible that is good is that the 

prophecy is the cybernetics of the Creation Universe, telling the people of the 

things to come, so they can be ready for the big changes and not let the events 

be fulfilled that crush them. 

The 45 verses of Daniel 11:1-45 are about the end of this world the way 

it is now. And every Christian minister, both women and men, are supposed 

to be preaching about how this old world money system is at its end, and 

now that this New World Bible has come, they have the Creation’s “World 

Master Plan” of how to carry out the “World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma 

Yoga Exercise,” where the workers of the world end all work and start the 

Creation’s Utopia, which every one can see at a glance is the proper thing to 

do. 

Now, the Creation has made the outside of this planet green so that it 

would bear fruit, olives and things like dates, avocados, etc., and the tree 
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trunks are used to make lumber, of which there is no shortage at this time 

after all these years if you count Canada and the Russian Siberia as sources of 

wood, especially if reforestation practices are used. 

It even put things in the ground like coal and oil, along with many 

ores, metals, and precious stones like diamonds and rubies, emeralds and 

sapphires. The Creation knew in advance that there would be this difficult 

road ahead in the developing of a scientific-technological age, bringing forth 

the airplanes that they build now and sheet steel, plastics and rubber; the only 

Catch-22 here is that people have to be motivated by big money or just 

having a job on the assembly lines to stay alive. 

The workers just barely have enough money to live on.  The Bible tells 

of the 666 money that causes all - both small and great, rich and poor, free 

and bond - to receive a mark on their forehead. This is of the Spirit of truth 

opening through the 3rd Eye. This is of Revelation 13:15-18, although John 

has things sort of turned around, and it isn’t clear what the Beast is. The Beast 

is the military that the big money wheels keep going and not to protect the 

people from an enemy. 

The big money people are the enemy of all humanity, and the workers 

of the world are that humanity that will not as yet put an end to work and 

money. Until now, when it all happens telepathically. Creation Mind sends 

the spirit/thought in to animate the world’s workers to unite and begin 

building the new world. 

In Normal Universe everyone and everything is eternal. There is no war, 

crime, disease, poverty or mortal death in Normal Universe, nor are these 

negative effects real here, and they wouldn’t be here if the Workers of the 

World were operating the planet for the joy and happiness of everyone, 

instead of the money changers. 

Now as expected, the workers of the world will be liberated from those 

people in it who use satanic power to make big money deals. The Enron 

company, whose top execs are on TV right now trying to answer hard 
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questions, had built a big corporation in Houston, Texas, which is America 

personified, and used energy services to build a huge business. They 

capitalized on everyone's need to have current in the house to run appliances, 

lights and TV, etc. They gamed the deregulated market to run up prices 

artificially, and milked California for billions of dollars. The point is the 

whole thing stinks. Enron and Arthur Anderson’s phony accounting are just 

the tip of the iceberg. The whole system is corrupt and doomed to oblivion. 

Good riddance to bad rubbish. 

For a long time now the Socialists have been trying to rid the world of 

Capitalists, and they use or have used military means and fears and 

deterrence; however, nothing worked in that capacity and Socialism is 

basically in hiding at this time. Now the workers can come forward and end 

this old world, for they have the power to do so. 

This New World Bible is out in circulation thru the Internet, teaching a 

new language that someday everyone will be able to use for the good of 

everyone. Revelation 13:15-18 is about the new world money that Abe 

Lincoln tried to bring in the 1860s; however, he was assassinated by an 

unemployed actor, John Wilkes Booth, who was hired by an agent of the 

Rothschild bankers of Europe. 

I am requesting that there be one language all over the world. You see, 

the world can’t go anywhere except up into joy and happiness, coming from 

the low level they are in now, where they fight wars over money, land and 

property. Why don’t they take the money and use it in righteous ways? Why? 

You must be kidding, Allen Michael. You know the people aren’t going to 

make things free to everyone. 

I don’t know that at all, but I hear it. And what I hear in silent thought 

within me, I write for people to read. Then I see that when I start talking 

about this thought, it's recorded in the planet's aura and begins to bring in the 

Synthesis. 

I’m all Synthesis. In Normal Universe only the Synthesis is used. 
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There is no work in the Universe, there is no money used at all. 

There is only creativity. For example, Galactic Spaceships are weightless 

in space, they can levitate and teleport, and they are crash proof. The 

technology on this planet would have developed to use the Universe’s electric 

system, if the creators like Tesla had had support from the establishment. But 

the rat race to make money, especially after 1913 when the FRS came into 

America, took over the whole world using America as their base, and from 

then on America would be supporting the Babylon harlots. 

Galactic Spaceships are powered by electricity that is in all space, and so 

are the bodies and eternal souls in them. The Creation has feelings for Its poor 

microcosms that went astray, and now are being taken care of on these few 

Carlanon planets; eventually the Creation brings them back into Normal 

Universe, and they never go astray again.  

Naturally when medical science began to grow on this Carlanon planet, 

they found ways to set broken bones, sew up wounds, etc., but in treating 

people for diseases, they never could tell the people that after years and years 

of eating junk food, some of which is poisoned with preservatives which gives 

canned foods shelf life, the toxins of such concoctions catch up and cause the 

body to have disease. 

Now on September 11th, when the suicide mission came to the WTC in 

New York City, many people knew exactly why it had happened, but were 

shocked none the less, but not surprised. 

So ask yourself, in the aftermath with the mayor of New York becoming 

a hero and Bush acting swiftly, what else could he do? 

It would have been great if in advance the Bush Administration had sent 

food and medicine, blankets, tents, etc., to Afghanistan, alleviating the 

suffering, but most folks are after the facts instead of being before the facts. But 

the two parties are always arguing over whose version of “the facts” is correct. 
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Why does America have two political parties? Philosopher Hegel said 

“that those of antithesis versus those of thesis evolve one upon the other into 

the Synthesis.” 

The synthesis is the words and thoughts the Creation created for us to 

use that is oneness in all ways. And I just come from the Universe to this 

planet to get returned to Creation, because of the strain that people put on a 

cosmic adept, when they must bear the truth on a Carlanon planet like this 

one, where souls are being spiritually processed because their seven body and 

soul chakras are scrambled, and they got that way probably because they 

grew tired of Utopia's kind of love as services done with pure giving and 

receiving as their way of life. 

There is no pain and sorrow in Normal Universe, and only a few solar 

systems like this one that short-circuited out or heated up and burned out in 

an atomic firestorm, leaving billions of microcosms without bodies in space. 

The Creation had to put them as souls in a Heavenly Abode that is fun, 

something like an etheric paradise where no one loses and everyone gains. 

This is hard to explain to people who have never visited a Heavenly Abode 

and can’t remember it. However, we have access to the akashia that can 

explain what the Heavenly Abode really is. 

The big mistake earth people have made and have yet to undo is that 

they let private individuals own and control the natural resources of the land 

and make big money off of it, when it all belongs to the Creation Universe 

and Creation is trying hard to bring sharing to all the people of the world. 

Our soul body is made up of an ethereal substance so it has shape and 

can blend into the material body, but when the material body dies, it has to 

leave it. Some think that the man-God can bring a body back to life, as the 

religions claim that the Father God brought Jesus back to life. If the Creation 

or even the man-God could do this, then It would bring all the dead bodies 

back to life or not let them die in the first place and solve all the problems. 
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I’m sure not trying to say things that the Creation doesn’t want me to 

say. And I don’t have to ask It questions. That’s the whole thing in a nutshell, 

so they say, love is all there is. You can feel it, breathe it, and a woman and 

man can make love with one another and reach a climax together without any 

anxiety, which shows how rundown and discharged this old world is, and it is 

ending now. 

The Creation has chosen the working class as the ones who stop all 

work, and from here to there they shall have only Utopian creative things to 

do that are all fun, and the world will stop using money and make all things 

free. Some of the money people do righteous things with their wealth, but 

overall the workers are exploited - although having some coverage and 

benefits which they did not have before, they are still regulated to a very 

boring life style, so that sports and entertainment dominate their thinking lives 

and they can do their jobs and still think about the Olympic skaters, the 

hockey players, the up and coming baseball season, etc. 

Now back in Normal Universe the women don’t produce more bodies; 

the bodies grow in space novas, and when a crop of them are risen, they can 

teleport through a sun to a planet and receive a human soul, either male or 

female. 

The Universe just keeps on growing and It's big enough the way It is 

now, but there are also whole galaxies being birthed. 

 Creation doesn’t tell me about those things. It probably sees that I 

don’t need to have to work hard to take the New World Bible our little group 

has done, take it to the people. We’ve presented many copies to Science of 

Mind ministers and they love it, but those Jesus freaks won't stand for one dot 

or diddle if I change anything in the Bible. The Christian Bible had to be the 

one into which Creation put the good news and from which the Comforter 

Spirit of Truth would come and lead the workers of the world, who are ready 

for the 144,000 Galactic Adepts to come and bring the people back into the 

Creation's Utopia.  
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All the people of earth will be mighty glad that finally the Creation is 

able to restore Its Kingdom here through the workers of the world, who begin 

to talk in the Here and Now about real things that workers can do, and only 

workers can do. Everyone who is doing some sort of work can end the work 

they are doing if it serves no useful purpose. Who wants to work for a living? 

Not workers who are smart; they want to bring the Creation's 30/30 Plan 

where in alternating 30 day periods all people will be divided into those who 

are scheduled to give and those scheduled to receive. This will come 

automatically when the people are free to practice common sense and 

common values among one another. 
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Chapter IV 

 
The Spider in the Web 

 
The best and easiest thing to do in the world is to make all people 

happy at once. How could anyone be anything but happy in the Kingdom of 

God, which is Utopia and doesn’t have any work to do, only creative things 

like growing food and building homes to live in, with hotels to stay at when 

on a vacation, opera houses where the symphony orchestras can play their 

music, the ballet dancers can do their thing, and singers can sing, and it’s all 

wonderful and magic? 

So then, why is it all owned by people who make big money? A few of 

them understand that this world is all part of Creation Universe - but those 

who don’t understand have all of it rigged with their use of money. 

The things that people are unhappy about and cause them to suffer 

financial losses and setbacks, or mental and physical illnesses, are all caused 

by false economics, false governments and false religions. The thing that we 

must do now, since the great Armageddon is happening and the Socialists and 

Communists are ready to make war on the Capitalists, and vice versa, is to get 

the Creation's “World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise” going, 

which will stop all the unnecessary killing. 

We can’t blame Creation Universe for the things that happened in the 

solar system which brought it to ruin and caused all this trouble here, but 

now the time has finally come when Creation can restore Its full power here 
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through Its great Universal Mind; which means that all the people (souls in 

body vehicles) come to live in the blissfulness of giving and receiving, thereby 

getting out of this Capitalistic rat race that has changed the world money from 

a medium of exchange over to usury. Yet God is not going to do it for them. 

It is going to do it through us, the Elohim, and through all people, putting 

their bodies, minds and souls into righteousness through right-use-ness of all 

material things. 

This changeover in how money was regulated happened in recent 

history in 1913, during Christmas when most of the Senate and Congress 

people were at home for the holidays. And so the FRS banks came into 

America - and now the whole world is under usury money, including Osama 

bin Laden of the Taliban, Al Qaeda, who was made rich by usury money over 

the years, inheriting a fortune from his Saudi father the builder, and investing 

wisely all over the Middle East and in Europe. And so like attracts like, and 

bin Laden attracted his nemesis in George Bush Jr., the president of America 

now who can, if he tries, restore to the workers of the world the Kingdom of 

God as it is declared in the Bible, because the Bible has been changed and still 

favors Satan. 

Anyone can be in meditation with the Creator of the Universe like I am, 

enabled to write down the things the Universal Intelligence is saying in my 

head, so that the people of earth can have a new world, called Placentia, 

where money isn’t used, and there is no work to do. 

Work is only work when the workers have to work for money. Now the 

workers of the world can bring the end of their slavery by getting organized to 

stop all work, so they can be co-creators instead of enslaved workers who to 

survive do millions of things for money that are squandering natural 

resources, further polluting the air, and causing people to become sick and 

injured and suffer pain. All of this has been created by the usury money 

system coming into America in 1913, “taking the highest branch in the Cedar 

Tree” (Eze. 17:1-10), and taking over the young twigs, the youth, putting 
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them into military uniforms, and supplying them with weapons to fight 

against the enemy. 

But there isn’t any real enemy. If there were it could only be the ones 

who say there is an enemy. The Satanic group believe they are God’s Chosen 

people, and they are supposedly going to rule the world with usury money 

until God sends Its angels to defeat Satan and cast “him” into chains. It’s too 

bad that the Bible was cast in the concepts of good versus evil, rather than 

presented in relativity. Nevertheless, Creation Universe is the giver of all true 

prophecy in the Bible, and the man-God and man-Satan is the fiction of 

priests, who would add their misunderstanding into the Bible script. However 

there is satanic power, and this planet’s aura and consciousness is full of it, in 

more ways than one. 

Let’s face it, the old concept of good versus evil isn’t true. You’ve been 

fed a lie, and have been swallowing it for a long, long time. George W. is an 

important character brought in by turning an election around, where the fake 

Electoral College and less than Supreme Court would choose the president of 

America through a falsehood. So now America rides on the Red Horse of the 

Apocalypse and is taking peace from the whole world, and George W. is right 

in there, riding for all he’s worth, trying to bring home a winner by whipping 

up a military victory against Islamic militants. Since 9-11, after the terrorists 

on their mission used big passenger jets to fly into buildings and the American 

Pentagon, George has spent about 60 billion on the American military 

operations against the Terrorists, and many Americans feel it would have been 

better to use the money for clothing and food for the little children of 

Afghanistan. 

There are over a billion starving and homeless people on the planet, 

and this isn’t because the Creation doesn’t grow the healthy vital food and 

furnish clean air, fertile soil, minerals, coal, oil, gas, etc. The Creation does all 

these things for the people on the planet, and still the people buy and sell 

their daily bread for secular profit instead of doing the things that Jesus and 
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many other prophets taught them about life. Jesus’s main idea was for the 

people to hold all things common, and make distribution to one another 

according to need. This is Communism, so it doesn’t go over in Capitalism 

very well. 

The Capitalists obviously are thinking of ways to get rich, thinking the 

world is for making lots of money, like those of Enron Corporation who 

became brokers for electricity, which is like saying, “Oh, we of Enron always 

making an end run, we distribute the electricity, and soon the air, and P.G. & 

E. - well, we sell it to them.”  

Now Creation Universe operates the whole Universe on cosmic thought-

electricity, and It creates air around all Carlanon planets, like this one. 

However, the jillions of planets that are in Normal Universe are different. Life 

exists on the inside surface. Surprised? Like pumpkins, they are all hollow - 

planets all grow in the great ethereal gardens of space, sprouting out of 

thought-seeds in the Mind of God. 

The Creation goes right on eternally creating more suns and planets in 

space. You’d believe that It would run out of space. Except the Mind is 

Infinite. Some people on earth think of space as being empty. True, you can 

fly through space with an airplane, or a Galactic spaceship if you are of the 

Galactic Elohim in our Immaculaceptor Galaxy, taking care of solar systems 

in which some microcosms in body vehicles have gone astray by thinking that 

they have a body brain that can think and have free will to do right or wrong; 

all of this is an illusion. Space is a field of conscious love-energy, radiating 

Life-energy and thought-force that enforms all creation, and all the creativity 

of us as microcosms that is inspired in our life. 

Satanic power builds simply from negated thought propagated through 

the words that people think and speak, when they speak sentences like Bush 

does, that are of the antithesis, and those like Clinton spoke, which is more 

the thesis of life. In truth both sides are out of balance. Like Bush and Saddam 

Hussein are both in error, as are bin Laden and Sharon. 
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Let me introduce the Dragon and the Beast to you. John tells of these in 

Revelation 13:4, saying that many people worship the Dragon, which is the 

usury FRS bank. They have many people of the world gambling to get rich, 

heads I win, tails you lose. The Beast is their satanic military and CIA, who 

will attack anyone who threatens their evil empire. 

This vacuum of evil couldn’t be on the planet if the Americans had “free 

cash flow money” that was only a medium of exchange, fulfilling the highest 

intentions of their Founding Fathers; this non-usury money might have been 

funded through the arrangement with Napoleon to buy the territory from the 

Mississippi River upward and beyond into the great plains and West of the 

country. 

The Louisiana Purchase for Eight million dollars turned out to be the 

best buy for the Jeffersonian USA at the time, and Napoleon used this money 

to buy war regalia and outfit his troops and pay them a wage, etc. 

This world is just made for surprises. This is a Carlanon planet in a 

ruined solar system, and the Creation feels pretty bad about having about 24 

billion of Its microcosms lost in a space warp, all because they got mixed up 

in their brain and thought stream, thinking that they were supposed to use 

labor to build Cathedrals so the people could worship their man-God. 

Of course the man-God concept came about on earth after the period of 

the pyramid temple communities ended - 12 of them equally spaced around 

the planet - built in the warm climates around the planet, all of them 

electrified and filled with the Creation’s Spirit by the Alpha, Beta and Gamma 

pyramids built at Giza and on the other side of the planet at Teotehuacon in 

what is called Mexico now, where their kind of pyramid stored the Creation’s 

power like a battery. 

Even later on Tesla was sent from the Galactic Elohim headquarters at 

Altamira to bring the nations on Earth into social electricity so everyone 

would understand the Creation’s part in returning them as microcosms back 

into Normal Universe by processing the negativity out of them; during the 
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pyramid period of 400,000 years, some 16 billion microcosms were 

redeemed out of the nearly 24 billion microcosms lost in the solar 

catastrophe. 

However, what we might call the Sirens of Ulysses called some people to 

leave the communal communities and venture out into nature, where at that 

time there were only three dimensions of consciousness that supported the 

vegetation and animal kingdom. But for those who became hypnotized by the 

thrill of nature, endless foliage, for example, and the water channels like the 

Nile Valley's tributaries, to venture out into nature, their soul that was being 

realigned, of course, went with them. As a consequence of this they would 

have to go through many thousands of years in bodies born of woman, being 

born and dying, and then between lifetimes going to the Heavenly Abode the 

Creation has established in the aura of this planet. Some people actually feel 

that they would like to die and stay dead, but the Creation Universe only has 

Life. The man-God concept that got into the Bible has a great judgment day in 

which the believers are taken to heaven and the non-believers are cast into 

hell; this false kind of God reflects people's ignorance. After a rest and 

educational stay in the Heavenly Abode, the soul would reincarnate, picking 

up where it had left off, but with more awareness. 

Now in Earth education they have the story of the Neanderthal man 

and his wearing of animal skins with fur on them to keep warm. So they teach 

that this is the evolution of the human species, and you can get your degree in 

it at the University. Now in the end of this world the way it is, supposedly in 

evolution, the politicians spend more money on the military and policing and 

prisons than they do on the people. You can see why the Universe calls this 

devolution. 

In a way, it is too bad for the politicians that the World Wide Work 

Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise brings the end of this old world the way it is 

now, with a good half of the people starving and many homeless. 
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This shows the greed and vanity of the politicians. In elections, the 

people think that they are voting for the cream of the crop, and that they will 

see the things that are wrong and change them. What they get are the bottom 

of the barrel, the blind leading the blind, and they all fall in the ditch. 

The people never were to work for money.  Money was only to be a 

medium of exchange which all people would have. 

The greedy selfish ones actually count the money and have banks that 

keep big bank accounts as well as small ones. Banks were never to be part of 

the people's money. The banks only show how those who think they are 

God’s Chosen People are controlling all the people with usury money. 

But still the omnipresent Creation Being operates Its Creation; no one 

knows how It does it, but it's easy to see that sunflowers have bright yellow 

petals, and in their centers are the sunflower seeds that are healthy to eat and 

each seed can grow a whole tall plant with thousands of more seeds. 

We can see the spiders spinning their webs on this planet, like the 

money changers catch people in the usury game, and these kinds of things 

have evolved out of consciousness that is get for self first. 

Of course, that is the wrong way to run a business, and some of the old 

timers who operate the big department stores know this, and they dream that 

the world could stop using money and make all things free. 

 

In this Everlasting Gospel Creation Universe is using this hand to write 

prophecy the way the Bible verses are supposed to read. They have been 

changed by the priests who oversaw the King James Bible. The politicians 

certainly didn’t want a Bible that would interfere with business as usual, which 

is all business where people are buying and selling the Creation’s things. This 

is the way things would be on a Carlanon planet where the Galactic Elohim, 

the 144,000 of Revelation 14:1-6, have now brought forth this Everlasting 

Gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth, whose name we change 

to Placentia, planet of plenty and rebirth. 
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You can see the supreme advantage of changing the name of the earth 

to Placentia, because then everyone starts talking about a new world which 

doesn’t use money and in which the capitalists can’t exploit workers any 

longer because the workers have ended their slavery by stopping work and 

starting creativity. There is no need for hard feelings, because the world has 

had to be as it has been at every minute, because what people say and do is 

recorded in the planet's aura, and it plays back animating their bodies and 

souls, determining their actions of events in their life according to the status 

quo. 

On earth there would be a status quo because it's a healing planet for 

microcosms who fell out of the Universe. This happened six million years ago 

when the solar catastrophe occurred because many beings (souls in body 

vehicles) started thinking, instead of simply being in all-knowing. Thinking is 

the oldest addiction in the Universe, which pops up here and there in people 

who want to be independent gods. There is a center to the Universe made up 

of Gods or Angels, and we are one with Creation in every way. Our 

consciousness and thought is of the Universal Mind. John of Revelation uses 

that kind of angelic thought. 

We who are channels of the Creation Universe just write down the 

thoughts coming into our mind, and we aren’t thinking them. We are in the 

Knowing Synthesis, which is direct Realization, filled with richly creative 

thought. To think we would have to have a brain that can think. No telling 

what we would think up if we were taught to think, instead of learning 

through the actual doing of things that are related to life in the Normal 

Universe, where there is no war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal death, only 

the blissful creativity of synthesis thought. 

So then, all the capitalistic antithesis and socialistic thesis is just yin and 

yang, as a Chinese woman would say, and the Chinese man lives by eight 

symbols that are all of the synthesis, where the Christian Bible has 

commandments that tells what we should and shouldn’t do. 
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With Universal Truth that is of the Creation Synthesis, there is only 

romance, beauty, healthy foods, tantra yoga sexual love, and blissful thought 

that is all positive in the process of giving and receiving. 

The earth is a Carlanon planet in a solar system ruined by thinking, 

people thinking that they had a brain that could think and that they had free 

will to think up their life in any way they chose, but by adding thought unto 

the thing, you can’t add one synthesis thought unto it. The thought that isn’t 

satanic still grows beautiful flowers that radiate in magic colors and exotic 

perfumes. Talk about natural food, we receive a watermelon and cool it with 

ice, and the family and friends have that wonderful fruit to share, that is 

healthy to eat as well. 

I remember these things at the Hancock County Fair that took place 

every year in Britt, Iowa, when I was a teenager. Now by saying I, I’m 

referring to my body, but I am the eternal soul in the body, and I was just as 

cosmically enlightened then as “I AM” now, as a soul mate of mine inhabited 

the body then, I entered the body in 1947. You might say there are two parts 

of myself, which aren’t yin and yang, for we are of oneness. Yin and yang are 

the Creation's relative opposites, as part of the three-in-one synthesis that 

makes up the alpha, beta and gamma synthesis which is not in the King James 

Bible, for which the Ten Commandments has been substituted in the Bible, 

telling people what they shouldn’t do, and if they read them and speak them 

then they are recorded in the earth’s akashic records, and play back in us as 

fear instead of understanding. 

Everyone who is reading this New World Bible, can know that the time 

from the beginning of this third millennium, is when the time of Daniel’s 

prophecy started about Michael’s stand with the holy people (Daniel 12:1-

13). I am that Michael, the one who delivers the souls in body vehicles into a 

spic and span new world Utopia that doesn’t use money and doesn’t need 

laws, judges, prisons or the military. The holy people are the wheat, separated 
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from the chaff of those who instigate and fight wars, who remain here after the 

karmic cleansing to build the new world.  

In the Universe it’s all one big happy family of the Creation, which the 

earth entities have been away from for a while, but now Bill Gates of 

Microsoft, along with many others like Steve Jobs of Apple Computer, and 

Larry Ellison of Oracle, opened the GATE, and Jobs ate a macintosh apple 

and found it very tasty. 

The Adam and Eve Story is fiction that was needed for a while until 

Galactic Causation spaceships began appearing on the New Placentia, planet 

of plenty of good things for everyone. You can see how necessary it is to 

change the name of this planet, which has been the old ugh, ugh dirt planet, 

but now it's Placentia. So we give up all talking about the old earth, which 

has a history of war, poverty, plagues, much mortal suffering, and even 

earthquakes and volcanoes, all of which is caused by the build up of Satanic 

Power in the earth’s old aura. But now the Creation will clean out the planet's 

aura. 

This means the utter, final end to the whole evil system of usury 

vandalism. The Universe gave money atonement knowing what it would 

wrought in spurring a civilization to grow in spite of itself. And It gave 

nuclear atonement to end it. 

This is why the Creation has led the evil doers into temptation to make 

nuclear weapons, which It can use right now, sending them into the astral 

plane around the planet and adding the catalyst unto them that causes the 

nuclear explosions, and this will take out of the planet’s aura all the satanic 

power that was in it. The Galactic Elohim have the power to do this in a way 

where there is no radioactive fall-out, and no bodies will be harmed.  

Now isn’t this just wonderful? Who else but Creation could come up 

with a solution to end satanic power and give the planet a new name, 

Placentia, and bring freedom to the creative workers of the world who have 

been slaves of the artificial rich. As we see now, the multi-millionaires get the 
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workers to come and build their mansions, and the workers work for a wage 

during this time of reconstruction that has been taking place for 20,000 years, 

since some souls ventured out into nature. Now 20,000 years later, they have 

arrived at the end of their long struggle, but not yet in the understanding that 

this Universe is a Creation Universe that doesn’t use money. 

Money is only used as an incentive to get people to start doing love 

services for everyone, and in this all people finally love themselves again. 

For example, the men can’t make satisfying love with women unless they 

are in love. Love only has love. There is nothing else like it in the Creation. 

Love is something every one needs. You don’t have to get it or earn it; it’s all 

just natural. 

 

These are the days of the end of this old rat race world that would use 

money to make things go up to this place, and now the workers of the world 

act to end their own slavery by carrying out the “World Wide Work 

Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise,” which keeps only the minimum necessities of 

life going, and by doing this they end all national governments, which do 

little except diddle-daddle around with bills, let the military go on killing 

more people, and let the court systems go on putting more people in prisons. 

All of this is fed by Satanic Power, which is thought that is antithesis to 

the Creation’s Synthesis. The Creation has in it the words and the thoughts we 

are to use; so why did they invent all these other negated words and thoughts, 

so that now the Creation has to use atomic power to cleanse the aura of this 

planet so the New World can come about? 

Do you want a new world or do you want to keep this one the way it is 

and make money, instead of making love? If you’re on the love side, then 

you're hip to this Everlasting Gospel. 

This New World Bible grew out of a seed of higher consciousness in the 

Bible of the prophets, with which they did the best they could. And don’t 

mind if Creation Universe makes some changes in the old Bible, so we can 
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have an up to date Scripture, so the people can know the up to date events, as 

we pass out of time and go back into eternity. 

Thousands of Galactic Spaceships come into service here for the earth 

entities who leave the old earth consciousness and come into the new 

Placentia, planet of plenty and healing rebirth where everything is free. 

And of course, we do away with money, the military and the profitable 

weapons businesses, and the judiciary penal system which is made real by 

money going to highly paid lawyers, judges and prison personnel. 

It’s a wonder that people have survived at all on the planet, with all the 

crazy things people are doing to make money. 

Obviously, we were not to make money for ourselves; we were to use 

money as a medium of exchange, to get ourselves organized so we could all 

live as the Creation intended. Not only as the Creation intended, but in the 

obvious ways to provide all things needed to develop a planet so we would 

have love and sharing. 

So why be angry and call some people terrorists, because they commit 

suicide, such as has been happening in Israel between the Jews and 

Palestinians? The Palestinians were on the land before the one who bought the 

land from real estate agents as a home for the Jews after the World War II 

debacle, when many Jews were exterminated in Germany and Poland during 

the big war; all of this was caused by the divisions in political leaders, part of 

whom represent the capitalistic side of life and part of them the socialist-

communist side. 

The communists were the ones who wanted a world like Jesus described, 

“where all things were held common and distribution was made to every 

person according to need.” This took effect with the Marxist movement of 

1917, which after five years finally won their land, which included large parts 

of Asia like Siberia and vast territories of the Tundra and the plains. 
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Now listen to this closely so you get the point about that which is 

holding back the whole world and keeping the Creation Universe from 

restoring its Utopia here on this planet. 

The thing that is hindering those who try to bring about the proper way 

of life on the planet are the activated words of abnormal life that are already 

recorded in this planet's aura. The life aura of a normal planet is like a big 

electronic computer, and its normal Intelligence is that which is of the 

Creation. 

I’m sure all of you agree that the capitalists don’t make the food that 

grows, nor do they make the metals, ores, coal, oil, natural gas, bacteria, rain 

clouds that water the land, etc. All these things have been put here by the 

Creator, whose only purpose on a Carlanon planet in a ruined solar system is 

to redeem its microcosms. 

About 24 billion microcosms went astray in this Plentoria solar system 

in Immaculaceptor Galaxy. They thought they had discovered the 13th 

dimension, which was their body brain being able to think up thought on its 

own. 

Now this is the oldest addiction in the Universe in these parts, and to try 

to explain it to souls in body vehicles is not easy. 

The energies recorded in the planet's aura bring forth either an 

antithesis, such as solar plexus Capitalists of the Republican Party, or a thesis, 

those of the Al Gore school which Clinton formerly led. Clinton couldn’t tell 

the people the truth and when his wife opted for a more socialized medicine, 

her opponents compared her to the English and the Swedes, and the 

politicians said in unison, we aren’t Canada or Sweden here in this USA. 

The big controllers of the economy and the world events tried to oust 

Clinton from the presidency of America, showing that in the closet of the 

burrows the controllers of the planet exist, and they are connected to that 

1913 usury money scheme that was brought into America and became the 

Federal Reserve Bank, with 12 member banks across America and the head 
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one in New York City. These banks are owned by private capital interests, not 

the Federal government. 

This was brought by the entity Baal-Lucifer, who reincarnated and 

began using the words and pictures his body brain recalled, recorded in the 

planet's aura from his past life times. 

The reason that the Creation has reincarnated him on this planet is that 

there are billions more like him, and the Creation is redeeming all of them. 

There is no true healing social science in judging people for crimes of which 

they were accused, going back into ancient history. 

The Baal-Lucifer of bygone days is that one that Daniel channels about 

in the famous Bible verse of Daniel 11:45, that says, “And he shall plant the 

tabernacles of his palace between the seas in the glorious holy mountain.”  

Baal Lucifer has already done this, and he is the head of the FRS/IMF in 

America, and he comes to his end, period. And of course none shall help him. 

Every minister of the Christian Bible should be on his pulpit every 

evening, giving the people God’s Prophecy, given to Daniel and other 

channels of the Universal Mind in all space and matter atoms, in the words 

the Creation has created, and the thoughts which are all yeah, yeah, and no 

nay nays. 

Tony Blair, the Prime Minister of England, is still among a Congress that has 

nays and yays, which is the duality of Satanism. Satan isn’t a man, nor is God 

a man, and Jesus upon leaving his body reported to the Galactic Elohim at 

Altamedia, when he left the earth in a cloud, which we all know was a 

Galactic Spaceship that came for him. When his body was put in the tomb, it 

wasn’t dead, it was in a state of suspended animation. The Elohim rolled back 

the rock, and brought Jesus out of trance state. His disciples and friends who 

saw him then assumed his Father in Heaven had brought his body back to 

life. 

Anyone could see in this that if the Creation could bring dead bodies 

back to life, then It could solve all Its problems of souls in bodies here, caused 
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by souls wanting to be a god and have power over people, and in their 

struggle in an antithesis or thesis, as Philosopher Hegel said, they are still 

evolving one upon the other into the Synthesis. The Synthesis is all that can be 

used by the Creation. The duality of Republicans and Democrats is only for 

their own benefit, and not for the people. They let Baal-Lucifer with his CIA 

come into America, and take over the money system of the whole world. Now 

this has put America on the Red Horse of the Apocalypse [Revelation 6:4]; 

this prophecy is unfolding right now as we speak, and for the American 

people to know and do the right thing, they must now bring forth free 666 

money of Revelation 13:16-18. In Revelation 14:1-6 I’m the Angel spoken of 

who brings the Everlasting Gospel. The term Angel refers to one who is a 

cosmic adept or messenger of the Galactic Elohim. 

On earth now people are thinking instead of knowing. The Creation has 

reincarnated Baal-Lucifer and the billions more like him as well, so they can 

be part of this new world demonstration of Creation on this planet, taking 

microcosms back into eternity. Don’t you want to be returned to Normal 

Universe? 

It’s perplexing to people that I would be the one who brings forth the 

Everlasting Gospel, and John, a disciple of Jesus, tells about my coming in St. 

John 14:16-17 & 26, and 16:7-13. Its perplexing because I am the one who 

has to correct the errors in the Bible, which many have believed is the gospel 

truth. 

 Del, Jeff, Michael, Joseph and others have been serving with me for 

many years now, and there would have been an over the top world 

communal movement, and into a new world for all of us, had our Universal 

Industrial Church and our One World Family Commune been allowed to 

continue in America in our communal love services. 

However, the agents of the Secret World Government stepped in and 

framed me on false charges, and put me in the San Francisco jail for six 

months. A number of lawyers of love - thesis heart chakra lawyers came to my 
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aid and got me out of jail and later on out of Vacaville Prison which the 

superintendent there called me in because I had written most of To The Youth 

of the World, the book that I had published in 1973, while in jail there. He 

had read most of the book, so I could take it out of prison. Naturally they 

didn’t come openly to me, in support of me, so the newspapers could get 

news about the New World Comforter Spirit of Truth out to the people. 

Everyone is still afraid of those in all governments who are of the Secret World 

Government, which has hit men they pay well for an assassination, like the 

former President JFK, who was set up and taken out. 

It was all framed in a way to plant the mental fear of hell in the people, 

and many people knew what had happened, but there was no way to prove 

their points. 

The late  President was killed because he did not want to invade Cuba 

and get Castro, and he didn’t want the police army units in Vietnam to 

continue to grow. And he was about to print 5 billion dollars of non-federal 

reserve note money. He was, in their world, far to the left, and in this he 

conjured up the Secret Shadow Government to find a way to take him out as 

a speaking channel with power of the Office. 

The message here is that the President of a Nation should be able to talk 

openly with the people and the news media about the principals of events 

taking place, and there should be no more secrets about using the military in 

a war. 

The only reason there are secrets, and the reason why President Kennedy 

had made arrangements with friendly military officers of the Navy and Air 

Force to not support the CIAs invasion at the Bay of Pigs, is that if the Navy 

and Air Force had done as planned by the CIA, they could have easily 

invaded Cuba and taken it over. 

Keep in mind that in my revealing of these things that need to be 

known, and no one can prove that I AM wrong in doing so, that if President 

Kennedy had gone on a radio show and revealed the whole thing, then the 
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Secret Government agents wouldn’t have been able to wipe him out because 

the people would have known who did it. 

The Creation doesn’t make the mistake of classifying things as good or 

evil, as some of the writing of the Bible suggests that the man-God does. This 

imaginary being supposedly comes to destroy the whole planet, cast the 

sinners into hell, and take the good ones to heaven. It’s no wonder that God-

Creation has had to send me, a nobody, to speak the unvarnished real truth. 

As Nostradamus said in a quatrain, the Ornament that would come; that is 

“ME, myself and I AM.” We don’t want to be a president or a king or a 

preacher man, we just want to be able to create things like the Creation does, 

and we realize that all we create is perfect because we no longer do it as work, 

for we just create things of beauty and joy. 

The earth is a Carlanon planet in a solar system ruined by entities who 

went for the oldest addiction in the universe, entities adding mortal-minded 

thought to the Creation’s Synthesis, when the Creation intends life between 

women and men, eternal souls in body vehicles, to be in a wonderful Utopia 

where there are things of joyfulness for all people. 

The above statement is about life in Normal Universe, where there are 

millions of galaxies, billions of solar systems, trillions of planets and zillions 

of beings that grow in space like butterflies that produce by the zillions. We as 

souls originally grew in space novas that are formed in suns of solar systems.  

We are volunteers from an intergalactic council that comes to serve on 

Carlanon planets that have been set up to redeem what they can of the 8 

billion entities left to be redeemed. There have been 12 of these mishaps in 

this galaxy, 8 have been redeemed and this is the 9th, whose Delivery is Now. 

The souls who don't make it into the new world here will be transported in 

soul boats to one of the 3 remaining Carlanon planets, to incarnate and try 

again there. Eventually all souls do make it, are redeemed back into God's 

Eternal Kingdom. 
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This eternal system has been continuing throughout eternity, and to try 

to understand how it started, how you as a soul in a body are part of it, and 

the example of life here on this planet makes one wonder why God or 

Creation created such a paradox, which for many people is suffering. 

The answer is that this planet is in a ruined solar system, ruined because 

some entities in it started adding words and thoughts into the Creation that 

were not true, and what they said and did was contrary to the ways of the 

Creation. 

This is why there are those of an antithesis or a thesis, speaking like 

those of the Republicans or the Democrats, who don’t solve the social 

problems so that all the people can live on one high standard; but they have 

what we call businesses going, where people operate stores, industries and 

farms, and it's all regulated by the Usury Bank, which is of greed and vanity, 

instead of operating as a common Utopia, where people enjoy creating things 

that benefit them. 

A Carlanon planet is one that is made over to support life on the 

outside. All normal planets are hollow inside and have a sun in their centers 

for light and warmth, and natural electricity powers all things. This electricity 

is the cosmic intelligence called Creation’s spirit and it contains the words and 

thoughts the people should use. Now, in the people's treatment of negative 

effects created by their wrong social causes, they have the military, police, 

judges, prisons, etc.; but now all things have evolved to the place where it's 

possible for the Workers of the World to unite to end their slavery and restore 

the Creation’s Utopia, which has no war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal 

death. 

So in all of this you can see what “ME,” myself and those of us of the 

Galactic “I AM” are undertaking now in the “World Wide Work 

Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise.” The mission is to restore God’s or Creation’s 

way of life, which is perfect and eternal all over the Universe, to this planet for 

this third millennium, as we are now in the prophetic time of Daniel 12:1-13, 
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"1290 + 1335 days, time, times and a half." The overall period is Michael’s 

Stand, in which the Utopian Kingdom of the Creation is restored here on the 

new Placentia.  It is also the time of the great artificial tribulation, which 

separates the wheat from the chaff. The chaff souls will be taken in soul boats 

to another Carlanon planet like this one, with no memory of having ever 

been here. The wheat go on to build and experience the new world. 

There won't be any more competitive sports or money things in the new 

world because we stop using money and make all things free. Money 

atonement was started to get things going in industry, science and technology, 

and the satanic group changed the money from a medium of exchange into 

usury, and this would cause wars to keep the control with usury money, 

showing that Satanism itself was the cause of all war, crime, disease, poverty 

and the belief in mortal death. 

But now the New World Comforter Spirit of Truth is here, and all I 

need do to correct all past errors is to speak the words I’m channeling in this 

Everlasting Gospel, and then it starts to happen. 

The words come from the Creation, and I’m just an ornament like 

everyone else; when we go after our needs in the Creation Universe, we get all 

things. But if we have to get mostly things that are not good for us, then we 

don’t get much at all. 

Now let's use the 2002 Winter Olympic Games as an example of how 

things will change as we go on into the WWWS/KYE, which is all 

accomplished by just talking about real things. As we saw on world television, 

the different sports of the Olympic Games were played by the hockey teams, 

skiers, ice skaters, figure skaters, etc., all trying to win the Grand Prize. The 

grand prize is happiness, but all those Olympic contestants are trying to be 

first. 

The whole planet is that way now, as in the sports arena they try to win 

the prize, a gold medal, money, endorsements, and, of course, fame. 
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The mere fact that they are competing against one another shows that 

there is something wrong with the world the way it is now, with one winner 

and the rest losers. The workers invent, make, produce, and maintain all 

things, and a good fifty percent of it is done in waste and planned 

obsolescence. Much is injurious to body and soul, and now the workers will 

begin to talk about stopping work and keeping only the necessities of life 

going, until the total change is made from this hell all the way over into the 

Creation’s ways as they are lived in 99.999+% of the Universe.  

The Creation is aware that It hasn’t worked all the bugs out of Its 

Creation, because these things keep happening, even when It tells the souls in 

body vehicles not to bring forth any words of things they think from their 

feelings of thinking they have a brain that can think, which causes an 

antithesis to the Creation’s way of producing only happiness and health; the 

antithesis is creating all this satanic power, and only in the past 100 years 

have the people begun to rise out of the good versus evil complexities. 

It’s all stimulated by their Usury Money, which is bank money that 

interest is paid on.  
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Chapter V 

 
The Cornerstone 

 
With a 30 year mortgage on your home, you wind up paying three 

times what it costs. Why? 

The cornerstone that President Roosevelt and his aide Harry Hopkins 

had printed on the back of the one dollar bill, the Great Seal with the 

Hermetic Pyramid in it, was to remind the Masons and Christians that they 

hadn’t laid the Cornerstone yet. The Cornerstone was to have a Constitutional 

money system controlled by Congress, not private foreign interests, and free of 

usury.  

Above the Pyramid with the all-seeing eye of the Creation in it, it says, 

“He Prospers Our Undertaking,” and below the pyramid it says, “New Order 

for the Ages.” 

What is this real, Creation ordained New Order? It is a world wide free 

communal system, free giving and receiving, holding all things common. 

That is what Michael the Archangel is bringing about now by calling on the 

workers of the world to come out of the old world, telling them that it's time 

for them to end their slavery and be natural creators as they were in Normal 

Universe before some entities got carried away. 

Using an automobile that burns gas as an example of going into the 

shadow, people begin to think that the exhaust from the engine is the power, 

so the Enron brokers buying electricity and selling it would be like Creation 
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Universe deciding that It would make a business out of Its Utopia, and give 

Its power out to brokers to sell franchises and then let the people elect their 

leaders. 

So you can see clearly now that all these thousands of years these souls 

have been subject to satanic power, which is the thought that politicians use; 

and if you are a clear channel, you will have a hard time surviving in a 

satanic world of duality that uses police and soldiers under the pretense of 

national security and defending our nation. To survive the tribulation we’re in 

be as wise as the serpent and as meek as the lamb in dealing with the world of 

duality, and know the enlightened synthesis thought will deliver us all in the 

end. 

Socialist and Communist governments do manifest out of the things 

Jesus taught, which come out of the working class and do good things for 

others. Jesus became very popular among the Essenes that lived in villages 

around the Judea area under Roman rule, and Jesus walked and talked in 

Jerusalem, the same city that has seen its undue share of violence and 

bloodshed. 

Now in these last days of this old world, when Allen Michael is making 

his stand for the Utopian Kingdom of Creation to be returned, the people all 

over the world are beginning to see that in the turned-around election 

Creation Universe has stepped in to bring the finals, with George Bush going 

one way and bin Laden of al Qaeda going the other way. When they meet, 

they don’t see each other, and go right on past the workers of the world, who 

are getting the cosmic message that this is the time they have all been waiting 

for, the fulfillment of the great idea whose time has come and cannot be 

stopped, which is our World Wide Work Stoppage; that keeps all the 

necessary goods and services flowing while we end business-as-usual in a 

beautiful, peaceful way. 

The workers intuitively know about reincarnation, while in the 

preacher's kind of Christianity some of them slipped into the Bible script the 
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things that made Jesus the only son of a man-God, when every man and 

woman are the Sons and Daughters of the Creation. The man-God idea is a 

projection of the body's consciousness, and reality is the Creation redeeming 

souls from this project planet that the Galactic Elohim has set up from the get 

go. 

It took five and half million years to make the outside of this planet 

have a green biosphere which could support life. The Greens or Green Party 

or Greenpeace, are a progressive set of organizations on the planet, and they 

are spinning things right on past Bush and bin Laden who are going North 

and South and going nowhere, so the twain never meet. The yin and yang 

balance is one going one way and the other side going the other way until 

they meet in the middle, where the Synthesis is.  

Now the Science of Mind preachers will soon take up the Everlasting 

Gospel, the New World Bible - and they will help spread it all over the world 

in every language, and the editors are bringing forth the New World 

Dictionary that has first cause action words in it. 

Now for this thousand years of the Kingdom restored, all the people 

will learn the same language, so then the people can all talk together and 

understand each other. 

Now the Beast of Revelation 13:4 is the military and the dragon is the 

FRS/ IMF, and the CIA is their Intelligence agency. The prophecy says, “And 

they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they 

worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? Who is able to make 

war with him?” 

So in World War II the Socialist-Communist Axis powers made war 

with those of the Allied Powers, but they didn’t understand the Beast. 

To explain this wrongdoing on the part of the Axis Armies and the 

Allied Armies, we must know that our body and soul is in three parts, which 

is in the Synthesis of the alpha, beta and gamma energies, our soul and body 

trinity which is action, love and freedom. The Creation has made all things of 
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life to be loving action towards one another. If there are angry feelings 

towards others, we tell them why we are angry towards them. The open 

discussion of conflict is to stop wrong things from happening. The military is 

like a boil on a body that is draining bad chemicals out of the body, which 

entered it from eating junk food, the processed food that lacks the proper 

vitamins and minerals and enzymes to keep the body operating as it should.   

A good example of this is in wine and beer making. The commercial 

ways of making these drinks are faster and use toxins to speed the process 

along. The alcohol then paralyzes part of the nervous system, and this is 

called the high or, if in excess, being drunk. 

Compare this fermenting of grapes and grains to the Axis and Allied 

struggle against each other in WWII, and the war is brewing again, just as it 

tells in Revelation 13:4. “Who is like unto the Beast [also the Dragon], who is 

able to make war with him?” This is proof that we live in a dual world, which 

lost its synthesis long ago and is now in the process of regaining it. 

Satan’s World Usury Bank came into America in December 1913, while 

the American politicians were away for the Santa Claus Christmas - not the 

Christ Christmas of the baby in the manger, born of Mary and Joseph, when 

into the body came a soul of the Galactic Elohim in the same way that the 

144,000 of Revelation 14:3, who are some two million cosmic adepts, 

incarnated here in our special strain of bodies, the three in one trinity bodies 

which can see clearly the alpha, beta and gamma energies of red, blue and 

yellow light, right from the Creation, and also experience all the energies in 

natural food that make us have good positive feelings towards each other. 

The Creation is of course redeeming Baal-Lucifer, the head of the FRS 

and the CIA, and his people, as well as those who do the things that Jesus 

taught. The Creation is unconditional love, but someone put Jesus’s part in 

the Bible of the Creation's plan of restoring its Utopia into chaos, so 

naturally, Creation would send a cosmic adept to sort it all out, putting this 

planet back into natural order. I’m the one that Jesus is speaking of when he 
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says in John 14:30, “Hereafter, I will not talk much with you, for the Prince of 

this world cometh and hath everything in me.” This verse had the word 

‘nothing’ in it, and I have changed it to everything, referring to our oneness in 

Christ consciousness. And of course, I’m the one that doesn’t come from 

fiction, but I’m sent by the Actual Creation of the Universe, and not the 

fictional man-God, who supposedly rules the Earth, but the Earth is part of a 

ruined solar system, ruined about 6 million years ago because entities created 

Satanic Power by adding words and thoughts to the Creation’s Intelligence. 

Those words and thoughts are expressed by the antithesis and the thesis, 

Republicans and Democrats in national, state and local governments, who 

just keep repeating the same old things to make money and get paid. 

So now the Creation calls on Its workers of the world to unite and carry 

out the healing of the world. Workers are the only ones who have any real 

power, and they can stop work all over the world, agreeing to keep the 

minimum of needed services going but stopping all else. 

This great event in human history restores the Creation’s Utopia, which 

It has partially demonstrated in Walt Disney's Disneyland, showing how the 

30/30 Plan for the emancipation of all people, the rich and the poor, can be 

brought about with half of the people operating the world park for the other 

half, and every thirty days they trade positions, the served becoming the 

servers and vice versa. 

This is also why Steve Jobs, the creator of the new iMac computers came 

forth, along with Gates and Ellison, so that sophisticated software can be used 

by everyday people to make their reservations and their scheduled shifts in 

advance and keep their agreements to take turns every thirty days. 

Now what Jesus means in that verse of St. John 14:30 about not having 

anything to talk to us about is that the past is gone, and if you talk about it, it 

comes back. Therefore, if Jesus, or any of the others Avatars, talked about the 

past, that would cause the past to come back. 
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But now we, the workers of the world, to make a clean break with the 

past, only talk about Utopia. 

 

Creation’s Hall of Records 
 

This Everlasting Gospel in its complete form is in the Universal Hall of 

Creation’s Records on Altamira. All souls who volunteer for these projects, 

members of the Galactic Elohim, go to that hall and read the book before 

engaging the project. Altamira is a huge planet among 24 planets that orbit 

the Great Central Sun of our Immaculaceptor Galaxy, in the Central Corridor, 

these were formed and inhabited first, before the billions of solar systems start, 

or begin. And we can hardly find this little speck in space, where all this grief 

and suffering is happening on this planet they call earth, and their main 

problem is that the millionaires caused by the usury money system run the 

show, which wouldn’t be true if they had US Constitutional money, which is 

just a “medium of exchange,” then the workers would have come through the 

scientific-technological age, and right on into the New World that most 

people over the world are talking about, saying, “Where is the new world? 

How come it doesn’t come?” 

 And Jesus can’t talk about what he wants because it’s already here in 

mental causation, and talking about the past only brings the past back. 

The big things that are coming forth on the planet are the creative 

output of all the cosmic adepts from the Galactic Elohim on the planet now as 

the 144,000. Now on the New Placentia, planet of plenty for everyone, the 

“Stop” sign is up everywhere, and the workers of the world are the only ones 

that have the “Go” sign, and they have no place to go except into the world 

the way it would have been if the United States people had laid the 

cornerstone for the right use of money, and Bill Still tells about this situation 

in his video, the Money Masters [www.moneymasters.com].  

Similarly, the Disclosure Project [http://www.disclosureproject.org] is a 

world report on the cover-up of government knowledge about the Galactic 
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Elohim’s spaceships, which travel on the beam of the trinity light; and they 

are making crop circles with the Creation’s Light. We see the marvelous 

designs they make in wheat fields by folding over the tall stalks of grain and 

arranging them to make beautiful designs that stir our souls and cause us to 

pray, “Thy kingdom come,” and all the Christians, Buddhists, Hindus, Jews, 

Muslims, etc., who are all part of the Galactic Elohim come forth with this 

Everlasting Gospel to make it true. Benjamin Creme and Maitreya do the light 

part of the transformation in the Middle East and India, while I’m the 

Ornament, so to speak, that stirs the Western World, America, France, 

England, Europe, Russia, South America, Mexico, Canada, etc. 

Nostradamus in his quatrains (four line verses) called me the 

Ornament, and says the people are very happy with me. I just do creative 

things. I don’t want to be a doctor, a Ph.D., lawyer, merchant, chief or a rich 

man, poor man, beggar man, thief; I just want to create more of the New 

World Bible and art pieces that I do with wood and styrofoam that is thrown 

away in the trash bins, which is symbolic of the world being in the trash can.  

We switch the whole world over to free cash flow money now, which 

replaces Baal-Lucifer’s usury money, as Abraham Lincoln tried to do with 

Green Backs in 1863 in the United States war with its southern confederacy. 

He would have accomplished his purpose if he would have talked to the 

people and explained what he was going to do a good six months before he 

had Congress print the new Green Backs and put them into circulation 

through the Army at first and then spread into society. 

Notice that I came into America in April of 1947 to start my trinity 

power specialty in causation, and expect that as I write books and talk with 

people, they would be inspired to change the world. 

First you must sow the mental seeds in the planet's aura, so that all that 

the Creation is doing through you is recorded in the collective consciousness 

of the planet's aura. 
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Writing books about the New World is a good way to put into the 

planet's collective consciousness the knowledge of what the Creation is doing 

here. We are just chroniclers of the Creation Universe, and our only purpose 

in being here is to redeem about eight billion entities that are still here from 

the solar catastrophe. 

Evidently, enough people don’t know about the solar catastrophe yet, 

even after NASA bravely sent the Voyager spaceships out to photograph the 

planets of this solar system and relay them back to this planet, so everyone 

could see that for some reason that I would tell about in the Everlasting 

Gospel, the solar system is in ruins, except on this planet. John of Revelation 

was informed about 1700 years ago that I would come at this time, to bring 

forth the New World Bible. It’s obvious that the old world Bible hasn’t created 

the kind of movement on the planet to get people organized to live in a 

Utopia, which is all Creation really has going, and what is wrong with that? 

Look at what we have on earth now: WAR at this very minute growing 

in numbers of casualties, CRIME that is growing in major cities, POVERTY 

that won't go away, and DISEASE that is enlarging on one hand and new 

drugs evolving on the other hand. Then add the mystery of mortal DEATH, 

which should not be a mystery at all. 

Creation surely did not create capitalism as it is today. It didn’t create 

third world countries that are virtually enslaved by their governments who 

take money from international bankers and starve their poor and make them 

pay taxes to pay the interest rates. 

Arthur F. McGovern writes the book, “Marxism: an American Christian 

Perspective,” that tells much about the world's problems in a true realistic 

way, but the satanic group was able to get into the Bible that Pontius Pilate let 

Jesus be crucified. The big contradiction in the Bible is that if God could bring 

a dead body back to life, then it could bring this whole planet and its dead 

back to life and put them on a normal planet. Except life here is about 
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redeeming souls, not bodies. Bodies are just our vehicles, and when they die 

the soul goes back to the heavenly abode to heal and await reincarnation. 

Let’s describe this situation as that of God taking away all the things that 

aren’t true, but people still believe the old things and act on them. For 

example, the politicians and the military and the judges are all using satanic 

power to keep their privileges within the status quo in their nation going; but 

in America, France and England, as an example, not one thing in their 

Constitutions, whether written or verbal, is being used by those on the Red 

Horse, the Black Horse and the Pale Horse, which John describes in 

Revelation 6:1-8. 

I’m the one on the White Horse, and I’m Michael of Daniel 12:1-13; 

I'm given a crown and I’m going forth in the only way that the world can be 

conquered, which is done by praying. True praying is to be tuned into the 

Universal Mind of the Creation that governs all space in the Universe. 

So the only way one can pray is to listen to what God says, not the 

man-God illusion, which is what the Satans got into the Bible. The Bible 

producers never should have let those who use Satanic power get into the 

Bible and change some of the passages so the true Christians are derailed, and 

all the politicians do is blow the whistle and put up stop and go signals, but 

they don’t see that the entity Baal-Lucifer controls the money system of the 

whole planet, using the American coining and print mint to create all the 

money they can use, and they can bust those borrowers who turn against 

them, even whole countries like Argentina. This was shown in part in the 

videos called “The Money Masters.” 

The only way we or they can reconcile this is that all the souls caught in 

the solar catastrophe (Baal-Lucifer is the one the Bible tells about, but it 

doesn’t point out that there were billions more just like him) have been 

reincarnating here as the billions of people caught here on earth, suffering 

hardships, illnesses, and bad economic times. They don’t do anything like 

getting organized for direct benefits coming from the Creation, and the 
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Creation can’t do anything about it unless the people themselves organize to 

stop doing the things that make the capitalists rich at the expense of the poor, 

the most ongoing contradiction and discrepancy known on earth since the 

beginning of Bible history. 

So the Creation’s World Wide Work Stoppage is an exercise in selfless 

service, in no way of force and violent strikes against the employers, nor can 

the military or police or judges enter into it, because the time is now to 

change everything, and if you can’t see what that means and pray for it, 

talking out loud about true things that brings back to earth the Utopian 

Kingdom of the Creation, which is all fun in its doing. And with free money 

to make the transition from Usury Money into using no money at all the 

Creation’s 30/30 Plan comes alive all over the world during the period of 

WWWS/KYE.  

In actuality, no one was wrong in what they did, and no one was right. 

They just didn’t have the Creation’s Synthesis until now in this New World 

Bible, so they had to use the antithesis and thesis of Republicans and 

Democrats to come out of their Roman Empire days and into the scientific-

technological age. The technology of pressing out the parts of a body of a car 

is just as good as we do in natural worlds to make Galactic spaceships, but the 

power unit of a Galactic Space ship is radically different from that of a car. 

Even though Tesla was sent to bring the world into social electric power that 

was freely available in the electromagnetic field driving or powering the whole 

Universe, earthlings were not able to conceive of it unless they could make 

money off of it. This means that from this Everlasting Gospel the people see 

the things that are to come, that are here right now, for the workers of the 

world to end their slavery. In order to have a job and earn money, they have 

had to do things backwards, and operate many industries that are producing 

harmful things. And the wars and revolutions are still going on in this very 

time of the end of this old world operated by usury money - money that is 
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lent and paid back with interest charges that has kept the more spiritual 

nations in bondage to the usury money changers. 

 

Arthur F. McGovern in this great book “Marxism: An American 

Christian Perspective” tells the people all about the world conflicts. He 

describes history in broad strokes of vivid and disturbing details. Eduardo 

Galeano in Open Veins of Latin America writes angrily of “five centuries of 

pillage.”  For the Western world, Columbus, Cortez, Magellan and others are 

remembered as heroes, as bold explorers or conquistadors. But what does 

history look like from the “Underside,” from the perspective of native 

Americans whose land this was, who had built up their culture and 

civilization, only to have it ripped apart? 

The European exploiters wanted gold, silver, spices, and not only did 

the European conquerors plunder these resources, they forced the natives into 

slavery and shipped many of them back to Spain, where they died early and 

miserably not being able to adjust to the climate and work loads, etc. 

Arthur F. McGovern writes about all these things so the people can have 

knowledge of how those of the antithesis developed weapons they could use 

to gain more control over people and get them to do things they wanted 

done. 

The World Wide Work Stoppage that brings the end of this world and 

restarts the Creation's Utopia doesn’t use money, so then money becomes 

worthless and the property that people own now will no longer have owners, 

just like no one in truth owns the planet or determines what will be done with 

the ocean or the land. But in seeing birds flying around in space that has 

electric air in it, we can see that they are not thinking, they are acting 

according to the Creation’s Synthesis words and thoughts in nature, which are 

all about love. 

We should no longer be motivated by the antithesis right wing as 

George W is, or the thesis left wing as Bill Clinton was, yet Clinton let the 
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American military go ahead and make war against Saddam Hussein of Iraq 

because he was building up his military, and it was feared that he would 

make nuclear weapons. Clinton as President of America, just like the President 

or King of any nation, has very little to say about the world policy, which has 

been determined by Baal-Lucifer through control of the money system, who is 

the king of the North - who comes to his end as Daniel 11:45 tells. 

He has come to his end because the Creation’s return of Its Utopia is 

here in the workers of the world, who must end work and become Creators 

and make everything free, or else the money changers will have the military 

come and kill them. 

Hitler, Tojo, Mussolini, and Stalin could have easily and with joy and 

happiness done what Jesus said to do, as his main teaching which was for 

people to “hold all things common, and make distribution to all according to 

need.” This is what the workers of the world will do now to end their 

collective wage slavery. 

The big capitalistic industrialists believe they are bringing in the 

Kingdom of God, and they are doing their part, but they can’t do the socialist-

communist part of it, and the socialist-communists can’t do it either if they kill 

people. The socialist-communists haven’t even planned the end of the workers' 

slavery and made their messages clear to the people. 

The secret world government has their hit men to wipe out those who 

speak out the truth and organize people to do the true things that end the use 

of money and put everyone back into the Creation’s Utopia, as things were 

about six million years ago before the solar catastrophe was about to happen. 

There were several trillion souls in body vehicles in the solar system, when the 

call went out that the people should leave the solar system, and spaceships 

were sent for them to take them to neighboring solar systems, and all of them 

left but about 24 billion who stayed behind. 

They were those who had spoken satanic words that were of course 

recorded in the collective consciousness, so those getting-for-self kind of words 
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bound them in materiality, and they would forget that the Creation didn’t sell 

things, but that everything in Its Kingdom is free. 

The Creation has had only a few of these happenings in this 

Immaculaceptor Galaxy, where the alpha, beta and gamma energies swirl 

around the planets from their poles in opposite directions and create air, 

water, soil, food, rain and birds and other things that chirp, chirp, chirp, but 

not at all because of thinking. Birds don’t think! 

In education the instructors teach people to use their brains; they teach 

reading, writing and arithmetic, taught to the tune of a hickory stick, and all 

the advanced souls know they have to put up with all this to go through the 

12 years from 6 to 18 and then a couple of years of Junior College and four 

years to get a degree and for some a Masters and then a Ph.D. So those of us 

who are already at CCC (Crystal Cosmic Consciousness) have to watch out 

that we do not become like the hypnotized zombies who teach what is passing 

by, instead of learning through the experiences of the doing of a thing. 

So now as the Workers of the World organize to end work slavery and 

people start being creators who create joy and happiness, we thank those of 

the antithesis and thesis for bringing us this far, but we can’t go the rest of the 

way, which is only 12 miles, unless we make all things free and change the 

world into the Creation’s Utopia. 

To assist us in this great event, the Creation takes over world television, 

which It can easily do. 

The Creation fires all the nuclear weapons out into the astral plane 

where all these satanic words are recorded and wipes them all out. 

Then the Creation sends in the New Jerusalem which in Revelation 21:2 

John describes as a city coming down from God out of Heaven. In actuality 

it’s a great spaceship 10 miles long by a half mile high that has four domes at 

its top, which are auditoriums that each hold five thousand people, who are 

all part of Spirit God's supernal New World Government, and as the past is 

completely taken away, there is only love, health and happiness. 
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Everyone had a glimpse of the past, but they all knew that if they ever 

spoke in comparisons, they would catch the satanic disease again. 

So in the New Jerusalem orbiting the new Placentia, no one talks about 

the old world. No one wants to bring it back. 

Now in the Transformation, the multimillionaires and billionaires ask if 

they could keep their mansions the workers built for them, and if there would 

be any workers to take care of the gardens, the house and the children, and 

prepare the meals? In a word, no. All people are equal, and serve and are 

served together. You are all the workers for whom you seek. 

Mickey Mouse, the Chairman of the VOICE that speaks clear light, says 

that no one would take their mansions, but they wouldn’t be able to 

participate with the Creation in Utopia, where there is no work, no junk food, 

no more slaughtering of animals, no old electric system, no need for oil and 

gas; all these things have vanished, and money is no longer used, so there 

went the banks, insurance offices, and all the kinds of offices and false 

controls over the people that we no longer had a need for. 

So in all of this you can see how powerful the right kind of words are 

and only the workers can speak those words, and it's not against the law to 

talk and speak synthesis words that have no antithesis or thesis in them. 

I brought the New Covenant, the New World Bill of Rights, in April of 

1947. It hasn’t spread yet to the people, because the earth communications 

system is real slow in spreading the Creation's messages that I have channeled 

for the restoring of its Utopia here. 

The channeling in Daniel 11:1-45 is the longest prophecy in the Bible, 

and it is the prophecy that tells of the end of this old money making world. 

Money atonement had to be used in order to get the people on a track that 

would lead them towards the end of the use of money and the beginning of 

true giving and receiving, by making everything free for everyone. 

What we saw at the beginning of the third millennium, which was 

called 2001, was a great shift in consciousness that would lead us from 
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buying and selling, wheeling and dealing into the new 666 money that 

Revelation 13:15-18 speaks of. This new kind of free cash flow money system 

replaces the FRS money system, which is usury money, and the usury bankers 

can reward those who play ball with them, and bust those who go against 

them. 

All the terrorism in the world is caused by the FRS/IMF world bank that 

can print all the free paper money it needs to control the whole world. This 

FRS/IMF comes from the Learned Elders of Zion, and moneywise they own 

the whole world, but they believe they are God’s Chosen People to rule the 

world until God is able to restore Its Utopia in which money is no longer 

used. 

This is the great time of the end of the old world, when people at 

different levels of awareness, because of religion, see things as good or evil. 

The Christians see things as Jesus being their Lord, and in the Bible script they 

have made Jesus the only son of a man-God who is up in heaven on a throne, 

and supposedly the man-God has a wand he waves for good or evil to stop 

and go. 

If you try to understand St. John 14:16-17 and 26, about the coming of 

the New World Comforter, and I am that entity, of course the people will give 

their voice to the things I channel in this New World Bible, which went into 

circulation in August 2001. 

Note: time was changed in the Western World and in Europe by 

announcing December 25th as Jesus’ birthday, so the great influence by 

Christians to put Jesus up front as the Lord over the whole world, the time was 

divided as BC (before Christ) and AD, which stands for Anno Domini, Latin 

for “in the year of Our Lord.” The other worldly religions, Judaism, 

Buddhism, Islam, Hindu, Agnostics and Communists did not accept Jesus as 

the Lord over the whole world. 

I have come to heal all these religious anomalies by bringing all 

religions to their spiritual fulfillment. It is all one truth, Creation’s truth, and 
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this truth establishes the kingdom here that blesses all people, including those 

money changers who choose theirself to be of the new world being born now. 

This ruined solar system in this Immaculaceptor Galaxy has been in the 

care of our Galactic Government and its Galactic Elohim, which operates in 

and for this galaxy on behalf of microcosms who have gone astray in solar 

systems by converting or inventing words and thoughts that relate to their 

perverted desires, wanting things for themselves that are not in the Utopian 

way of life that we should all be having. 

The entity called Baal-Lucifer in the Bible, and billions more like him, 

want personal recognition from God for what they do. For example, all the 

big money people want personal recognition to keep their money in the usury 

money system, and so do the people who own part of all nations, especially 

America, France, and England, the riders of the Red, Black and Pale Horses of 

the Apocalypse. 

Apocalypse means here that a real, spiritual New World of free giving 

and receiving, no money used and all debt forgiven, is coming about, and the 

world is totally changed from private ownership to the public common 

wealth. The Axis power in World War Two tried to change the world from 

usury money over to free money, which they could have done, especially with 

the new Soviet Union, “The Council of the People,” which, after Lenin came 

as the head of the new Soviet System in 1917, began to nationalize their 

Rubles and print their own money to take care of domestic debt and 

management. However, outside of the new Soviet Union they would barter 

and trade without money being usury or investment capital. The Soviet Union 

is gone and now Russia and her satellites are into business as usual and 

venture capital as a way of life. The Russian people are suffering greatly as a 

result, too. 

The political, economic and social change that began before 1917 and 

became an entity in 1917 brought the world into a new phase and into the 
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ensuing World War II, which was a direct result of Capitalism going to war 

against Socialism. 

This is verified in Revelation 13:4, about the Babylon usurers and their 

FRS/IMF and OSS of the time, which is the CIA today, and they are the ones 

who know how to pretend they are all for you, and even give people billions 

of dollars to do what they request. They have plenty of money because they 

can print in America and other places, all the money they can use. To them 

money grows on trees. How about you? You can see that for civilization to 

advance into its destiny, the usury money system must be eliminated. 

Now in the usury money game, the bankers must keep the money in 

proper balance so they do not have inflation or depression. But if they need a 

depression, they can create one by withholding money. This is what the 

Dragon did before the Axis powers brought war against them, starting with 

Hitler’s Nazis invading Poland and taking it over and Japan later on bombing 

the American Navy at Pearl Harbor. Note that the Japanese planes did not 

bomb hotels and office buildings in Honolulu which would have killed many 

people, and it was planned on Sunday, when no one was at work. 

The Axis Powers could have easily accomplished the things they set out 

to do, had they started with a declaration of freedom for all people, which is 

to be free to create things coming into their mind that are of the synthesis 

words and thoughts that correspond with the Creation’s Utopia for all people, 

where no money is used.  

Do you see how this channeling is turning around all the negated 

consciousness of the past around money? Money has only been an atonement 

to push society ahead inspite of itself, finally to get the scientific-technological 

age under way, and those who are tuned into the Universal Mind that is in all 

space and matter atoms that are already operating the whole creation of the 

Universe will win all arguments without saying a word when people realize 

that arguing and debating doesn’t work. 
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So, had the Socialist-Communist nations of the Axis powers done things 

like doing away with prisons and the system of judging people for crimes, and 

establishing a healing system for the people, all natural people would have 

loved this. 

Also, the new Soviet Union, that came forth in 1917, way back then 

could have started the 666 free money told about in Revelation 13:17-18. 

They did start printing their own money, using it to pay all their domestic 

expenses, and they sold oil, lumber, fertilizers, etc., on the world markets to 

get western money for international trade. However, their workers were still 

paid according to their labor, and not just freely according to need. Now we 

will go all the way past Socialism into real Christ Communalism. A One 

World Family Commune, all things held common, with distribution made 

according to need. 

World War II, in truth, was a war of the world usury bank keeping its 

power. It created a world wide depression simply by withholding money for 

loans, lending it only for weapons of war and the creating of a great Allied 

army to go up against the Axis powers. 

In August of 1945 the Creation Universe, to stop the slaughtering of 

youth, allowed nuclear devices to be exploded in Japan to end a useless war 

earlier rather than later. It might have gone on for two more years and killed 

millions more youth on both sides. What for? All for a dumb, stupid 

squabble about how to run the world. Naturally, the nations should do away 

with selling things and make them free to everyone, as is done all over the 

Universe; there are only a few solar systems that have short-circuited out 

between their proton, neutron and electron poles because the entities of these 

solar systems were using so much satanic power. 

The NASA Voyager pictures taken of this Plentoria solar system in these 

last few years have shown that there is no life anywhere else in this solar 

system, and that the rings around Saturn are huge boulders that had blown 

out of its crust and are orbiting the planet. All the other planets were affected 
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in various ways, such as Maldek, which blew up and is now the asteroid belt. 

You’re looking at the wreckage of a solar catastrophe. 

NASA is part of the Galactic Elohim on the planet, and the Secret World 

Government watches over them and won't let them crusade for their kind of 

new world. 

And many talented people make up the symphony orchestras, the ballet 

dancers, the opera singers and the acrobats. Those who participated in the 

Olympic games are all high people, who are healthy, and now wealthier and 

wiser. 

They are part of the 144,000 of new youth who take the bull by the 

horns and demand a new world be born. They also bring forth the Everlasting 

Gospel’s New World Bible that went out into circulation just before the 9-11 

event. 

Now all the competition for Gold ends. And in comes the Utopian way 

of life that the Creation wants here, and not all this foolish war, crime, 

poverty, disease and mortal death, and of course it ends all duality that is 

harmful to the body, mind and soul. 

The Bible presents this as a contest between the forces of Good and the 

forces of Evil. In most movies good overcomes evil, but does it? 

Then who are the good guys and who are the bad guys? For most 

people, if we live here, we are the good guys, and if we live in Iraq, we are the 

bad guys. 

It’s all duality consciousness. 

The Creation is only of the synthesis, and not of duality of antithesis 

versus thesis. 

Only the ground zero people who work for a living and make the world 

go around, like longshoremen, etc., are the only ones who can really win the 

world back so all people can enjoy Creation’s Utopia, which is presented in 

this Everlasting Gospel that you are reading now, which replaces the Bible, 

and this Everlasting Gospel is used by the people who each want a million 
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dollars a day they can give to others, when the new 666 money comes forth 

to do its thing. 

Revelation 13:18 says, “Here is wisdom. Let him that hath 

understanding count the number of the Beast, for it is the number of a man 

[Allen-Michael] and his number is six hundred three score and six.” 

That is the number of the Creation's trinity of alpha, beta and gamma, 

and even the colors of red, blue and yellow. The Creation paints the daytime 

sky light blue and the sunlight yellow and has red in the rainbow, and by 

mixing beta and gamma colors you can get green, and paint in the grass, tree 

leaves etc., foliage, bushes with their many shades of green. 

If you notice the tree leaves, and bushes and grasses, etc., you will 

notice many, many shades of light to dark green and bluish green to yellow 

green. The raw colors of nature can be quite beautiful, and the easel artists 

don’t even have to make up other colors, although they do; however the 

natural color of nature is quite beautiful as it is. 

This is because the Creation is the ultimate artist and Its name is 

Creator. 

Notice how still the planet remains as it rotates and travels through 

space. At the time prophets wrote about the Garden of Eden story, they didn’t 

even know that there was a Universe filled with many planets, and jillions of 

people living in paradise, loving to be part of the Creation’s big Disneyland 

Park, where people enjoy the “30/30 Plan” in which they can create things for 

a period, and then have a period of just romance and beauty. This doesn’t go 

away, since physical service comes in for a 30 day cycle, and the romance and 

beauty still remains and goes forth. 

The Creation probably feels off center in regards to these few Carlanon 

planets that were made green on the outside of them, and those of Greenpeace 

tells the world’s people about restoring Utopia here, which ends the political 

world and the money world and brings in the Creation’s 30/30 Plan. 
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Chapter VI 

 
Contact From the Pleiades 

 
Now I must tell you that it’s not the people themselves who restore the 

Utopian Kingdom of the Creation. The Creaton does it Itself.  

How? 

1) By coming in and taking over World Television, and bringing in 

programs from the eternal Universe, and of me and the Elohim here on this 

planet. 

2) By firing all the nuclear weapons out into the astral plane, where all 

this satanic power is recorded and stored, vibrating in all the words and 

sentences people have added to God’s synthesis that are not of Its supernal 

truth. Adding the ethereal catalysts to the bombs explodes them in space, all 

controlled by ETI to eliminate any fallout. This wipes out all the satanic 

power recorded in the Astral Plane, and it will leave those souls in body 

vehicles who have little or none of Creation in them, in a state of amnesia, 

and when their body dies they (as the soul leaving it), are taken to one of the 

other three Carlanon planets in our Galaxy, one in the North Star region, 

kown as Varseti, and one in the Orion system known as Casbeian and the 

third one is in the Pleiades. 

 Beings from a different star system in the Pleiades contacted Billy Meier 

of Switzerland, who engaged with Pleiadians in their spaceships, taking many 

pictures of their spaceships, printed in color in the 12 x 12 hard cover book 
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entitled, “UFO ... Contact From the Pleiades,” published by Genesis 3 

Productions, LTD, designed, and written by Lee J. Elders, Brit Nelson Elders, 

Thomas K. Welch, and Lt. Col. Wendelle Stevens (ret), showing that many 

military officers are seeing that the military orchestrated UFO cover-up is a 

fake, as shown in the video of the Disclosure Project. All this is showing that 

flying saucers are real. 

REAL as Ptaah, Quetzel, Semjase, Asket, and Plaja in their book, with 

many pictures of their spaceships taken by Billy Meier, and word got around 

in the Air Force that entities from the Universe had come to little earth, to help 

them to stop fighting each other, and come into the real things of having real 

peace and real freedom on the new Placentia planet, planet of rebirth and 

plenty. 

Now almost a thousand years ago their Carlanon planet was delivered 

back to the Creation’s Utopia (there is a 2nd Carlanon planet in the Pleiades, 

not yet delivered), and they were sent here in spaceships, where a great cosmic 

initiation is happening, so they could help put the synthesis thoughts into this 

planet’s aura, and witness the delivery now of the souls who incarnated into 

the human bodies that the Galactic Elohim had cloned for this project. Bodies 

for souls to inhabit were put here originally in the twelve pyramid 

communities that the Galactic Elohim had established around the belt of the 

planet, in the warmer climates, and put about a million human bodies in 

each community, in which the Elohim furnished the food, living quarters, 

clothing, and entertainment at the community center.  

These 12 communities were all electrified by the three pyramids at Giza, 

which brought alpha, beta and gamma, the red, blue and yellow streams of 

Universal consciousness, feeding the energy into the planet’s etheric grid. 

Using the dianetics of the Universe or Galactica, the souls incarnated into the 

bodies to get their seven body and soul chakras realigned, so they could be 

restored to Normal Universe. 
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The solar catastrophe was caused by entities going into what we call the 

shadow, entities who want more than the Creation’s Utopia, they want to be 

famous, because of the things they could do that others couldn’t. However, 

the thing they did was the speaking of words which came to them, that was 

false imagining, not in the Synthesis; because they began to believe that the 

body brain was the source of thought, and they mistakenly imagined they had 

made personal contact with the Creation, and that it was telling them that 

there was a hidden 13th dimension, that Creation was opening up so people 

could be used to build temples in which people could have worship. 

Now, about these solar catastrophes: so far there have only been 12 of 

them in our galaxy. Out of billions of solar systems they all happen the same 

way, and its because of entities like Baal-Lucifer, which the Bible reports as 

being the anti-Christ, but there are billions more like him then and now, and 

they are here now in bodies. 

In their false imagining, these beings tapped into the recycling energy of 

the Universe, called Luciferic energy. They wanted to be gods that ruled over 

others. This false path of perverted consciousness created a build-up of satanic 

power, the release of which led to the destruction of the solar system in an 

atomic firestorm, that burned all consciousness and life force out of the 

planets. 24 billion souls were affected, their etheric circuitry damaged, unable 

to reseat in an eternal body.  

The question comes up in our asking the Creation how It can prevent 

these solar catastrophes, that are caused by some entities becoming a thesis 

and antithesis to the Creation’s Synthesis. 

And the reply in us for our understanding is that the bodies operate like 

a robot body would on words spoken, so the words, “walk backwards,” 

would mean that the body would step backwards, and the word “forward” in 

regards to walking would mean to walk forward. 

But here in bodies now we have the case of consciousness being 

perverted, so the entity in the body is going backwards relative to the way 
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Utopia works, but thinks it is going forward, like some people in  these times 

go for the money, and they don’t seem to care if the workers are laid off, and 

can’t meet his or her payments on a social security income. They just go on 

thinking that they are doing what is right. 

But, we must consider that under these circumstances now where people 

are using what is known as satanic power, which is always going backwards, 

humanity has arrived at this time and place, where the Creation comes in to 

make Its big play of turning everything around, where the workers of the 

world end their work slavery. As things are now, a good fifty percent of what 

the workers are doing is actually squandering natural resources, further 

polluting the air, water and soil, and turning the wonderful natural food that 

nature grows into much commercial junk food. 

All of this ends. And much of the accommodations the industries have 

developed for electric power, for oil and gas to operate cars, comes to an end. 

Cars that belch carbon monoxide that fouls the air, and if the people’s 

economy had developed as freedom of speech would normally develop, then 

we would be closer to Utopia. 

But Creation Universe had to enter in in the beginning of this third 

millennium, when the days of Michael’s stand started (Dan. 12:1-13); 

wherein Michael is carrying out the mission, and I’m the Michael in question. 

Some of the Bible prophets have misconceived the Archangel Michael as a 

great warrior that comes with weapons, and slays the evildoers, because that is 

the only thing that those who are part of the world’s religions know how to 

do, and the governments are set up to have armed police and soldiers. 

I’m the Michael in question, and there are about four billion more souls 

like me on the planet, and all we have to do to completely change the world 

into the Creation’s Utopia, is to build the social and economic free way of life 

that turns from backwards to forward, using the trinity thoughts and words, 

and speak them. Then those who are misled by satanic words and thoughts 

are actually destroying themselves. 
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The Election Reversed Into Military Action. 

 
The whole world saw on television from America the switch from 

Democrats over to the election of Republicans, by miscounting the votes, but 

this was Creation coming in to start the action right then. 

The things are that people like Osama bin Laden were headed North, 

and those like George Bush Jr. were headed South, headed for a karmic 

confrontation; but the twain doesn’t meet, unless it's for a new world of 

absolute unlimited freedom, security and abundance for all people, which is 

what the Kingdom of God is.  But the Bible prophets let others take their 

scripture, and add to it a finale that doesn’t fit the Creation’s plans. 

Those preachers of the first gospels that were hand written, didn’t 

change the old Script in duality, therefore the Bible with evil intentions 

emerged, with their false concept of a man-God. They thought the man-God 

would judge the evil ones and put them in hell (the judges that judge people, 

and putting them into prisons), and take the good ones who obeyed the 

Commandments to Heaven to be with their God. 

The Bible gives that in the end day, that Satan will rise, trying to keep 

his control over the people of the world. 

But I Am Michael, and we don’t need any weapons to defeat Baal-

Lucifer, and free the people of earth. All we need is prayers and advanced 

Parapsychology as we have here and now in this Everlasting Gospel, that lasts 

forever, because all of it is true, and all that is needed is my conversation with 

Galactic Headquarters, and all people can pray like I do. But praying isn’t to 

pray to God to do things for you. True prayng is exactly what you’re reading 

here in this Everlasting Gospel, that lasts forever, because it is what the 

Creation says it is. 

Speak the truth, put the words into causation that are purely one for all, 

all for one. Then do the deeds thereof as your words are made manifest. Satan 

is only satanic power, which plays back from wrong social-economic causes. 
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Baal-Lucifer, on the other hand is the one running the world money game 

from behind the scenes, controlling the FRS and IMF, insuring usury money 

continues to dominate the world. It’s the system that is evil, and it must go. 

The way to turn “satan” into a pillar of light is to begin using money as free 

cash flow, all debt forgiven. And begin to hold all things in common, making 

free distribution according to need. This is the Universal Christ Idea whose 

time has come and cannot be stopped. 

I’m not against any part of the Christian Bible, and certaintly not 

against Jesus in any way, and millions of youth every year who started with 

the Bible in Sunday Schools, the Holy Spirit (called by some the Holy Ghost) 

in their own consciousness led them to understand what Philosopher Hegel 

said, that the truth in all things is not in the doctrine of “good vs. evil.” The 

truth is all in God-consciousness, like the Buddha, that rises out of the earth 

and its nature into the pure temple of the Creation, which is found in the 

nature things of the planet, and we can see species of different animals, birds, 

snakes, spiders, etc, that have devolved under satanic power, and have been 

changed into predators, so we can see where the judiciary penal system comes 

from, and the prisons - and also the military. All of this is devolution fed by 

satanic power, which is words and sentences spoken that will cause great 

friction, a dissonance between the Lords and their people, and the politicians 

who have been brainwashed by graduating from the University with a degree.  

The late Minister Herbert W. Armstong started a new world university in 

Pasadena California, whereby the students could learn about real things, 

through the actual doing of them. And L. Ron Hubbard began taking the 

people thru dianetic processing, which is exactly what I as Hermes was doing 

about 420,000 years ago, and we had made the twelve pyramid communities 

ready to process about twenty thousand microcosms every six months, so they 

could be returned to Normal Universe. 

Money wasn’t invented then, and the pyramid communities were all 

communal, and everyone did their things on a high creative level, which 
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eventually restored them back to being normal microcosms, so they could be 

returned to Utopia in Normal Universe. 

I’ve already told you about why and how these present souls never 

made it back into Normal Universe during that period, and I’ll say it again; it 

was because what we called the Sirens of Ulysses led some of them outside the 

aura of each of the 12 communities, out into the wilderness, where survival 

was not given automatically, as it was in the pyramid communities, that were 

powered with God’s Spirit and God’s Electricity, that was generated at Giza 

(later on to become Egypt) where huge Galactic Spaceships charged the 

alpha, beta and gamma energies into pyramids we had built with spaceships 

to crack the stone from the mountains and rock quarries nearby and levitate it 

into space, and teleport it from spaceships at the quarry to spaceships at the 

building site, and set it down exactly as we wanted it in the three pyramids. 

And then in these electronic communities discovered a few years ago by 

explorers to be called the Atlantean Communities, which clearly showed in the 

ley lines that the people could teleport from outer areas, where people lived, 

into the Community Center where the symphony played great music, and 

opera singers sang beautiful songs in memory of Normal Universe, and their 

return having learned the lessons completely, that a microcosm can’t enter 

into the shadow, away from the light of truth, and find anything but 

confusion. 

Imagine the confusion then in George W and Dick Cheney, who is on 

his way to England and the Middle East, posing as the great statesman that he 

isn’t, to find out how viable a war with Iraq is at this time. Well, both of these 

men have the ability to do the right things or the wrong things. Inasmuch as 

they are super millionaires, they support the status quo, because they played 

ball and still play ball with the Luciferic FRS, and persons like bin Laden 

won’t play ball with the FRS, yet he played hardball with other banks in the 

Middle East and in Europe, and he had lots of backers from countries who 

hate Israel and blame the US for Israel’s aggressiveness. 
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Then there is the battle that is raging in the Jew’s Israel for many years 

now between the Palestinians and the Israelites. Some of the Palestinians who 

are blowing themselves up as human bombs believe that they go to a 

Heavenly Abode to be with Allah, when their body dies, to be in paradise 

with Allah. This gives them an added impetus to commit suicide, and then 

sure enough they arrived as a soul into the Novida Ashram, which Creation 

had made in their Carlanon planet’s aura, and those who were killed in their 

bombing of 9-11 at the WTC and the Pentagon - those killed arrived  as souls 

in the outer etherial room like Las Vegas, without any materiality, only the 

etherial plasma that gives our soul shape and space, then the souls coming 

from the same conflicts see each other as part of the same conflict when two 

armies - one yin and one yang engage with each other and kill each other. 

Today Michael Bobier gives me the print out of a web site called 

MidEast Realities, a Washington DC based information agency about the 

thesis or left wing side of the Middle East conflicts. Michael keeps up with all 

the news in the region and reports to me and gives me the facts so I don’t have 

to read and watch it on TV, and this helps me to keep doing this, which is 

channeling, or automatic writing. 

The establishment is all of bankers, businessmen and politicians who 

have been managing the world up until this time of the end of the old world 

of money and laws they have made. The time has come for the Creation to 

come in to re-establish Its Utopia on this planet, so that in these thousand 

years of the third millennium, the microcosms here are redeemed back into 

eternity. Without Creation doing what It is inspired to do, to restore Its 

microcosms to Normal Universe, they would never make it back into the 

Universe through these national systems of government, and all of them have 

soldiers and weapons, police, judges, and prisons. And usury money. All of 

these things are of the old world that is passing, and the progressive people 

who want to rid the world of usury money, and have a government that takes 
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care of the people, have had no way to change things into what they ought to 

be. 

The world isn’t for the purpose of making money. All the Creation’s 

worlds are for the purpose of the people enjoying the things that God has 

created for them, and in creating them, body and soul, they are the ones that 

planets are created for them to live on, and the Causation spaceships that can 

levitate and teleport across space are crash proof vehicles that they have been 

inspired to build, which are all operated by the electricity that is in all space, 

and manifesting matter atoms, running the whole Universe, and there isn’t 

any war, crime, disease, or death in Normal Universe. It’s only here on this 

planet, and a few others like it that have gone through the same experiences 

that the microcosms of this project planet have. 

So where is the true information about real life for the people? It’s 

coming forth through the world wide web or the internet of super computer 

electronics, which the establishment can’t control, where a person like John 

Steinbeck of the www. MiddleEast.org, exposes Israel’s weapons of mass 

destruction. A real threat to peace in the region. He and others give 

information on the background to “the reach for weapons of mass 

destruction” in the Middle East. 

The Internet is Creation Universe coming through to the people who 

have risen above all this stupidity that now rules over the world. And the 

Creation is coming into the hearts, minds and soul of all who are reading 

these channelings of Allen-Michael, who is the Michael of Dan. 12:1-13, and 

written across the high Cosmic Adept Michael, is the word “TRUTH.” 

The Bible presents the man-God, and its warriors who come to slay the 

unrighteous. None of this is true. In no way do the forces of Creation in 

regards to re-establishing the Creation’s Utopia, use any kind of weapons. It’s 

all done spiritually, with energy and conscious wisdom of Truth. 

The world cannot be conquered by any force and then ruled by them, 

to have peace and prosperity for all. The Creation’s way is for people to give 
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and receive, and nothing else. No military, no police as such, or courts to 

judge people or private owners of real estate, and all this automatically leaves 

the world, when the workers of the world stop work all over the planet, which 

no one can stop the workers from stopping work, and only agreeing to keep 

the minimum of necessary services going. 

The Euro Group has brought one kind of money over much of Europe, 

which is still usury money, owned by the Jews that own Israel, who believe 

they are God’s chosen people. They would rule over the world with usury 

money until the Comforter Spirit of Truth comes, and then they would be all 

for the real New World he brings. 

I Am Arch Angel Michael - a microcosm living in eternity, in the world 

but not of this world. There are some two million Galactic Adepts here on the 

earth. We are the symphony orchestras, the ballet, the opera singers, dancers, 

acrobats, ice skaters and the computer Internet engineers. And the astronauts 

of NASA are space beings, and we have established the Internet through which 

all the important communications are taking place. 

Everyone can examine a spider web, and the spider has the equipment 

in its body to spin a web in order to catch some other insects to eat. The 

negative side of the World Wide Web is produced similarly by words that are 

negatively charged to attract people to do what? Spend money, of course. 

Keep Babylon’s merry-go-round going, at all cost to the people. 

On earth, they have a sticky web, made up of people who raise animals 

for slaughter, to eat, and this kind of behavior has evolved the spider which is 

the Babylon bankers (the FRS, and IMF bankers) who sit aside and wait for 

the prey that comes into their webs. 

The spider (the bankers) spin their web and wait until the borrower falls 

into the web. So the Creation, an expert in creating things, shows in the 

spiders as a little living creature and a living computer, that it represents the 

same thing as the rich men who are waiting for a customer to come into their 

store, and buy things, suffering in the spider web of corporate consumer 
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capitalism - the spider waiting to eat dead insects, and the store people waiting 

for the recession to end, and business to become good again. But this is the 

END, the CLIMAX, and the Galactic Elohim are here in space, and on this 

planet as the 144,000 of Rev. 14:1-6, who bring forth this Everlasting Gospel, 

that isn’t channeled by the Lord, but by Allen-Michael who is an ornament of 

the Creation. 

Just like in the case of President Roosevelt in World War ll, who, back in 

the Thirties before the big war, with his aide Harry Hopkins, put the Masonic 

Seal on the back of the One Dollar Bill, with the all-seeing eye over the 

pyramid. 

World War II was a war of economic superiority. Now we need real 

Socialist-Communists like the prophets of Biblical times, and Jesus of course, 

and his followers, to come forth behind the great idea of holding all things 

common and making distribution according to need. Real Communists don’t 

need soldiers with weapons, for they know that all wars in essence are like 

attracting like. 

The Middle East Realities web site sends out news of the serious build up 

of nuclear weapons, which if there could be an all out nuclear war, between 

the yin and yang entities, this whole world would be ruined. But as we know 

now, the Creation has control over the nuclear weapons. It has led the evil 

doers into temptation to build these montrosities. In America, during the time 

of the Manhattan project, located in the remote Desert area of New Mexico, 

the Americans thought they had to build a nuclear weapon, because there 

were rumors that Germany was trying to develop such a bomb in advance of 

America, and the American government, under the Zionist money protocol, 

could not let that happen. 

The Universe is like a big automatic computer, and Creation can be 

likened to a sunflower, or birds flying about, and birds can reproduce little 

birds and they come out and learn to fly. 
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Things of nature work organically in the natural laws of the Creation, 

which operates a big Disney Land Utopia, and Tinker Bell sows star dust, 

which is God’s spirit, for all people to use, but you can’t use it if the money 

changers are determined to ever win a nuclear war, which the Middle East web 

site mentioned before is giving the facts to the people about the Israeli’s 

perpetrations of an all-out war with their Arab neighbors. However, as we 

know by now, the Creation has control over all nuclear weapons. 

As all of us learned from the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic 

explosions, the Americans at that time had no such weapon that would 

explode in the air, so they were mighty suprised when such great nuclear 

explosions came, which were from the Creation ending a useless war, that 

would have gone on for more years and many more youth on both sides 

killed. 

Why didn’t the workers stop work during the Forties? The WWWS-KYE 

is the Creation’s way of ending this old world, with only murmurs. Back in 

April of 1947 I came into this body - my twin mate had brought along to age 

32, without it having any bad karma. The exchange of my coming into the 

body made originally in a Galactic Space Ship, that I as a soul came into, 

into a body, and my soul mate returned to Galactica in Normal Universe, 

and I had volunteered to come here to this Carlanon planet in a ruined solar 

system, because the Creator had appointed me, which I felt right on about the 

mission being presented to me. 

The Creation wanted me to just be an artist that creates art pieces out of 

recycled materials, because all the microcosms are being recycled back into 

Normal Universe in the love affair they have now with each other in a new 

world where money is no longer used. 

The whole world of people came into the world wide web of Utopia, 

and all recovered, metaphysically speaking. 

The recovery of mind and cosmic intelligence shows that the workers of 

the world can change the whole world from the Armageddon the Bible 
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prophesies tell about that ends this old world, as such, the things of the past 

such as the Pentagon, and all military headquarters and command centers. 

No one but the Creation and Its people can win what we can call World 

War lll. 

Both World War l, and ll were won by the Dragon and the Beast, with 

the help of the Red Army who defeated the Nazi’s Sixth Army under General 

Paulus, who was the first and last field marshall ever captured by the enemy 

side. 

The Dragon is the FRS bank that came into America in 1913, and the 

Beast is the military they control through their secret world government. 

What hasn’t been brought up yet in the news media or in the World 

Wide Web is the fact that Utopia, which is of the Creation Universe, is an 

entirely different social structure than exists in the world now, which has 

national governments, and President Bush and Vice President Cheney are 

100% with the Dragon and the Beast, but it is here in this third millennium 

that Creation can come in on world television, and take it over, and give the 

people the truth, and the Creation according to the truth, and the Creation 

according to its plan, can fire all the nuclear missiles and weapons into space 

and explode them to cast Satan (satanic power) into chains, then it can bring 

into orbit about this planet the New Jerusalem told about in Rev. 21:1-3. 

John describes the New Jersualem as a great cathedral that is placed upon the 

planet in Jerusalem, but in actuality it's a great spaceship built by the Galactic 

Elohim, in Altamedia, and furbished in Altamira. 

These are two huge planets, the Creation’s Galactic Headquarters, in 

close orbit about our great central sun, and within them, Galactic 

Government takes care of the microcosms that became lost in the Universe, 

because they didn’t stay in the radiant mind and consciousness of the 

Creation’s Utopia, which is all giving and receiving. 

In order for the Creation to bring this part of the microcosms along that 

strayed away from the 12 pyramid temple communities - and they became the 
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Neanderthal people, and it has taken 20,000 years for them to come to this 

place where the Creation can deliver those who start the workers Utopia, 

which doesn’t use money or have police, judges, politicians, or generals, only 

souls in body vehicles, who give and receive. 

So you see in that Election switch from Gore to Bush, and the coming 9-

11 suicide mission against the WTC, and the Pentagon, on that day several 

thousand souls left their body, and went to the Heavenly Abode which the 

Creation had established in the aura of this planet, so Its poor microcosms 

could incarnate again and again, until they were Utopian Characters - 

because that is all that the Creation wants. 

The Creation doesn’t want to be worshipped by people who don’t obey 

the natural laws of the Universe. In fact It doesn’t want to be worshipped at 

all. The Creator that is always creating Utopia, and has no love for the 

Antithesis, Capitalism nor the other side, Thesis Socialism. 

The Creation is only a common Communalist, Communist, and a 

duality government is of two sides, which both sides are making money off of 

money. It seems like many economists haven’t noticed that military 

equipment costs a lot of money, and the money comes from the American 

coining and printing mints, where the FRS can get a dollar for 2 cents, and 

with the 98 cents, they can lend money to the nation and industries, etc., who 

pay about $4.00 for the use of $1.00 over a period of 25 years. 

Now Bush has ordered a secret American shadow government. 100 high 

ranking citizens, civilian managers work in bunkers in case of a catastrophic 

attack on the Capital in Washington D.C. They worry that the Al Qaeda 

network might obtain some portable suitcase nuclear weapons. 

What we read in the papers and hear on television is just the pros and 

cons of daily gossip and daily politicking, all of which gives a lot of people 

employment with the media, radio, tv, magazines, talk shows on both tv and 

radio, etc. Plus all the advertising sold in between broadcasting the daily bad 

news. The whole presentation is meaningless because it is devoid of the truth. 
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And a lot of things are not for public consumption and declared 

classified materials. 

Now what you are reading here comes directly from the Creation Entity 

of the Universe, which has a Universe Wide Web, which determines what is 

coming about now on this planet. 

Also note: that the “book of records” as to these Carlanon planets is 

kept at the planet Altamira, and no one reads it, except those who have 

volunteered to serve on these Carlanon planets where poor microcosms went 

astray, by following the misdirections in their mind that formed into a figure 

“8” duality. 

Anyone can see that if they get into these duality games like Bush and 

Cheney are leading the people into moreso, chasing their enemies around the 

figure eight, and at this very moment Cheney is trying to sell the Arab world 

on invading Saddam Hussein and taking him and his regime out of the 

picture entirely, which they will probably do whether anyone else likes it or 

not. 

You can see why the Creation has chosen the workers of the world, who 

are now the slaves of capitalism, to be the ones who bring in its Kingdom. 

If you worship in the truth, by doing things that are real, then you’re 

really helping God. But God isn’t a man, God is the whole Universe, or all 

space. Try to realize which the Creation created first, the space, or the material 

part of the Universe? Space is Consciousness, and Consciousness is at cause of 

the material creation. 

To earth’s people this is quite a puzzle. And the Creation only has Its 

words and Its Synthesis to speak. So then why make up all these other words 

and speak them in sentences, that as far as the news media goes, it is a 

razzmatazz of duality, that plays money games, and war games, and the 

terrorists so to speak, are only the ones who hate the stupid occupation and 

slavery and system of usury money that favors the rich from birth to death, 

and the frustration that goes with it to create a suicide bomber, even women, 
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and these poor souls on both sides don’t know how to bring about God’s 

Utopia. 

Well that is easy to do. The Workers of the world organize themselves to 

all stop work, which ends their slavery. And as for the entity Baal-Lucifer, he 

has only forced the people to go the extra mile, and they can’t turn back. 

Either they smash up good in the Armageddon or they change now. 

This word means to arm oneself, because you fear others, such as in this 

country, the USA, there are probably about 65 million hand guns licensed to 

families over the towns and cities and suburbs of America, and millions more 

hunting rifles and military gear in the hands of civilians. America in a way is 

armed to the teeth as they say. 

Fearing others means you are not clear with the Universe, and like is 

attracting like. 

This war between Bush and Cheney and the Terrorists of the Middle East 

and Saddam Hussein - etc., is all just the yin and yang of mortal whims, but 

the workers of the world need to stop work, and start creating real things, 

which is what everyone wants to do, that is get off the old gravy train that is 

rushing on into the night (darkness), and restore Utopia, a new world that 

doesn’t use money and doesn’t need police, soldiers, weapons, prisons, 

politicians, judges etc. 

 

We were talking about the Ledger kept at Galactic Headquarters which 

has knowledge about these Carlanon planets, which in Normal Universe there 

aren’t any newspapers or television programs - because there isn’t any news, 

and the people don’t want to be on TV, unless it is part of their real life. 

If there was news about these Carlanon planets and samples of it were 

shown to the people in Normal Unvierse, it would cause them to be infected 

by all the jibberish that isn’t true. So this Ledger is a holographic record, 

examined beforehand by beings assigned to these special projects. This 
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Everlasting Gospel is in the Ledger, in even more scope than we can ever 

present here. 

It was the jibberish talking that wasn’t part of the Creation’s spiritual 

Utopia, that caused static electricity to form in the aura of the Plentoria Solar 

System, and it was one of them that was taken over by satanic power, which is 

when words that aren’t part of the Creation start manifesting in a solar aura, 

and millions of rebalancing lights are sent out to contact those out of balance, 

and take away their infections, which is their use of words that are not part of 

the Creations’ Utopian Synthesis.  

The Cosmic Light is the same traveling Universal Computer that makes 

crop circles, which attracts peoples attention and brings them into mental 

balance to believe that there is control and Utopia in space that keeps space in 

the trinity synthesis, and not supporting the duality of the right and left 

political wings. In other words the right and left wings that make up national 

governments, haven’t reached the Synthesis yet, so they can see and feel the 

unity in all things that are of the Creation. 

Everything that people say and do, and pictures of what they do, are 

recorded in the planet’s aura, and not the cells of the body brain. The body 

brain is a transceiver that contacts a person’s past. Now, if your past was bad 

karma, because you went against the Creation’s natural laws, and allowed 

yourself to be regimented into a national army to kill the soldiers of the other 

side, the other side is in your own national army. The duality in the world of 

the right and left wings is in the American Government, as well as all other 

governments. 

In truth, our New World isn’t the past - it’s all omnipresent and here 

and now. But as we see George Bush and his Vice President, both in the 

drivers seat so to speak, in America, are out fighting terrorism, when they are 

the biggest terrorists themselves. They support the world usury bank, that 

controls the money of the whole world. Now we are only for the changing of 

money from usury, into free cash flow, that is only a medium of exchange, as 
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US money should have been and should be, but they never did lay the 

cornerstone; and now the Armageddon - the very last war for the world - is 

still between the old duality of Capitalists versus Socialists, fighting each other 

in useless wars that don’t benefit anyone, but they make big money for the 

armament and uniform producers, etc. 

The structure of the New World that Creation is bringing about, started 

with this third millennium, spoken of in Dan. 12:1-13, which is the great 

Artificial Tribulation, followed by WWWS/KYE. This period overall is 

Michael’s Stand for the Utopian Kingdom of the Creation, or of God, and 

Michael is doing great, both of us, however Michael Bobier types these 

channelings and I am the ME that writes this Synthesis of it all, and everything 

comes out exactly as the Creation writes Its “Everlasting Gospel” through me, 

and “I AM”. 

And I do not make any claim. I’m not a bigshot general or a politician 

or a billionaire. I’m just an ornament as we all are, just an ornament in 

Creation’s Universe, shining our light, and in the far past all the ornaments of 

the earth, before the solar catastrophe, were in eternity. NASA revealed the 

condition of this solar system through the Voyager Space Ships - but the Secret 

World Government that is led by the FRS chiefs, kept it all secret, along with 

all that has been suppressed about ETI Contact. By FRS chiefs, we do not 

mean Greenspan, but point to the entity Baal-Lucifer, who has had his 

tabernacle built in Israel, just as God told through Daniel, in Dan. 11:1-45, 

and in the 45th verse, God tells that he comes to his end and no one shall 

help him. This is because the Creation Universe takes control of this Carlanon 

planet, where the military still kills people, and the judges still put people in 

prisons. Don’t the Democrats and Republicans know that all their duality 

ways are evil, and this is keeping peace from the world, because they were set 

up to make money, which God’s workers of the world aren’t making money, 

they just work for a wage, and can be laid off and be on social security, but 
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now real SECURITY takes over the money of the world, by having 666 

money at the new teller windows. 

Now both Jobs of Apple and Gates of Microsoft and others knew all 

along that the world wide web, the Internet, caught the pass and was running 

down the field unnoticed, and made a touchdown. 

We can know now what a touchdown is and or a home run is. Why 

was it called a touchdown and a home run in baseball terminology?  Because 

underneath it all, the people have been running home, and their home is the 

Universe, and now Galactic Spaceships have come to carry us home. The 

Internet is manifesting a synthesis of all that has come before it, plus 

something totally new: a communication system that allows communal self-

government to come forth as a new world civilization. All the commercial 

exploitation of the Internet will disappear in the process. 

Meaning that the Galactic chariots can bring in the Kingdom of 

Creation on the planet, giving it a new name, Placentia, so people stop 

talking about the earth, for as long as they talk about the earth, and all the 

woebegotten consciousness thereof, then they are continually feeding satanic 

power into their planet’s Universal Computer, and it keeps animating their 

bodies in the old ways of the politicians, judges, bankers, and generals. 

Now George W and Dick Cheney, instead of taking food and clothing 

for the cold and starving children of Afghanistan, they went in with bombs 

and soldiers and now when it is about over trying to feed the starving kids 

and mothers of the country. Like attracts its opposites as well in this case, the 

richest country on earth was attracted to the poorest country on earth as it was 

under the Taliban, who were put in power by the CIA. 

The Bible has been changed from the unconditional Creator to a man-

God that judges the people of the world, and casts the sinners into an 

everlasting hell, and takes the good ones to heaven. This is all false, creating 

fear in people, which can be used to control them. 
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In the beginning of the Sixties, when the Creation’s spirit began being 

poured out on all flesh to raise the consciousness of the people - it was first 

noticed in the male and female youth who were taking LSD and tripping into 

a new world vibe. 

Now the Creation’s problem with this was that the youth who had good 

karma were rising to bring a new world about, and the youth with bad karma 

would be taken over by the military, and sent to fight Ho Chi Minh’s socialist 

Viet Cong as a serious enemy. 

So then, I’m showing you that the Creation’s mission on this Carlanon 

planet that isn’t normal, is where Creation is redeeming its poor, poor, poor 

microcosms, who were like Jack and Jill going up the hill to fetch a pail of 

water, and Jack fell down and broke his crown, and Jill came tumbling after 

him. 

It just shows that this planet is a Carlanon, negated planet where the 

souls in body vehicles destroyed their solar system by using satanic power. 

The poor things didn’t know what satanic power was. They didn’t know that 

the oldest dichotomy in the Universe was in souls in body vehicles, who 

thought they were becoming Gods over others, and God was leading them to 

harness some of the people so temples could be built for the special features of 

God. 

This bugged a lot of microcosms here in this project; from Galactica 

they had seen videos of other solar systems in trouble, videos of planets 

blowing big boulders out of themselves, that went into orbit about the 

planets, forming rings around them like Saturn now. They didn’t want it to 

happen here, but it did. 

It took the Galactic Elohim five and a half million years to make the 

outside of this planet green, mostly using bacteria and worms, etc., that made 

soil richer, and the large animals that Galactica put here as the dinosaurs, 

whose decaying bodies would bring the bacteria and worms that would create 

soil. We of the Galactic Elohim would make all these things following the 
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directions of the Creation, to make all these things that constitute the 

biosphere, to make it possible for human bodies to live on the outside of a 

planet in bodies so lost souls could be redeemed back into Normal Universe. 

We thought of them as poor entities who had lost the ways of the 

Utopian Creator. We wondered of course, if the Creation didn’t have an easier 

way of redeeming Its microcosms. 

Why couldn’t the Creation just dispose of them? The Creation saying, 

“Well, they are part of myself, and I can’t dispose of myself, or part of myself, 

and I sent the Buddha, and Jesus to tell the world and its peoples about Cause 

and Effect, Karma retroactive in their minds, and not to do anything that 

resists evil. Like soldiering to kill, policing to arrest people, operating prisons 

to keep people in. All of this was and still is people using satanic power that 

caused their solar system to short circuit out, heating up and burning out, just 

as that which happens in an electric circuit when the positive and negative 

wires touch each other and start a fire. 

 The electric people learned how to put a fuse in the house or building, 

that would blow out and break the circuit of electricity if an overload occurs. 

Each one of us have a fuse in our body and soul. Our Human body is 

material, and our soul is of etherial plasma, so the soul has a form and leaves 

the body when it dies, as the electricity, God’s spirit shuts off in the body. 

Anyway! This is the time of Michael’s Stand in Daniel 12:1-13, when 

the Creation comes in here to reestablish Its Utopia, which has the structure of 

just plain everyday giving and receiving, and the workers of the world are the 

only ones that can restore the Creation Utopia, which is the only kind of life it 

will allow in Its Universe. 

So who are we to argue with the Creation Universe? We know that 

within our body and soul there is a clear Light that lights the way, and we 

should never go into thinking, and say “I think this, and I think that.”  

Believing that we have a brain that thinks on its own by making up thoughts. 

How ridiculous can we get in an all-knowing Universe? 
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Everyone with eyes can see that apples grow on trees, and we are 

supposed to pick them and eat them. We thank the farmers for growing apples 

and bringing them to the market, and if the United States Founding Fathers 

had laid the cornerstone for the right kind of money, which was free cash flow 

money, that was only a medium of exchange, then the government could 

have built all things on one high standard for all people. 

The Founding Fathers in Philadelphia at the time of 1787, relate to the 

passage in Rev. 3:7. John is channeling about Philadelphia, saying, “These 

things saith he that is holy true," the Christian ministers who are holy and 

true, now “He that is true and both the key of David, he that openeth, and no 

person shutteth, and shutteth, and no man openeth.” This means that little me 

goes right on down the highway, taking all the souls in body vehicles who 

would rather have real freedom, security and abundance in the Creation’s 

ways, which are all fun, romantic and beautiful like sunflowers, but General 

Motors, PG and E, and others haven’t given the sunshine and air free to the 

people, in developing transportation and electricity as it is done in Normal 

Universe, as we witnessed in 1947, when Galactic spaceships called flying 

saucers, were seen, and many souls had psychedelic out of body experiences 

where they were with Galactica in spaceships, and also the grey aliens came 

into the picture. 

Grey Aliens are those unfortunate ones John tells about in Rev. 9:1-11, 

souls in devolved, mutated bodies, who live in the crust of the earth in old 

volcanos. And John has to use allegory to describe what the Creation is 

channeling through him, and the Creation tells me what it's all about, and I 

write it down on pages and then read it out loud so it's recorded on the higher 

level in the earth’s aura, then the akashia begins to contact those who are 

sincerely seeking for the Creation’s truth, which will lead them out of these 

wars of the Armageddon, which are accomplishing nothing for Creation to 

affirm. No, nothing at all - except on the face of those who do all these things 

they do that are evil, to keep their money coming in. 
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The Creation realizes that the people of this planet are taking a big 

jump, all at one time, to pass by all this glamor that is in the duality of what 

appeared to some Bible prophets and preachers to be good versus evil. 

But the Creation sent Philosopher Hegel to tell the people, especially 

those of higher metaphysics, that the society was evolving as antithesis versus 

thesis, that is Capitalists vs. Socialists, and with youth its of those who don’t 

want to be part of a military that kills people. The only reason that the 

military of thesis or antithesis kills people is in the way the governments are 

stacked with generals, and with judges. Hegel goes on to say the two sides 

evolve one upon the other in relativity into the synthesis. This Everlasting 

Gospel channeling carries the synthesis consciousness that has been missing in 

the people’s awareness since the solar catastrophe. 

The world people go on blindly, thinking they have a government that 

goes for peace, but the way the governments operate, under usury money, 

then the CIA of the Usury banks, get the enemy, as they did with Hitler and 

later with Saddam Hussein, to fall into their trap, by offering them help, 

pretending they are for the kind of action that Hitler, Stalin, Hussein was in, 

but any of it that uses youth as soldiers - all of this is false spirituality, and 

now the Creation is bringing the whole civilization - those who will come out 

of the duality - into Its new world, created especially to bring the microcosms 

back into Normal Universe. 

Note: when a soul is returned to Normal Universe, they have no 

connection with their past torment they had as bad karma, but now they 

decided as a worker to stop working, and then all the parasites that live off of 

usury money, would put their money into the 666 Bank, which are teller 

windows where people go to get the money they need, until the WWWS-KYE 

has advanced to the place in just six months, where the Creation’s Utopia has 

spread all over the planet. And the 30/30 plan is working marvelously in the 

Creation’s Utopia, at last restored all over the planet, and the planet is given a 

new name, Placentia, thus no one any longer uses the old words or thoughts 
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of the past, which was all a duality of right and left wings, brought upon the 

people of the planet mostly by politicians who obviously were caught up in 

the long period of the development of the scientific-technological age, and 

they didn’t develop the technology in the ways of the natural laws of the 

Creation, but they developed it so they, the Babylon Money Changers, could 

make money off of electricity, oil, gas, coal, timber, minerals, and big money 

brokers like Enron, which came to its end and no one could help them, 

because their flow of money, that came to them from the people that had to 

pay more and more for electricity, dried up, and their hocus-pocus house of 

cards came apart. It’s like capitalistic Enron made big money for awhile off of 

the system itself, but now the money system is ending and none can or shall 

help it come back. 

Now that 45th verse in Daniel 11 is about the King of the North, who is 

the financial mogul of Baal Lucifer vibrations, who is the behind-the-scenes 

owner of the FRS that came into America in 1913, and later established the 

IMF. Usury money uses the people to make money. But the people and their 

government don’t have to let the usury money people use their childrens 

blood to rule the world with usury money. It sure sped things up though, and 

forced the workers of the world to go all the way down into the pit, and bring 

hell up to the surface so they could see what it is, and see the falsehood of 

why they put all those youth in military uniforms and give them weapons on 

each side of the duality struggle. 

In the governments themselves, there are those politicians who are 

capitalists, and those who are socialists, or we could say they are yin and 

yang, but not of the Creation’s Synthesis, which obviously can’t come in 

science and technology until they build the perpetual motion dynadran 

electric generator, then electricity can be free or will be free, and it would 

operate all the transportation, free as well, and cars and trucks wouldn’t crash, 

and airplanes wouldn’t fall out of the sky. Look at all those people serving 

people, who get injured in crashes, like today, in Northern Georgia a highway 
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pile up occured and over ten are dead just like that, with no warning and no 

notice, people are dead and many are injured. Trucks and cars litter the 

highway and it is a huge mess to unwind and get ambulances in there, as well 

as tow trucks, etc.  
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Chapter VII 

 
Natural Dynamics Of Creation Universe 

 
In the way Capitalism works, the capitalists make big money, and the 

workers work for peanuts on a paycheck wage scale. 

In the way Socialism works, the managers and workers share the money 

and ownership, and money is a medium of exchange.  

In Communism, which Jesus and others taught, they don’t need money 

because they share and build things for each other for free. It is the system of 

the synthesis, reflecting the natural dynamics of the Universe. The only reason 

that the communist nations, such as China, Cuba, North Korea, Vietnam, 

and some others, don’t declare, even theoretically, the Utopian Kingdom of 

the Creation for all people is that then both the Capitalists and Socialists 

would jump on them militarily. 

To understand the natural dynamics of the Creation Universe, we must 

see that words spoken are going into causation. And they play back exactly as 

the effects the words created. Words have great power according to how much 

truth they express. And all that you are reading in all the things I have 

channeled are what real praying is. You write what the Creation says, then 

you read it out loud, and it becomes the Creation's plan for restoring Its 

Utopia on the planet, because it is recorded in the planet's aura, and it plays 

back automatically so it produces the Creation’s Utopia on the planet. 
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To give a verbal picture of what the Creation’s Utopia is, it is everything 

that is natural like food, minerals, bacteria, enzymes, herbs, water, air, soil, 

seeds - these are all part of God’s Creation. We are not speaking of an unreal 

man-God, but of the entire Creation Itself, which has been perverted on the 

planet during this 20,000 year period since the 12 Pyramid Temple 

Communities were closed down, because those who strayed away out into the 

world, where there were only three dimensions functioning in life, would 

become beast-like, and their population would grow, since there was an 

abundance of food and water already provided for this event. They would 

often fear one another and fight each other, as they do today in Africa and 

India, etc., as tribal living often espouses an excuse for a good fight. In the 

Western white countries, they have soccer, football, and other sports for 

people to vent their pent up emotions on the fields and let 11 guys on each 

side fight it out for them. This has never stopped. 

The Pyramid Temple Communities had gone on for over 400,000 

years, and we redeemed about 16 billion of the microcosms or souls, and 

would have redeemed the roughly 8 billion souls that strayed away out into 

nature over this period. 

But there was no way to keep some of the entities from straying away 

out there into nature, where the animals or beasts were put so their decaying 

bodies would create soil needed to make things grow, with the action of the 

bacteria breaking things down, returning the bodies back to the elements. 

This had nothing to do with the way people think. Just like today in the 

end, the things people are thinking are what is causing this last war, which is 

totally unnecessary. Now the big cosmic initiation automatically comes, and 

men like Billy Meier who lives in Switzerland, make contact with space beings 

from the Pleiades, to show pictures of Spaceships and that these things exist. 

But like many of his ilk and mine, we are shut off from the mainstream of 

credibility in these real events and things and places, the same as with the 

magical crop circles. 
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The planet is a big computer in the Universe, or a small one depending 

on the relativity of size, like Jupiter being so much larger than our earth 

planet. The life on any planet is dependent on or determined by what people 

say and do, and they should only say and do things for each other that 

provide the natural things of life. It’s obvious what the natural things are: 

food, clothing, shelter, recreation, transportation, communication, energies, 

health care and love. These are the things that Billy Meier was hearing 

telepathically from the Pleiades people. 

So what was said to him went into causation in the planet’s aura, just as 

these words of the Everlasting Gospel have done, which began to cause the 

right and left wings to come to the climax now, at which time happy are the 

ones who take up the Creation’s plan for their delivery back into Utopia. 

Things must be pretty bad here - or Creation wouldn’t have sent Einstein and 

Oppenheimer to take the world into nuclear atonement, to end the three 

thousand years of money atonement beginning when Baal-Lucifer incarnated 

into the body called King Solomon, who became the richest man on earth. 

Baal-Lucifer later on became Amschel Rothschild, whose time had come to 

amass great wealth, and he would teach his five sons the usury business, and 

they would become the first banking family to be private and yet globalize 

before anyone else would take those risks. 

Amschel Rothschild began the modern era of investment venture 

banking on an international level, as well as helping to build the insurance 

business that began with insuring the cargoes of the ships going back forth 

from the new world to the old world and back, carrying lumber, molasses, 

tobacco and other goods. 

And so to clean up the planet's aura (its akashic records) from all that 

has been said and done on the planet that is of satanic power, Creation fires 

all the nuclear weapons out into the astral plane and adds the catalyst to them 

for a great explosion in space. This explosion doesn’t kill people; it only wipes 

out of the planet's aura all the satanic thought, which leaves all those people 
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who have mostly satanic thoughts in amnesia, when they should only have 

and use blissful thought in love services for one another. 

 

We see that George W. didn’t come forth with spiritual gifts for all 

people, especially in this time of the end. 

Hollywood came forth with the motion picture staring Mel Gibson 

entitled, “We Were Soldiers,” which implies what kind of soldiers are we? Are 

we just pawns in the war games of the big Armageddon? Are we just buying 

and selling our daily bread and drafting our youth into the military to fight 

against the enemy, when the enemy of everyone is those people who think the 

world is for getting rich by getting a University degree, so that you can enter 

into the big game of being somebody important. 

Those of us who have received our knowledge of what life is really all 

about opened up our consciousness to the Creation Universe, because we 

could see and hear that it was the only truth, and the only demonstration of 

real life is for everyone to live on one high standard and have no war, crime, 

disease, poverty or mortal death. 

Total sharing and oneness in every way is Creation Universe and the 

way people live all over the Universe, who will never know about these 

Carlanon planets in ruined solar systems which were ruined by the mistakes 

they made, which were only possible to make by deliberately going against 

the natural laws that the Creation has created and put into operation to 

manifest life in planets and direct causation space ships that operate 

telepathically on the electronic circuits and currents that drive everything in 

space in the ways of happiness for everyone. 

The first cause natural law of the Universe is giving and receiving. This 

applies to Normal Universe, and not to this planet during the long period this 

civilization would be in evolution, because they had left the natural laws and 

entered into thinking, guessing and supposing. The natural law of the 

Creation is sharing all things, and never coveting anything, nor each other.  
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Note: in Normal Universe the women do not bear and give birth to 

bodies. Male and female bodies grow in space novas and can levitate and 

teleport to the inside of hollow planets for habitation by souls, and the 

microcosms are created and come from suns of the solar systems, and enter 

the bodies, and they become body and soul and have no other source of 

Intelligence except that which is of the Creation’s Utopian Ways. 

You are now on this Carlanon planet, artificially fixed up on the outside 

so bodies can live here, inhabited by the microcosms that fell, so to speak, 

from the Universe, because they developed desires that weren’t right for a life 

in which everyone was free, and there were no laws made by men that 

governed people because they all lived by natural laws. 

This is how any soul in a body vehicle could get off the spiritual path of 

righteousness, and be confused like people are here and now, where Bush in 

America has made war against those who he calls Terrorists and against 

Terrorism. The terrorists acts against the two towers of the World Trade Center 

and the American Pentagon shows the anger of the people of this planet who 

are against the money changers system. Actually, about 80% of the people 

hate this artificial system that only really benefits the rich and those who 

collect interest payments rather than paying through the nose said interest 

payments. So far they haven’t brought a way to end it and start the right kind 

of natural world. 

This is why I am sent here as the Comforter Spirit of Truth who has 

brought forth this Everlasting Gospel - and this second edition that you are 

reading now will take the readers deeper into the roots of this satanic conflict, 

so we can take away its roots so it will stop growing. This is done by the 

Creation channeling through me to the Workers of the World. Arise and 

throw off your chains of wage slavery and come into the World Wide Work 

Stoppage. 

Who would have thought of it? The Workers are the key to the restoring 

of the Creation’s Utopia. Karl Marx said that no wheel could turn or profit be 
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made without the workers labor. He sent this to Abe Lincoln who quoted 

Marx on many occasions. And this whole issue, which revolves around money 

and its right-use-ness, is the big reason why Lincoln was set up to be 

assassinated by John Wilkes Booth, who was hired by a Rothschild Agent 

from New York City who went to Washington and found Booth, an 

unemployed actor who hated the North and needed money. 

So the main natural law of the Creation Universe is to be carried out 

now in a World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise, in which nothing 

can any longer function unless the workers make it possible. For example, one 

of the things you should know is that a field general over a regiment has the 

authority to shoot by a firing squad any soldiers that go against the 

commanders. This stems from war itself, which can never accomplish 

anything good, because it’s among the worst things that politicians can order. 

Resist not evil, for with what force you meet others who make evil, it is 

measured back to you again. 

So in the natural laws of conservation, by which the birds of the air live, 

if birds can fly on wings and magnetic thought in space, humans can move 

themselves about as workers of the world, who first want to obey the 

Creation’s plans for the liberation of all people, bringing them back into the 

Creation’s Utopian Ways. 

Let’s illustrate the circumstances in these ways. Suppose the streets of 

every city around the world had calling cards littering the streets, which were 

of the money makers who didn’t actually do anything of good, solid equality; 

then there were the calling cards of the Here and Now people. Before the 

people could have Here and Now, they had to be out on the street sorting out 

all the cards and only keeping those of the people like the Salvation Army, the 

Red Cross, Greenpeace, and of course the One World Family Commune and 

the Universal Industrial Church of the New World Comforter; all the rest of it 

they were no longer supporting. 
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When we go into real consciousness, which the Creation keeps 

providing, we see the difference between those who serve creatively and those 

who just run a kind of business; even the governments are kind of a business 

which doesn’t manifest any apples, bananas, oranges, or wood, wool, 

minerals, oil, natural gas, or natural electricity. The workers of the world 

invent, make and build all things, so they should be the omnipresent 

government that is of, by and for the people, which now ends the use of 

money by making all things free to everyone and changes the structure of 

systems, so that any system that uses satanic power ends, which all the 

commercial systems do. Now with the “WWWS/KYE” that starts the Creation’s 

“30/30 Plan” going, everything of this old world automatically comes to its 

end. What replaces it blesses everyone. 

This is, of course, a drastic good change which the Creation makes. It’s 

one that everyone can understand. And some may feel that they are left out 

and may lose all their private property, which they will, but they will gain a 

thousand times more good things than they had in this old world, that they 

named after the earth. 

Now we rename this planet Placentia, so that everything that is good 

and part of Creation Universe comes forth, and everything of this old world 

that is out of balance with the Creation Universe fades away. 

The World Wide Work Stoppage isn’t a labor union strike. It is totally 

nonviolent spiritual action of the people, acting in their own behalf on a new 

planet that is now called Placentia, planet of plenty and rebirth for all people. 

There will no longer be rich people and poor people. There will no 

longer be homeless people, because this time came in which the whole world 

was changed from political rags to the richness that was in the Creation's 

natural metaphysical laws all along. But as I pointed out, those who strayed 

away from the ancient Pyramid Temple Communities and went out into 

nature would be lost, and it would take thousands of years of evolving to 

create the words they could speak that would lead them back into blissful 
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Utopia; where everyone is of and in a one world family of love, and all the 

politics and all the religions per se were taken away by the people who have 

been making everything as workers; and were paid a wage with money that 

was taxable, under the usury money that drew interest for the banks and their 

allies, the insurance companies, the real estate companies, the law offices; all 

grew rich because they cooperated with the Usury bank, the Central Bank of 

all banks, the FRS, the mother of all banks. 

The Masonic Founding Fathers intended for the United States to come 

forth laying the cornerstone for the right use of money, “free cash flow 

money” that was only a true medium of exchange and not interest bearing 

money. But they failed, and in 1913 in America the Learned Elders of Zion, 

under the auspices of the Rothschilds of Europe and their satellites like JP 

Morgan and the Rockefeller Families, all of whom considered themselves 

God’s Chosen People, together created the Federal Reserve System, believing 

that they should control the money of nations, thus preventing nations from 

destroying their business and their charity and cause in Israel, the holy land 

refuge for the poor of their people. Since the FRS came in 1913, all wars of 

consequence have ensued, such as World Wars I and II, Korea and Vietnam, 

the Cold War with the Soviet Union and China, and now the wars in the 

Middle East and Asia, etc., with Western Europe and Russia dangling on the 

strings of taking sides for and against Saddam Hussein at this very time in 

space, which is about midmonth of March, 2002. 

According to the prophecy of Revelation 6:4-8, America is on the Red 

Horse of the Apocalypse, France on the Black Horse, and England on the Pale 

Horse. I and all the Spiritual People rising on the planet ride the White Horse, 

and we go forth conquering and to conquer through pure spiritual 

righteousness, using no force and violence. Now France has a significant Arab 

population, as does England, and in both countries there are anti-Jewish 

sentiments. France at this time is doing business with Iraq and does not want 

to harm their interests there, and Russia is in the same situation. 
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And so the drama goes on about coalition building to fight Iraq and 

change their regime into a so-called democracy, as they are trying to do in 

Afghanistan. France will play another role in the wars, but not necessarily in 

the Middle East. However, the war is worldwide and not just in the Middle 

East; it is beginning there and will spread to the rest of the globe in some 

fashion or other, through those who sponsor Terror and those who fight 

against it. 

It won't be over Capitalism versus Socialism at this phase of it. That will 

come later as the pieces of the puzzle fall into place and the war efforts raise 

people’s consciousness to the point where they know they live in duality and 

in a dual planetary system and a dual political system at home. 

We are going to turn the Dragon over on its back, so it is kicking in the 

air; it represents the big ol' FRS bank that controls the world's money. And 

those of the Dragon have rewarded both Bush and Cheney handsomely for 

their cooperation with them and their stance on Israel. Fortunately the 

Galactic Elohim has control over all nuclear weapons tested and used, and of 

course the people of earth do not know this fact. 

The Everlasting Gospel went into circulation in August of 2001, and 

books have been sent to leading agencies in national governments. So they are 

studying it and determining what they should do about it. 

They can reason that the Creation did give the prophecy in the Bible of 

the end of this old world the way it is now and understand that Allen-Michael 

is the Creation’s channel to bring forth the Everlasting Gospel, which tells the 

people exactly what is taking place to restore the Creation’s Utopia and what 

the people should do on their own behalf to restore the Creation’s paradise, 

the kind of living in prosperity for all people. 

Naturally those involved in the world of politics of different nations see 

that they are on the right or left wing sides of issues. Neither side is of the 

Creation’s Synthesis, and the commanding oneness reality of ETI – Extra-

Territorial Intelligence. WWWS/KYE is the only event that is omnipresent 
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which can end this old world the way it is without force and violence - and 

bring in a new world that is perfect and in harmony with the Creation and 

what It is doing here. 

The Creation can do what It needs to do to restore Its Utopian kind of 

life, where nothing is bought or sold; the evolving span of life on this planet 

for the past four thousand years has been exactly as it has been because it 

manifested out of what the politicians and the people said and did. 

Lenin of the new 1917 Soviet Union, the USSR, should have ended all 

courts and prisons in the new government to stop the satanic judging of 

people and start to apply psychology to heal them of their past bad karma. 

And Lenin should have declared the new world army of Universal 

Soldiers, who don’t obey the orders of any national political group unless 

they are doing as Jesus taught, “holding all things common and making 

distribution to one another according to need.” Universal Soldiers who will 

only act to keep the peace. 

Now all that Lenin didn’t do that was really communism is coming 

back to Russia, and up comes the Soviets, the Councils of the People, again. 

Except this time without the previous errors, and no hierarchy of rulers either. 

What stymied the 1917 Soviets was all the words and thoughts of the 

past recorded in their territorial aura that were animating the politicians, the 

judges, the police, the generals in the old ways. To be a true Communist, as 

Mohammed, Moses and Jesus were, as well as others like the Buddha and 

Krishna, one must be “all for one and one for all.” 

Now that the Comforter Spirit of Truth has come, he reveals who the 

out of body souls are, that are in limbo because they can’t be reincarnated or 

go to the Heavenly Abode, being bound on the planet in a spell of having 

little natural thought, so they try to enter into other bodies, and some bodies 

that play all these different funny characters have let other disenfranchised 

souls come into their body.  
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Has any progressive metaphysical government come forth anywhere on 

the planet, declaring a new world in which there is no work to do, only free 

creativity in which men and women build the things for one another on one 

high standard? Of course not, except in the autonomous, self-governed souls 

of the One World Family Commune. 

So see how crazy and mixed up the whole world is? It’s all caused by 

satanic power, which develops from all those false words and false systems 

that motivate some people to make money and then use it to get the workers 

to come and build their mansions. 

It should be the other way around, where the workers have ended their 

slavery of being paid to work, and all things are done as free love services. 

Now, gee whiz, the Creation orders the 666 teller window, told about in 

Revelation 13:17-18, where all men and also women in business will stop 

buying and selling, and those who have the mark of the Beast or his name, 

Baal-Lucifer. 

Here is wisdom! Let him that hath understanding count the number of 

the beast: for it is the number of a man [Baal-Lucifer], and his number is 666. 

Notice here that the Creation changes the meaning of this number 

through me. I Am also Agent 666, except I Am Cosmic Agent 666 from 

Central Intelligence, not the Beast 666. That one has been and is Baal-Lucifer. 

I Am Michael the Archangel, come to heal all the anomalies of usury money 

by making money free to all people, adding the missing spiritual 

consciousness to the material energies.  

Here is what 666 represents. You know now by reading this Everlasting 

Gospel about the alpha, beta and gamma trinity energies, whose action we see 

in the three pyramids at Giza, which sent forth the alpha, beta, gamma 

energies of the trinity that revolve in both directions around the planet, and 

furnished God’s spirit, and God’s electricity to all twelve Pyramid 

communities where about a thousand souls were being redeemed every day. 
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The Universe is a 12 Dimensional Reality. These 12 Dimensions are 

represented in the Loop of Infinity, the figure 8; “as above, so below,” the 

spirit-energy-consciousness above is 6 dimensions and the material expression 

of this consciousness below is 6 dimensions. 12 dimensions in alpha, beta 

and gamma energies. This is the same reality in all Spirit-Creation. The 

expression 666 comes from the number 12, half of 12,12,12, calculates at 

666. The alpha-beta-gamma energies go in revolving directions from pole to 

pole, spiriting around the globe, and they compose the trinity of the 

Creation’s twelve dimensions, each element of the trinity being in all 12 

dimensions. This is the nature of all oneness in Creation. So the Creation gave 

John to call them 666, reflecting that the beings being redeemed here had lost 

contact with higher spiritual consciousness, all but the lowest dimension of 

spirit. Hence the souls being healed here would operate in a 7th density 

consciousness (6+1); whereas this ETI channel is of all 12 dimensions.  

When I came to be the channel of the Everlasting Gospel, I would be 

used by Creation Mind to correct the errors in the Bible and give 

understanding to the Creation's way in Its Utopia, where there is only one 

high level of consciousness in total oneness and no duality of right and left 

wings at all. 

It’s really too bad in a way that the antithesis and the thesis, like 

Republicans and Democrats, all of a sudden all are gone, and the workers of 

the world on the World Wide Web have accomplished 666 free money, so 

that the workers of the world can go to the teller window and receive a 

thousand dollars a month during the first six months of the work stoppage. 

This will just be for the necessities of life, and there won’t be any rent or bills 

to pay, so a thousand dollars for each man, woman and child on the planet 

will be more than adequate. For millions of people this will be more money 

than they have ever seen. And its only a bare beginning to a world where 

money is no longer used. 
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Those poor bankers, insurance people, real estate people, legal people, 

no longer have worker janitors and repairmen coming to service their big 

buildings because the Creation is paying the workers to stay home or take the 

children to the park during the period when Creation transfers the power from 

the elite over to everyone's Utopia. 

Those poor right and left wing politicians have been killing many youth 

of both sides using patriotism, the neurotic refuge of the scoundrels, which 

George W used in this fashion after 9-11, when everyone saw the jet liners fly 

into the WTC buildings on television, and Humpty Dumpty came tumbling 

down. All the king’s horses and all the kings men can’t put Humpty together 

again. Humpty Dumpty is the false world of usury money, and all the ills it 

has brought. 

Their foolish wars have ended, and now the workers of the world won’t 

work for the military, because there actually wasn’t an enemy; both sides just 

keep making up all those stories, and some of the youth keep going into the 

military to learn how to get dressed in uniforms, and use all the electronic 

things that the workers invented and made, and believe it or not, the 

politicians sent the youth of the two sides of duality into war against each 

other, probably to have some action they could talk about in the newspapers 

and on the many talk shows since cable’s CNN introduced these crossfire type 

shows, pretending balance by having the pro and con sides of issues able to 

talk and express themselves, but as we all know, nary a Synthesis in any of it. 

They hide the real facts about the Secret World Government that sends hit 

men, for a million dollars a shot, to wipe out those who go against those who 

think they are God’s only chosen people. This is all myth and collective ego of 

the unenlightened Jews and Zionists; however, the enlightened ones are 

numerous in Israel and New York and all over the world. They can hear this 

Everlasting Gospel and affirm its truth. 

It’s good to know what some people believe about themselves and not 

put blanket judgments on anyone. The Creation incarnated Baal-Lucifer way 
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back there in the time of King Solomon, and he would grow up and become 

the richest king of Israel, and the richest king in history, relative to his time 

and the wealth of the known world at the time, of which he controlled at least 

half. 

Now the Creation has unconditional love and doesn’t judge the souls in 

body vehicles for what they do on these Carlanon planets. But It takes full 

responsibility for what happens in Its Creation, and It makes changes so that 

such things as a solar catastrophe don’t happen again. 

But the Creation doesn’t lower Its standards by taking freedom away 

from Its microcosms. 

It seems like everyone in the Universe can always see that the Creation’s 

30/30 Plan, which It is bringing in here on the New Placentia, is everyone 

having 30 days of giving and then 30 days of receiving. 

The planet is reorganized, and each person, male and female, rotates 

between thirty days of service, giving and receiving and creating, and then 30 

days of traveling, or let me use the word vacation, so that people can have 30 

days of enjoying the operas, the symphonies, ballet, the Irish Dancers, for 

example, ice dancing, rock bands that are in higher chakras as well, and the 

new Disneyland Parks and spaceships Walt would have made, and Howard 

Hughes also, had they both lived to see the new world being born; as new 

incarnates, they will see the new age born out of the old age that is passing as 

we speak. 

The World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise isn’t a labor 

union strike against industries - it is done in a way that transforms the world 

from people having to work to make a living, into people all having a natural 

way of life, with the highest standard of living for everyone, corresponding 

with the actual way of life that the Creation has created for us, body and soul, 

to have. Best of all, it’s the splendid way of life that will return the sum of 

about 8 billion souls, who are still here in a ruined solar system, back into 

Normal Universe. 
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The group of people who are the 144,000 of Revelation 14:1-6 bring 

forth this Everlasting Gospel and fulfill the Creation’s Plan, which is for 

everyone. We are volunteers from our Galactic Headquarters in Altamira, who 

go on these missions of helping those who lost their way and went off on 

tangents. 

We could say that the Creation should have a system in which no 

failure could occur. It would appear to those souls here on this planet that the 

whole Universe is like it is here, where it appears that it is good versus evil. 

However, it isn’t good versus evil, it is cause and effect. For example, Bush and 

Cheney feel they are the good guys and the Taliban are bad and evil, and they 

have to send the military into Afghanistan to protect America, which is total 

folly. 

But look close and you’ll see that for every effect, there is a cause; if the 

cause is for happiness and prosperity for everyone, then it is natural causes, 

but if it's way back there still in evolution, where the people are yin and yang, 

or antithesis Capitalism versus thesis Socialism, they fight each other with 

weapons that are quite sophisticated at this time and can do much more 

damage than ever before, even with just conventional weapons. 

So now the Creation is ending all this nonsense, where people are led 

on one hand to make money to do things with as they please, or on the other 

hand must make just barely enough to live on, and with debt and credit cards 

people get by. 

The Creation is changing all this, changing the world back into Its 

Utopia, where money is no longer used, and everyone is in a new world 

where there’s no work because everyone is giving and receiving in service to 

one another, and there is no crime because everyone is doing what they love, 

and there is no longer disease. For example, politics is a disease. If religion 

isn’t for sharing all things, then it is a disease. 

The military and usury money are diseases. All the governments in the 

way they function now are satanic diseases, and they are protecting their 
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money and property, using the youth in the military, the result of which was 

displayed in the two youth at the Columbine High School, where they went 

on a suicide mission in killing other youth and then themselves. The irony is 

that no one saw it coming or could know the future a bit in advance to see 

that these boys were very troubled young fellows. 

In their last lifetime they were American soldiers in the Vietnam war, 

and they were ordered to kill women and children; soldiers have a conscience 

that is based on the Creation’s Natural Laws, and the people should never 

support a government that uses usury money - because then they will serve the 

master they fear, and there is no love. 

Now those that have created usury money are ruling the world with lies, 

their whole system is a bunch of lies. 

You can easily see this in the birds you see flying around, landing on 

the grass or trees, picking for food, and chirping like birds do. All their 

movements are electric. They just flit their wings, and they’re airborne. 

You’ve heard the expression that we’re going to be as free as the birds. 

We see that among the birds and animals there are predators. We see the same 

in governments. There are those who try to bring the good life to the people, 

and there are those who play the usury game as Bush and Cheney are doing, 

both of them predators of sorts. 

It’s all a big, big racket, as we have seen with Enron and their 

accounting firm, Arthur Anderson. 

The workers of the world are ending their slavery by stopping all work, 

but keeping the bare necessities of life going like natural food, gas for cars, 

and what is deemed common sense and not a luxury or a desire born of 

compulsion. 

Without workers “no wheel can turn, and no profit can be made.” The 

workers have been slaves now for 3000 years, and for these last 200 years 

many are wage slaves, if not outright slaves, which too many are; however, 
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serfdom and black slavery ended about 1864 in America, and this was a 

major historical change for the downtrodden of this world. 

Now the New Jerusalem comes down from the Creation out of space, as 

John tells about in Revelation 21:1-3. John sees it as a new temple on the 

planet, from which God takes over the rulership of the whole planet. But in 

actuality it is a big galactic spaceship that comes into orbit about the New 

Placentia; the thinking of the old earth is gone, and no one talks about the 

past anymore, because by talking about it, it keeps being recorded in the 

planet's aura. Even referring to the past to explain the “Here and Now” is no 

longer necessary or desirable. 

The New Jerusalem is a great spaceship that comes into orbit about the 

New Placentia, and the past just disappears. 

The word Jerusalem means bringing forth Peace, and Israel always has 

meant “Real People,” but some Jews declared themselves God’s Chosen 

People, and they started the FRS/IMF in America. This is what put America on 

the Red Horse of the Apocalypse to take peace from the whole world, and Bill 

Still in his video about the  Money Masters is telling the people about it. The 

Disclosure Project video is also telling the people about the spaceships that 

have come here, the truth about which the governments are trying to hide 

from the people, but the Synthesis Truths are coming forth to bless all the 

people, and no one can come into the New World unless they leave 

everything of this old world behind. 

This Everlasting Gospel is in the “Ledger” that is kept on Altamira. The 

volunteers who come on these missions on Carlanon planets read this Ledger, 

because they have to learn about cause and effect, karma retroactive on a 

Carlanon planet - where if they record experiences that are of getting for self, 

they can be taken for a ride, so to speak.  

All people, judging no one, are trying to do their thing, making their 

movies, being successful in their rock bands, and on and on in all the things 

people do to express their talents, but now with the new world coming about, 
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people will no longer work for money, they will be free to express their new 

found creativity. 

Buildings all over the world will no longer be used for office businesses 

because all business of people earning money has come to its end, and people 

no longer make money, but they make things for each other that are of the 

Creation’s Love Services Done, real LSD. These buildings can be turned to real 

social uses, like housing. 

Now the truth about all these negative things happening here on this 

Carlanon planet, which is a planet that the Galactic Elohim has made green 

on the outside so it would support life - the true way of life is the Creation’s 

Utopia in which the people share all things. Love is service done for one 

another, and these love services keep all people on one high standard of 

living, but there is the danger that some people will evolve the evil system of 

making personal money. So now the new world people will end business and 

convert those old office buildings to many new kinds of uses, all this in love 

services to one another. Then the politicians, lawyers, preachers, and teachers 

will say, “Oh, the new world is just what we’ve been waiting for, and at last it 

has come.” 

When the time comes, as everyone with vision and an open mind can 

see, there will be a parting of the ways between commercial business and the 

Creation’s ways of Utopia, and all business will end, first all monkey business, 

if you know what I mean. 

In a way, this is too bad, because we just loved doing business; but 

when we consider the purpose that the Creation had in the beginning, which 

is to redeem souls back to Normal Universe, we come to understand this can’t 

be done under the banners of doing status quo business. 

 

The author Robert Wright asks in his book, “Is there a place in the 

evolution theory for God?”  There is no place in anything for the man-God to 

which some people, many Christians, Jews and Muslims, still adhere, which 
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they have made Jesus’ Father in heaven, the same as Moses' Father and 

Mohammed’s Father. Where art this Father God? There is no such thing. There 

is only Macrocosm, pure Cosmic consciousness of Absolute Spirit, ourselves 

as microcosms, and all Creation. This is IT, Infinite Trinity. 

During the Sixties an extra amount of the Creation’s Spirit began to be 

poured out on all flesh by large spaceships stationed at the poles of the planet, 

and they began beaming in an extra amount of alpha, beta and gamma 

energies; as a result the Hippie movement and many New Age religious 

groups sprang up, and many things in and around Jesus were sprouting up all 

over the place. 

Now the Creation has the right to restore Its way of life on this planet, 

whether the Democrats and Republicans like it or not. 

George Bush Sr., in his term as president of America carried out the Gulf 

War against Iraq. John described him in Revelation 13:2 as the Beast which 

he saw, who was like a leopard. And his feet were like the feet of a bear, 

because he was taking orders from the Dragon, and the Dragon is the 

FRS/IMF and their CIA, which had set Saddam Hussein of Iraq up to take 

over the country of Kuwait, so he would have a port from which to ship his 

oil, and that would give Bush a reason for the Gulf War against Iraq. 

George Bush Sr. didn’t go through the American Congress to get 

approval for the War effort; he just committed the American Military to 

making war against Saddam Hussein of Iraq. American soldiers involved in 

the invasion as ground troops, including veteran Tim McVeigh, saw the 

brutality of the war, and after they came home and saw what happened to the 

Branch Davidians, a few of them plotted the destruction of the Federal 

Building in  Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

All of this has happened because the Dragon has had control over 

America since 1913, when they came into America and set up a usury money 

system that would control the whole world, and this is what is truly causing 

the terrorism, no matter what they tell you to believe through the media they 
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control. All the popular radio, television, magazines and newspapers won't 

tell the truth about what is going on in the world during this time from the 

beginning of the third millennium when the period of Michael’s stand started 

(Daniel 12:1-13). 

In the prophecy of Dan. 11:40-45 is when the King of the North that 

controls Israel turns like a whirlwind on the King of the South. This is what 

George Bush Jr. has led America into by invading Afghanistan, and Iraq is 

next, which he rides on the Red Horse of the Apocalypse (Revelation 6:4), 

which tells that they take peace from the whole world, which they do by 

supporting the usury money of the Dragon. 

Bill Still, whom Creation has brought forth with the video "The Money 

Masters," is making headway in revealing the truth to the American people, 

and also Dr. Steven Greer has brought the Disclosure Project forth to show 

people on video what his group has done to make known the truth about the 

UFOs. 

And I bring the full knowledge about the many thousand spaceships of 

the Galactic Elohim that are here to bring the Creation’s people back into Its 

Utopia that doesn’t use money and will have full sharing in all things. 

From what you have just read, it would seem like George Bush Sr. and 

his son George W. were awful monsters, because both Bushes are named after 

the flaming bush that Moses and the Israelites saw on Mount Sinai, where the 

clouds were hiding the Galactic Elohim spaceships taking care of this planet. 

In March 2002 George W. was on national television with a mother 

who had lost her son in the awful war; in telling about it she was crying and 

our president of America was also holding back tears. Crocodile tears, given 

his part in it all. 

The Creator of the Universe is, of course, different than the man-God 

the Bible presents, but with the Creation Theory of the Bible, and Darwin who 

was sent to the jungles of South America and Africa to invent his theory of 

evolution, the true Creator of the Universe, which includes the souls and the 
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robot bodies they would operate in, needed to help the entities understand the 

evolving of all things, as well as challenge the religious myth of the man-God, 

who supposedly created the Universe in 7 days. 

The Creation in these Carlanon projects shows both sides of everything; 

the alpha energies go this way, and beta energies go that way, and never do 

the twain meet in a fuse blow-out, unless the people make being Republicans 

and Democrats more important than being Utopianists. This is their challenge 

in the future, to come forth in the Utopian Synthesis. 

Utopianists are “one for all, and all for one,” and now the Utopianists 

start talking about the WWWS/KYE, and in a few months the fear is gone that 

has been binding the people to serve two masters, the false Father God and 

Money, instead of the one Creation which is but One Creation. 

And Jesus is happy that he has been liberated from being the son of a 

false man-God, where some misunderstanding priests put him by adding to 

the script of the Apostles, which they didn’t do with evil intentions, but they 

did it because they thought God was a man. 

God, the same as Creation, created guys and those lovely dolls as well; 

if there were only male bodies and no female bodies, then there wouldn’t be 

lovemaking. On this Carlanon planet there wouldn’t be more bodies 

produced if the females didn’t make love with males, and the males didn’t 

love the females. 

When the New Jerusalem spaceship comes into orbit about the New 

Placentia, planet of plenty and rebirth for everyone, the ugh, ugh dirt is gone, 

simply because the bankers, the politicians, etc., can see that the military can’t 

win this kind of war. 

George W. in his military escapade is serving the Dragon and using the 

Beast (the military) because he thinks there is an enemy, along with the whole 

Congress that approved the war against the Taliban and Al Qaeda and 

Saddam Hussein, and who’s next? 
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There are literally millions of people lost in the world where fear and 

patriotism, which is the refuge of scoundrels, possessed America on 9-11, 

when the suicidal terrorists destroyed the Twin Towers in New York City and 

the side wall of the Pentagon, because of mental seeds sown in this planet's 

aura, which are not of God, but of duality. America rides the Red Horse and 

has been taken over by the Beast and the Dragon forces, keeping peace from 

the planet. 

France is on the Black Horse, of Revelation 6:5-6 and the prophecy says 

“A measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny, 

and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine.” This means that they were over at 

the coffee houses, talking about the awful world but not knowing what they 

could do about it. 

England is on the pale horse and his name that sat on him was death, 

and Hell followed him. And they took power over a fourth part of the earth to 

kill with the sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the Beast of 

the earth (Revelation 6:8). 

I’m to correct the prophecy where it has errors in it.  The part in this 

prophecy where it says, “and power was given them over a fourth part of the 

earth,” sounds like the Lord gave them this power. Not true; they took the 

power into their own hands and have been dealing poorly with it ever since. 
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Chapter VIII 

 
The Main Event 

 
The Main Event for our New World is the World Wide Work 

Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise, that the workers of the world engage in to 

restore the Utopian way of life here on this planet. This comes about 

spontaneously as Humanity’s consciousness rises now into full contact with 

ETI Space Beings, the Galactic Elohim, who are acting as agents of Creation 

Universe to catalyze a complete world transformation. In the period of 

Michael’s Stand spoken of in Daniel 12:1-13, Creation Universe redeems the 

souls here back into contact with Its eternal civilization of Galactica. I Am 

Michael, and I’m making a stand for the Kingdom of Creation Universe to 

come into being now. 

This period began on 1/1/01, and the karmic cleansing of the old world 

is underway. We are coming to the period in which humanity finally unites 

with the Galactic Elohim to carry out the WWWS/KYE, which blesses everyone 

as we go forth to create a new world. A new world that doesn’t use money. A 

new world of absolute freedom, security and abundance for all people. 

Creation Universe started talking with the prophets about four thousand 

years ago. This was the beginning of the New World movement among the 

people on this planet. Through the prophets, the Creation began making 

people aware as to the kind of life Its Kingdom is, which is a beautiful way of 

life that doesn't use money. Money has been used as an atonement to get 
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things going on this Carlanon planet, from which Creation has been 

redeeming Its souls who fell out of harmony with Its Utopian way of life, 

where people give and receive. 

In Normal Universe, people only create things of joy and happiness. No 

money is used. Creation surely wouldn't sell things to the souls and the bodies 

It had created. What would the Creation do with the money It would receive 

if It sold things to people? Would It put the money in the Federal Reserve 

Bank and say that Its people were Its chosen people to develop Its industries 

of the Universe, and all who bought and sold with each other could be part 

of Its Kingdom? 

Come on people, wake up! You know that here on this planet, in a 

period of about two thousand years beginning four thousand years ago, 

prophets came forth with messages from Creation Universe, and they wrote 

the messages with a quill pen and ink made from soot and they wrote the 

messages on bark from trees. 

This was their first social contact with Creation Universe. These were the 

people who had strayed away from the ETI pyramid communities, that existed 

for over 400,000 years; and through a period of about ten thousand years of 

roaming the earth had devolved into tribal living. We could say that the first 

civilizations of this Carlanon project planet were made possible by members 

of the Galactic Elohim, who volunteer to serve on these Carlanon planaets, 

where souls are being restored to Normal Universe, because they ruined their 

solar system by creating thought in it that wasn't true. 

So, Me, Myself and our I Am group from this galaxy have come to this 

planet, where things are very confusing because of the duality words they 

speak and the acts they do that are not part of Creation's way of life in this 

great big Universe, where the earth is only a speck in it. 

The Creation Universe doesn't punish anyone who drops out of the 

Universe when they begin to think, and they think they have discovered a new 
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part of the Universe, in which entities (souls in body vehicles) could get 

things for themselves and use other people to get things for them. 

I'm just describing how life in a solar system could stagnate to the place 

where it would heat up and burn out, because enough people begin using 

what we shall call hear-say, which in the Bible is called satanic power. This is 

like the crossfire between the things that seem wrong and right. But things 

aren't wrong or right, good or evil. Philosopher Hegel of the Galactic Elohim 

came to Placentia (the real name of this planet, which means planet of plenty 

and rebirth) to show people the Hegelian trinity of thesis-antithesis-synthesis, 

and tell them that the earth planet wasn't a place of good versus evil. This is 

the false concept that the Bible gives to the people. The truth is bound up in 

cause and effect, karma retroactive in our mind, and beyond the duality of 

this planet’s akashic mind-field there is only one mind, and it's Utopian 

Oneness in every way. 

We depend on politicians in the government telling the truth about 

events, and on the newscasters to say everything based on the truth, which 

they fail to do - the truth that there should be equality among all people and 

not this vicious duality of people having to make money to live on. The 

money should be only a medium of exchange, as Bill Still is showing in his 

video entitled, "The Money Masters." Bill Still is, of course, of the Galactic 

Elohim, as are Dr. Steven Greer of The Disclosure Project, Benjamin Creme of 

Maitreya and many more of the 144,000 team of Rev. 14:1-6, who will assist 

to bring forth this Everlasting Gospel.  

Of this, we can all truthfully say that it's the best book ever published, 

and it has come forth in the beginning days of Michael's Stand, told of in 

Daniel 12:1-13. Nostradomus was given to call Allen Michael an "ornament," 

and he said, "the people were mighty pleased with him." 

The Everlasting Gospel went into circulation in August 2001, and it has 

been sent to many people, and many people have responded after seeing our 

galacticmessenger.com website and reading some of the EG given there. The 
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point I'm making here is, "Why isn't the Everlasting Gospel in the News 

Media, and why aren't Allen Michael and his people interviewed on radio and 

television, and in the newspapers?” We have the greatest message imaginable.  

So, it's the same thing that causes George W. and Sharon of Israel to not 

be approached in the news media on the basis of normal truth, such as that of 

a banana, an orange or an apple. Most people are afraid for their job, 

whether it be a worker, politician, president or preacher. They are afraid to 

bring into the news media those facts that the Al Qaeda-Bin Laden people are 

talking about all over the planet. 

Now, in May 2002, it comes forth that the American FBI had 

information before the fact about the September 11th event that took place in 

New York City, that there was a scheme to use jet airplanes as bombs to strike 

at the satanic money changers, who keep the people of the whole planet 

bound in usury money. The usury money began with the FRS in the United 

States in 1913, brought by the Learned Elders of Zion, who believe they are 

God's "chosen people," to rule the world and bring the world's people into 

their version of the Kingdom of God. 

Since the people wouldn't, or didn't follow God's plan in the Bible for the 

restoring of  Its Kingdom, then the Learned Elders of Zion, in December 1913 

in America, when the people were preparing for Christmas and many 

Congress people were away from the White House, got the bill passed to 

allow the Federal Reserve System to come into America as a private bank (its 

only Federal in name) and build twelve banks across America, their key bank 

in New York City, and later they built the World Trade Towers in New York 

City and of course, this made America, France and England prosperous 

nations. These banks use the word Federal Reserve to obscure the fact they are 

owned and controlled by private interests, private foreign interests. 

Keep in mind that this all springs from the 1913 Zionist events, which 

they didn't do out of evil, but they did it to bring lots of money into 

circulation, and hurry up the coming of the real Kingdom of God. 
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So this very event of 1913 in America was what Bin Laden's people were 

talking about, but there's no real news in the world news media, because the 

commentators and the people who appear on radio, television and in 

newspaper articles are not going to tell the higher truth about events for fear 

of losing their jobs, or being persecuted, or even being killed. 

Even if Bin Laden was the promoter of the suicide mission against the 

World Trade Organization and the Pentagon, and the fourth jet liner that was 

to hit a target, even if he had told George W., the American president, that 

came into the White House in a reversed election, about the suicide mission 

before it happened, George W. wouldn't have been able to do much about it. 

Anyone can see that political governments, even though they try to be 

truthful, they can't have any real truth in the government because they are 

under money atonement. And the money in America isn't a constitutional 

medium of exchange. Since 1913, it has been usury money. 

By using those verses in Rev. 18:2, 3 that say, "And he (the flying saucer 

character) cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great (the 

FRS, IMF) is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils and the hold of 

every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. 

"For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her (the FRS, 

IMF) fornication (business for profit, people be damned) with her, and the 

merchants of the earth are waxed rich, through the abundances of her 

delicacies." 

Then, in verses 4 and 5, the message in Revelations by John of Patmos, 

saying besides all the above, "and I heard another voice from heaven, saying, 

Come out of her, my people, that ye not be partakers of her sins, and that you 

receive not of her plagues" (the negative effects of the Babylon usury money 

system), that holds America, France and England and is the Babylon harlots. 

Every minister of the Christian Bible knows this, but they are afraid their 

church would be burned down or they would be shot if they spoke the truth 

that America is on the red horse, "taking peace from the world," and France is 
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on the black horse, and they are over at the coffee house talking about it, and 

England is on the pale horse, and the prophecy says that they control a fourth 

part of the planet. That is, they did, but in the past hundred years they have 

lost most of their colonies. 

I, as the Comforter Spirit of truth, have to reveal all these things that John 

of Revelations wrote from the Universal Mind, that is in all space and matter 

atoms of the Universe. Creation is always speaking, for the people to hear and 

talk about what they hear. 

I'm to tell that the Creation is unconditional love, and doesn't judge or 

punish Its poor souls who lost the way by believing what the Babylon Harlots 

said, that we have a body brain that thinks, and we should think and be 

prosperous. But our body brain doesn't think. It's a transceiver that receives 

thought from the collective computer mind bank, thru words and pictures, 

according to what we have said and done. 

The earth's aura isn't pure anymore. It has all these crazy things in it that 

people think up, and this is what satanic power is. For example, a man named 

Cal robbed a bank by going to the bank teller window with a gun, like he did 

in the war. After the war, he was suffering from negative karma because he 

had killed people. This is serious because patriotism doesn't release one from 

negative karma. Everything that a person says and does is recorded in sound 

and pictures one recalls from what they have said and done.  

In Normal Universe, it's easy to live freely, in harmony with all things, 

but here on this Carlanon planet they buy and sell things, which came about 

from the civilizations that developed when Beings began to stray away from 

the Pyramid Communities. It took thousands of years for these nomad tribes 

to grow, which had been separated away from the aura of the Pyramid 

Communities. It was the pyramids that radiated Creation's Intelligence 

around the planet, which animated the bodies and the souls in them. All of 

this, on this Carlanon planet, where souls are being redeemed who had 

followed others infected by satanic power which had spread through the solar 
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system. Thousands of balancing lights were sent out, which would rebalance 

souls that had become affected by the satanic power which was caused by 

entities thinking that they had a brain that could think and that they had free 

will that they could use to gain control over other people. 

The Federal Reserve Banks came into America in 1913 and set up their 

institution, which effectively had free money for those who supported them, 

but money for a price for those who were using the Bible as teachings against 

the Babylon Harlot money changers. It was this usury money that served the 

rich and enslaved the workers of the world, who were wage slaves who paid 

interest on home loans over a period of about 25-30 years. As Sheldon Emory 

told us back in the 60s, the workers paid the cost of the home three times over 

before the loan was paid off. This is true! So how could the elected 

government people allow such robbery to take place? 

This Everlasting Gospel, that knows and tells all and is channeled by the 

Comforter Spirit of truth, is told of in St. John 14:16,17, 23 and 16:7-14. I 

have come as the Comforter, and a small group of people are with me to 

produce the most wonderful book ever channeled. The people can pick it up 

and open it and read how the Creation Universe set this planet up as a special 

healing station for the spaced-out souls; and how It is redeeming the whole 

world from the Hell it is in at this momentous time. Time shall be no more as 

eternal realities come into being automatically. 

 

The Synthesis of what this Creation Universe really IS 
 

Creation Universe is now taking the steps to restore Its Utopian way of life 

here on this planet, which is essential for the 8 billion or so souls who are still 

here, suffering all this undecided politics of governments. Now the Creation 

sweeps all the old institutions of this world aside and It focuses Its attention 

on the things that people can do to help the Creation restore Its way of life 

here, which is exactly what Jesus told people to do, “hold all things in 

common and make distribution to one another according to need.” This is 
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what we are going to do in our World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga 

Exercise. To bring it about, all we need do is talk about its principles and the 

great way of life we will have when we complete the Creation’s plan for us to 

carry out as Workers of the World. 

Now, we are just a bunch of slaves, and a good half of the people on 

the planet live in slums, don’t have proper food, clothing, transportation or 

health care. We have been electing the people in government to take care of 

these things, so why haven’t they brought the utopian kind of life that this 

planet was created for?! It sure as hell wasn’t created to buy and sell 

merchandise for a secular profit! The people would go through a long period 

in which money would be used to get the people talking about business, 

which has brought the society up to this place. And now, to go beyond the 

past and arrive in the “here and now,” we talk about the WWWS/KYE, not 

forgetting that the Galactic Elohim on the planet in large numbers has 

brought forth the computers and the World Wide Web, which we need to 

schedule and make our reservations for our 30 days of love services and our 

30 days of recreation. This is actually what the Creation’s utopia is. 

Money isn’t used anywhere in Normal Universe. It’s only used on these 

Carlanon planets where the entities destroyed their solar system by starting to 

talk about other things that weren’t part of reality, and whatever people talk 

about is fed into the universal computer mind bank and starts to bring these 

foolish things about where people become sidetracked by money. They want 

to be rich and have a high class home, but their government and churches 

have only evolved to classify the Kingdom of God as coming on this planet 

sometime in the future, but they haven’t classified it as already here as the 

Universal Mind the people should use. 

Well then, the only reason that money is used is because those who were 

to teach the things that Jesus taught about materiality being held in common 

and shared, never got the message out. The Christians didn’t go ahead and 

organize the common people, ie both the business people and the workers, to 
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do what Jesus taught. Real government is the free government of the Kingdom 

of the Creation Universe, and the government at this time should be 

transforming the old economy that uses usury money into the new world of 

sharing. 

So the period when money would be used is on its way out, because in 

the time past, the congress of governments have never used money as free cash 

flow, no interest, where each nation printed their own money, and they paid 

all their expenses with it and put real money into circulation that increased the 

prosperity of all people. 

But no such thing happened except with the new “Soviet Union” that 

rose in Russia under Lenin in 1917. Their inspirations were to eliminate the 

usury money, established in America in 1913 when usury money was brought 

into America by the entity Baal-Lucifer, who the Creation had incarnated in 

the body of Solomon in ancient times. 

There have been twelve solar catastrophes in our galaxy, caused by 

entities who believe the Universe is evolving and its new evolutionary phase, 

to them, was the 13th dimension, which would give the people free will to 

choose a system in which they could be stars, so to speak, and build things 

they wanted and act out the role of those who had evolved Godliness. And in 

this 13th dimension their body brain had the capacity to create its own 

thought, separate from the Universal Mind. 

So, with false thought added into the aura of a solar system, its electric 

energies which operate it become negated and the planets begin to heat up, 

with strong winds, the planets shaking and floods. Finally an atomic firestorm 

destroyed all life and consciousness was burned out of the solar aura. The 

same conditions are surfacing once again, and we call these things hurricanes, 

volcanic eruptions and tornadoes, where a big funnel cloud reaches down to 

the ground, and in its path buildings are blown apart. These things are caused 

in territorial auras that are negated by the satanic tought. All thought that isn’t 

loving and of beauty and prosperity for everyone is of satanic energies, where 
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people are trying to get-for-self, when they should be in the Creation’s Utopia, 

having a good time serving for 30 days and then enjoying their 30 days of 

recreation. 

 

The Creation’s Cleansing of the Planet’s Aura 

Just as a doctor puts a broken leg in a cast so the bone will heal, we, as 

the workers of the world, who make all things go, must cast ourselves in the 

role of a real Hollywood movie, that moves out among the people to cast 

themselves into the greaest movie ever made. 

Keep in mind that Gene Roddenberry, one of us, was inspired to bring 

forth the “Star Trek” movies, with us coming from the heavens in super 

spaceships, in support of the Creation’s restoring of Its kingdom on this 

planet, and we have no intention of killing anyone to accomplish our 

mission. 

Any government that carries on with the military is causing all soldiers 

to reap as they sow. All soldiers can at this time agree that they are only 

killing because no one has come up with a plan whereby the soldiers on 

opposite sides can agree openly not to fire their weapons. 

In truth Creation is restoring Its utopia on this planet, and It uses no 

force or violence. 

Note: It got into the Bible that they call God, “He,” believing It was a 

man up in heaven on a throne, that He would judge the people of this planet, 

cast the sinners into hell, take the believers to heaven and destroy the earth. 

This has partly ruined the Bible, but the prophecy of the end of this 

world is accurate, and every minister should be in his pulpit speakng about 

this out loud, organizing the people to bring about the true way of life on this 

planet. 

This is to realize that you, as a worker, can be the main wheels of 

bringing about the long awaited Kingdom of Creation Universe. No one in 

the Universe knows about these few Carlanon planets. These are planets where 
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entities caused a short circuiting in the solar system, and it heated up and 

burned out. If there were news of this in the rest of the Universe, then there 

would be an antithesis and thesis, or dualilty, in the Universe, and this would 

effect the Universe in a negative way. 

So what is real knowledge? There is no 'knowledge' as such in the 

Omnipresent All-Knowing Universe. To have dualistic material knowledge, 

there has to be an antithesis (Republicans) and a thesis (Democrats), and 

there has to be something that’s wrong and is happening in the Universe in a 

few places, such as these few Carlanon planets, from which microcosms in 

body vehicles are being redeemed back into Normal Universe. The Creation, 

which isn’t a man, is the Universe itself, and It has no need for knowledge. It 

only has need for Intelligence, which IT IS, and isn’t from a body brain, but is 

already in every space and matter atom operating the Universe and all Life. 

There’s nothing like this in the whole Universe except on a Carlanon planet 

like this one. 

So, how can entities, bodies and souls, who have fallen from the 

Universe, such as the entity Baal-Lucifer, and billions more like him, get 

themselves back into Normal Universe? They have to re-enter Creation’s free 

love as service done stream of consciousness. 

These Carlanon planets only exist in ruined solar systems, ruined 

because people were putting secondary, false knowledge into the Creation’s 

Universe. 

This isn’t a major problem in the Universe. Only about 1% of a 

billionth of microcosms ever venture into the reverse action in atoms of space 

and matter that are going around in circles! For example, this whole planet is 

charged with alpha, beta and gamma energies of the Creation, which are a 

trinity of universal consciousness, and then there is what is called the Holy 

Ghost in the Bible. It is what those weird things are that Star Trek has been 

converted into since Gene Roddenberry left, who was inspired by the Creation 

to begin with others the true story of the Galactic Elohim coming to this 
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planet in spaceships to make way for the coming in and restoring of the 

Creation’s way of life on this planet. So naturally the satans, those who use 

evil knowledge, like the military does, would even take over and subvert Star 

Trek into more commercial dreck.  

For example, because the new Soviet Union of 1917, was the return of 

Abraham’s Israelites, Gen. 12:1-3, meaning the Universal Movement of Real 

People, to restore Christ Communism to this planet. It was later that People 

called themselves Jews (Jerusalem, Judah, Israeliltes) that the so-called Jews of 

the present Israel is exactly what the Bible in Daniel 11:45 is saying about the 

King of the North (North America), “comes to his end and none shall help 

him.” 

None can help Sharon of Israel, and none can help Bush, the flaming 

bush on the mountainside, where Moses led the Israel people, the real people 

of the Creation way of life. Abraham is traveling about this planet, making 

many friends who believe as he does, that there should be a communal world, 

where all people share! 

The thing of the Bible prophets getting into the man-God concept 

couldn’t be helped because knowledge was needed about the Universe and 

Creation. The man-God judges the people for what is called sin, but the 

Creation has unconditional love and knows that the judging of people for sin, 

or for crime, instead of healing them is all bound in false knowledge. 

There can be knowledge of evil things and knowledge of good things, 

but a banana or apple, or the worm that keeps vegetation and soil healthy 

doesn’t have knowledge.  These things have the perfect programming of 

Creation to produce good healthy things, and there has to be knowledge 

that’s with people that they can use to apply the truth; and the truth is that 

both Bush and Cheney, from the FBI and CIA, received knowledge in advance 

of the terrorism of September 11th. 
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Osama Bin Laden, back in the 60s was a high military official in the 

Afghanistan army, and he has relatives who were in the oil business, and they 

visited with President Bush about oil contracts. 

They mentioned to Bush that their relative Bin Laden was complaining 

about the evil usury money system that has planted itself in America and was 

a part of Zionism, and that democrats of every nation were complaining 

about the FRS and IMF, but it was never mentioned on television or in 

leading newspapers. There were a number of radical revolutionary newspapers 

and magazines and many books have mentioned the 1913 take-over of 

American money by the FRS, and they were the instigators of the IMF, and 

this was the main complaint of the Axis armies in World War II, and they 

were going to take over America, France and England as a starter to rid the 

world of evil usury money. 

The FRS/IMF could reward with money those who played ball with 

them, and they could bust those who turned against them. This reminds us of 

Chris Mathews on “Hardball”, who plays hardball with the important issues, 

but he has to stay within the bounds of going around the main issue. 

The main issue, of course, is that the people should be taking care of 

each other and having a good utopian time, and this could be done with 

money that’s a medium of exchange, and you don’t have to count the money, 

and everyone has enough. Meaning that the people have social security 

money to use if they are out of money they have earned by their labor. 

Capitalism is people earning lots of money through a money scheme, where 

they stop progress, for example, of the electric system, keeping the old 

methods of generating electricity going, because a group of officials are 

making big money off of the present system of generating electricity with coal, 

oil, natural gas, running a boiler, so steam will run the generator. What runs 

a galaxy, with billions of solar systems, trillions of planets and jillions of 

bodies with souls in them? The Creation powers it all with Its spirit, which is 

having a good time and lots of fun, with romance and beauty. 
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Rev. 13:1-18 is about money and the beast that controls the money, 

and this prophecy is explaining how the beast is transformed into a natural 

body and soul. 

Evidence that there was no life left out there was shown by the NASA 

Voyager spaceships, and the rings around Saturn were big boulders orbiting 

those planets, which blew out of the planets. This shows how long it takes for 

good news to spread to the people so they can talk about real things. Also 

there is the message the crop circles are sending over the world that have 

spread from England into Africa, India and other places that have every soul 

in a body vehicle who has Inner Light, seeing God’s angels (a Bible 

expression), and the inner light is of the Universe Itself. 

The Creation Being made the Universe to be a Utopia, like a big 

Disneyland recreation park, and they made Tinker Bell to sprinkle stardust 

(God’s spirit) and Mickey Mouse to be the common person that could talk 

about real things. Everyone talks but no one says anything that’s real, unless 

what they talk about is happiness, joy, love, romanticism and beauty, such as 

the bright sun, the blue sky and white clouds in the daytime, and at night the 

sky turns into a deep blue and there’s stars all over the place, twinkling. 

I’m just mentioning these things to show you that there is knowledge 

now about these things. They are all facts, and the intelligence of them is with 

us all, but some of the entities go through the University and get a PhD so 

they can get a high-paying job. If Abraham Lincoln had a PhD, he wouldn’t 

have printed free cash flow money, because intellectual knowledge would 

have shown him that, by doing such a thing without first getting the majority 

of the people with him would be political suicide. In this case, you need the 

majority of all the people of the world with you in order to do it. 

The same applies to the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga 

Exercise, which ends this world the way it is now, and neither the soldiers or 

the police can stop it! See how frightening it is to talk about the WWWS/KYE 
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openly and prove that it can be done by the vast majority of the people doing 

it, so they can have the Kingdom of God, or the Utopia of Creation Universe. 

 

Here We Must Present What a Lie Is 

So We Know Whether People Are Lying Or Telling the Truth 

 

The truth is that the educated scientists didn’t invent or grow apples, 

bananas, pineapples or any of the food that Creation has made for us to 

enjoy eating. And naturally as we see now, the commercial world under usury 

money is exploiting Creation for their own secular profits, poisoning the 

planet and the people in the process. 

The people shouldn’t have let the FRS/IMF come into America and take 

the “highest branch in the cedar tree, and cut off the young twigs [the youth]” 

and put them in uniforms and give them guns. All of this was a satanic trick 

brought about by the Learned Elders of Zion, as their way of ruling the world 

for the man-God, until the Comforter Spirit of Truth had come to lead the 

world into the things that were to come. 

Now, I’m here, Michael, telling the people that the Creation is the 

Universe Itself, and to put the man-God and his judgement of the people 

away and bring forth the Omnipresent Intelligence, that’s already in our mind 

and is of the Creation’s Utopia, which we are to establish on this planet. 

So, how do we go about transforming our present commercial way of 

life into the Creation’s Utopian way of life? Utopia is where we, the people, 

are operating the whole planet under the Creation’s “30/30 Plan,” which is 

operating all over the Universe, where there is no war, crime, disease, poverty 

or mortal death. Now, we shall bring the Creation’s 30/30 Plan into being, 

and money will no longer be used, nor will there be a military or 

judiciary/penal system. These things are satanic, and because of the man-God 

of a judging evil-doing people, they got into the Bible. So, the judiciary/penal 

system people were proud to catch those they call criminals. Every psychic 
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and psychologist has been telling that it is the establishment that creates the 

criminal tendencies in people, because of the exploitation of people, so some 

people can make a lot of money and call the workers to build their mansions 

and take care of the gardens and have maids take care of their children and 

keep the mansions clean. 

Obviously, all of this was temptation. The rich people should have used 

their money in the ways of equality, so that cheap houses wouldn’t be built 

for the workers while they lived in the palaces the workers built, but all 

housing would be on one high standard for all people. 

Now we can look at the cities and the neighborhoods of the people and 

see that the Congress and the Senate of our governments, which are all over 

the planet as nations, didn’t do the right-on things that are of the Creation 

Universe. Creation Universe has no knowledge of Itself. It has only cosmic 

intelligence that’s in all natural things and this cosmic intelligence is operating 

the whole Universe by remote  control.  

The only way the trinity of Creation, the alpha, beta and gamma waves 

of energies can be affected is by things like people pretending that they have 

an  educational system for the children that will make them intelligent, and 

they can be a great benefit to everyone as they grow up and obey the laws 

made by men who are so ignorant that they would build weapons of such 

destruction as to destroy the planet if unleashed. Well, Creation led them into 

temptation to make these weapons as a nuclear atonement, to counteract 

money atonement, and It controls all nuclear weapons.  

The planet and bodies will be redeemed, not destroyed by men who 

love money and power, yet care not for the lives of the people one wit. The 

money system will be removed in mind by ETI space beings taking up all the 

nuclear weapons, and all the nuclear waste as well, take it all up and explode 

it in the radioactive-with-anti-matter van allen belt, the astral repository of the 

satanic energies. This erases the mental postulates of the Babylon system of 

usury capitalism, and all mortal minded thinking, guessing and supposing 
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that goes with it. ETI can do this without any radioactive fall-out, and this 

will be a great opening for the Light of higher consciousness to enter human 

awareness. 

But bodies on this planet grow in the body of a female, and it takes 

about 9 months for the body to form and come out of the woman, and we 

males love the women for the wonderful services they do. But the body is a 

vehicle for a microcosm to incarnate into who comes from the Novida 

Ashram, which the Creation has established in the aura of this planet, so the 

souls can have a place to stay when their body dies or is killed by some 

soldier on a battlefield, where the two sides have generals that are either 

antithesis or thesis. 

Bill Clinton was of the thesis, and the satanic judgement system tried for 

over a year to inpeach him. Then, they used every trick in the book to keep 

the Democrat, Al Gore, from winning the election. Those people who control 

the nation thru usury money, give some people big money, not because they 

use cosmic intelligence, but because they are materialists and believe in a 

man-God. Of course, there’s no such man-God, as Maitreya and his channel, 

Benjamin Crème are pointing out. Benjamin Crème is one of the Galactic 

Elohim on the planet and of the 144,000 of Rev. 14:1-6, who have brought 

forth the Everlasting Gospel of the “Ornament,” which Nostradamus of the 

past five hundred years has said that the people, when they heard about the 

Ornament and what he was doing, the people in general all over the world 

were mighty pleased with me. 

The way for people to prove the truth of “the best book ever 

channeled,” that’s of the Cosmic Intelligence of the Universe, is to bring the 

Everlasting Gospel out in the open and discuss it all over the planet. 

The EG calls for the WWWS/KYE, which ends national governments 

and religions. It ends the religions that do not have the Creation’s World 

Master Plan for the restoring of Its Utopia on the planet. The Creation doesn’t 
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have to ask the people if it’s alright if the Creation regains control over this 

planet so the people can be in paradise again. 

So everyone begins to wonder why it takes thousands or millions of 

years for the Creation to straighten out the mistakes that microcosms make in 

the Universe. 

In Normal Universe, the entities in body vehicles only say and do what 

the Voice in space is living in Its Universe. Its life and our life are the same 

and no intellectual knowledge is used because as anyone can see, such 

knowledge comes from errors, and it can be true or false. 

The apple trees are still true in nature and they don’t have any kind of 

education to send their apples to so that the apples will know about their 

parent tree. In the Adam and Eve fantasy in the Bible, they use the apple. Later 

on, the Apple corporation developed a computer and now we have the world 

wide web, which is needed to transfer money from usury over to free 666 

money, Rev. 13:17, 18. Rev. 13:4 tells of the Dragon and the Beast. The 

Dragon is the FRS artificial money, and the Beast is the military forces that 

support the Dragon so they can have control over the whole world. 

Now keep in mind that the Creation has to re-run the old video that 

caused this Plentoria solar system to heat up and burn out, and the souls that 

caused it have to correct their mistake of going into thinking, into knowledge, 

that relates to money and materiality in a personal way where a person could 

get rich and have many slaves working for them for usury money, which the 

Dragon has brought, and it controls the military of the world. 

Note: I’m not channeling these things so I can blame George W. or 

Cheney for what they do. They are both good people, as are all people on 

both sides of the antithesis versus the thesis. The Bible has things listed as 

good or evil, which is wrong, and this makes the story part of the Bible 

wrong. In this Everlasting Gospel, the Creation Itself comes forth in Its cosmic 

intelligence, which blows away all of those money changers who try to 

continue with this old world and use the police and courts to protect their 
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money, and not the people. The old establishment’s industries, such as the 

electric, gas, oil, natural gas, animal slaughter houses, etc. are all obsolete 

now. A new world generation of cosmic scientists have brought forth the new 

electric power supply, based on the fact that live electricity is in the magnetic 

field of the planet and also a planet is charged with the Creaion’s electricity, 

which is part of Its spirit. 

So, in the past two hundred years, the civilization on this planet has 

been moving toward this time, in the beginning of the third millennium, AD, 

when the homeless and the starving, which is nearly half of the people on the 

planet, would rise up and carry out a spiritual revolution, and not to just 

have a vote, as we see a vote is worthless. The complacent establishment of 

congresses and senates that make up nations are supposed to give the people 

the Creation’s utopian way of life, where all people have equality. What they 

have given the people is an abomination. In the Creation’s Utopia, there is 

real freedom, security and abundance for everyone. But in the way the 

establishment has framed the governments, they don’t use the potentials of life 

that are part of the greater real Creation. 

The Creation has supplied food, timber, cotton, wool, electricity, oil, 

natural gas, herbs, etc., and money was a way of regulating work that needed 

to be done, and industries to be built, and merchandise stores. And now, the 

Creation, which was projected in the Bible as a man-God, who judged the 

people for sin; reveals Itself to us all; the real Creation Spirit that’s in all of us, 

when we discover our real self as a microcosm, one with Macrocosm, a soul 

incarnated into a body that was born of woman, and the soul is eternal, so 

then, what is all this talk about death? 

In Normal Universe, the kind of body that microcosms incarnate into 

are produced in body-growing novas. Both male and female bodies are 

vehicles for microcosms to take up active life, and in Normal Universe there 

isn’t any war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal death. And now, the Creation 
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is restoring Its Utopia on this planet, and money will no longer by used, and 

everything  will be free! Isn’t that just great!  

But of course, the money changers are worried about their money and 

property. Some will say that not unless the people keep upholding money can 

their property be secure. But the workers of the world can no longer go on 

working for money because Creation is setting them free, and this is 

happening whether they want to have freedom or not. In truth they are being 

liberated from enslavement to dull boring work. 

Just the thought of working another day in a stupefying job, and 

likewise with the industrialists and store owners having to spend another day 

in the boring office or store, both of them, the employees and the managers 

and owner, are all tired of the old world. Especially when everyone can see 

that the Creation is pouring Its spirit out on all flesh and making all the souls 

come alive again, as Its consciousness is established in this planet’s aura, so 

that when a body dies or is killed, the soul can be taken to the heavenly 

abode and sojourn there until it can incarnate again, or until the souls have 

cleansed themselves of all that stickey, gooey stuff called satanic power. 

Note that the early testaments in Abraham’s time and those of the new 

testaments, coming through Jesus and his disciples, they spoke only literally of 

things, but they didn’t explain to the reader of the Bible what God versus 

Satan is. The early prophets wrote about God as a man. They wrote about 

Satan as a man. But God-Creation Universe IS the Universe Itself, and Satan 

isn’t a man, but is satanic power, or negated energy, that is loaded up in the 

planet’s aura and playing through people daily. Satanic power is in business 

where there are bosses. It is in workers when they are not organized in labor 

unions to be set free, just like in Abraham Lincoln’s time as president of 

America. Honest Abe wanted to set the black slaves free, and he also wanted 

to print constitutional money. So he did it, and of course, the head of the 

secret world government of those days, seated in the financial empire of 

Europe, sent a hit man to wipe him out. 
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A number of books in the past hundred years have told about all these 

things that the satans do on this planet. The satans are those entities who have 

negative karma because they have killed people for one reason or another. 

And naturally the Creation of the Universe and Its planets and bodies for 

souls to live in, tells through Its tremendous broadcasting services, which are 

made up of thoughts and pictures that are images of our past, present and 

future, which is always NOW! 

Creation Universe is always NOW, and that’s what Eckhardt Tolle wrote 

in his inspired book, “The Power of Now,” getting people to understand that 

whether they are sleeping and having out-of-body dreams, or whether they are 

awake in daylight, all of it is now! 

In this lifetime, from the time your body is born and you come from 

the Heavenly Abode that Creation established in this planet’s aura to take care 

of Its microcosms who became lost in the Universe, and the reason they 

became lost was because they ventured into material knowledge divorced 

from spiritual Knowing. 

You probably went through grade school, high school, junior college 

and the university to receive such kind of knowledge. The knowledge about 

the luscious fruit that grows, and the vegetables, and numbers in arithmetic, 

letters for words, going all the way up to Hegelian philosophy for the 

understanding of the trinity. All these things have brought the earth along on 

the great journey that all microcosms have to go on on these special carlanon 

planets in ruined solar systems. It's called Evolution. And they would have to 

struggle with Devolution. Beyond this, the Creation of the Universe, simply is 

the Creation Itself, and it isn’t possible for Its microcosms to figure out how 

the Universe was created, and why would anyone search for such knowledge? 

True education would be in the actual doing of things that harmonize 

with nature and the wonderful creative things we can do in bodies, as souls. 

Everyone in the Universe is in eternity, and the Creation finds these few rare 
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places in Its creation where souls get lost, as those souls are that are being 

processed here on this planet. 

During the 400 thousand year period of the active pyramids and the 

twelve communities, spread around the equator in the warm climates, they 

were colonized with bodies, cloned by Galactica for the lost souls to incarnate 

into, so the seven body and soul chakras could be aligned again, so they 

could return to Normal Universe. But some of them strayed away from the 

communities out into raw nature, where there was only three dimensions that 

were operating the animals that were cloned by the Galactic Elohim to bring 

soil, water and air on the planet, and the humans that strayed away would 

have no higher thought beyond animal survival, because no humans had 

lived out there and spoken intelligent meaningful words like Beings do in the 

Universe. 

There were about 24 billion microcosms caught in the solar 

catastrophe, and during this period of the pyramid communities, about 16 

billion of them were redeemed. Had the pyramid communities been able to 

continue, we of the Galactic Elohim would have been able to redeem all of 

them back into normal Universe, and then this ruined solar system could 

have been dematerialized from space. 

So what I’m showing you, as the important channel of the Everlasting 

Gospel, is John of Patmos, a good friend of mine, tells of the Everlasting 

Gospel in Rev. 14:1-6 and the 144,000 who take it all over the world and get 

the people to carry out the World Wide Work Stoppage to end this world of 

satanic power and restore this planet to the Utopian Creator.  

The present workers can keep only the bare necessities of life going and 

stop all other work, without harming anyone. 

Everyone can cooperate, and we can easily transform the world from 

work and business, into creativity, joy and happiness with no one being hurt 

because of the great transformation. 
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Everything depends on the workers of the world. As Karl Marx said,  

“No wheel could turn or profit be made without workers.” And the New 

Soviet Union took up the idea of making the world a common place of 

prossperity for everyone! 

They failed because they couldn’t do away with their old type of 

government that went on and judged people for crimes and put them in 

prisons, all of which is satanic. They should heal people and not put them 

behind bars. 

The Creation Being has unconditional love and doesn’t blame any of Its 

microcosms for the errors they fall into, but It polishes Its Creation so 

mistakes can be avoided. However, some microcosms in body vehicles do 

seek ways to become more popular than others. In this planetary project, they 

seek to be big shots with lots of money they get in the publicity racket or from 

playing parts in movies that are horrible and not part of real life at all. In our 

new world we and the Creation are bring about, we will have no books or 

movies portraying satanic violence, filled with melodramatic parts or 

tragedies. They will all be about real life, where everyone is in Utopia, having 

a splendid time in happiness, that the Creation knows about our problems 

here and has come in to take over world talevision so no more of these put off 

television shows are shown that have no real meaning as far as actual life is 

concerned. 

The big lie the whole world is involved in, that everyone is afraid to 

come out in the open and talk about, is the usury money racket, that Bill Still, 

one of us from Galactica, is spreading real information about all over the 

world in his video “The Moneymasters.” 

Those movie stars take on bad karma by what they say and do in 

movies, and though they make millions in playing their role, they suffer 

afterwards from karma they took on in the movie. Why? Because you can’t 

speak words that are antithesis to the Creation’s synthesis without suffering 

from the evil itself. So, in our New World that we are bringing in now by 
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stopping work all over the world, there won’t be any more movies shown or 

made that are not about love and cooperation. 

Satanism is duality, a great deception that came into this solar system 

and caused the solar catastrophe. The bad karma took thousands of years to 

build up to the proportions where it began causing short circuiting in the 

life/mind energies. These things in Normal Universe are caused by entities 

who want to get extraordinary attention, and are usually controlled and 

healed by the Cosmic Light, which we see is making crop circles in many 

countries. In the Universe, there are millions of these cosmic lights that flash 

about and come over people and realign their body and soul chakras, so they 

stop creating knowledge that is false. The Creation has no such knowledge in 

it. All life already is, and the things that the life of the Creation and Its entities 

can have when they obey the natural laws of the Creation Universe. It’s all 

inspiration and automatic intelligence, in which all of Its creation is 

wonderful! It isn’t wonderful on this planet now because the world is still in 

that duality of good versus evil. The world people still haven’t comprehended 

cause and effect/karma retroactive in their mind, where they realize that every 

negative thing that happens to them is by their own hand, they did to 

themselves. 

This natural law of cause and effect holds to nations also. The Utopian 

Kingdom of the Creation isn’t established in the world yet, but we are into 

those days of artificial tribulation, then comes the World Wide Work 

Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise of Michael’s stand, Dan. 12:1-13. 

I am the Michael in question, and I and my group on the planet, who 

are the “144,000,” Galactic adepts for this great event where at last, the 

majority of the people on the planet agree that the Kingdom of God, or that 

of Creation, which is the whole Universe, that we the people should act in 

ways of the truth; and by our action, the Utopian Kingdom of the Creation is 

restored all over this planet, simply by the workers of the world ending their 

slavery brought on them by the usury money of the Dragon, which is the FRS, 
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IMF, and the Beast is the military force of America. So then, Michael, in his 

stand that ends this old world the way it is, which in April 2002 Israel showed 

how corrupted they are by making war against the Palestinians, when Sharon 

of Israel should have called for a great picnic with much luscious food, 

singers, dancers, and rock bands; and held a world forum where people could 

discuss how the people can restore this planet back to the utopia that the 

Creation created. 

 

Here’s What the Creation Says About All These Things That Still Conflict 

the People, and Its Like They Are Glued to Old Obsolete Rhetoric 

 

In order for the Creation to bring Its microcosms back into Normal 

Universe when they have fallen out of it, the Creation has to take the old 

cosmic video and put them on a planet and rerun the old program, so they 

change it back to normal, with Creation’s guidance, and this realigns their 

seven body and soul chakras so they are tuned into the Creation and Its 

Universal Mind. 

This world has been like a movie, a motion picture that everyone is in 

on this Carlanon planet. The problems are with the microcosms assembled 

here on the outside of this planet, where the Creation can’t make them perfect 

again, without them having realization of what they are doing that’s wrong 

and has caused the ruination of a whole solar system; and now on the outside 

of this planet this same error is causing volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, 

cyclones, tornadoes, tidal waves on the oceans, for these are nature’s reaction 

to entities who have lost the way and they want to find the way and start to 

live it, which they can do now in the great big World Wide Work 

Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise, where the workers stop work, but keep the 

bare necessities going, but stop all else. 

All of this is related to what George W. of America did after September 

11th, when the reaction of a few people in agony with their soul wanted to 
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give their life as a suicide bomber to bring attention to the people’s plight, 

healed now by entering back into the Universe’s perfect first cause love 

services. 

Sharon of Israel, (the Zionist International) have the CIA and Mossad 

that know how to pull people’s leg, and get them to come to the bank and 

borrow money at an interest rate, and this causes the people to have to pay 

taxes in order to have a government, which turns out to be no real 

government at all because its all become corrupt. 

Evidentally this all seems natural to the people, but there's that big 

question in regards to this planet, and it is, “Does the Creation Universe run a 

big business bank and sell things to make money?” Well, the answer is NO. 

Now, going back a few pages in this channeling, that is brought forth 

by Del, Jeff, Michael and Joseph, as computer typists and editors, and Me, 

myself and the I Am group from Galactic headquaraters, who take care of 

these carlanon planets, you can see that the confusion on this planet now is 

simply that the people who have big money and property, enough of them 

want to keep their money, and we can see that both George W. and Cheney 

are millionaires, and Sharon of Israel, and Arafat of Palestine, we don’t know 

what he is because he hasn’t said much that shows that he is for Allah. It 

doesn’t make any difference whether the Lord is Allah, or Krishna, or Buddha, 

or Jesus Christ, there’s only one Creation Universe, and its Creator we know is 

a utopian and operates the Universe as a perfect blessing to one and all; and 

It’s all intelligent, love, creativity, abundance for everyone, which this 

abundance is shown on this planet in the many great industries that the 

workers build and operate, which are supposed to bring prosperity to all the 

people. 

So what happened? A good half of the people live in slums, don’t have 

enough natural food, many are homeless. But real soon now, Creation is 

coming in and taking over world television and It will show all the things It 
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has prepared for the new Placentia, which is the restoring of Its Utopian way 

of life, which is all free for everyone! 
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Chapter IX 

 

The Truth IS Creation Universe It Self 
 
In truth the Universe has no antithesis or thesis. It has only Its 

Synthesis Oneness. No duality. So then why is there the antithesis 
(capitalism, right wing) and the thesis (socialism, left wing) here on this 

planet? 
I am Michael, channel of the Everlasting Gospel, and I’m incarnate 

from galactic worlds as the Comforter, one with the Spirit of Truth, which 
John 14:26 tells of, with Jesus saying that the Father (Creation Universe) will 

send the Comforter in Jesus’ namesake, and he (that is me, myself and the I 
Am group of the Galactic Elohim) shall teach the people all things. 

You are reading this Everlasting Gospel, which has no thought in it that 
is of antithesis or even a thesis, it’s all of the Synthesis. 

The whole of normal Universe outside this ruined solar system goes 
along in eternity, without any antithesis thought or thought which is of a 

thesis. For example, in World War ll, between the Axis powers and the Allied 
powers, the war went on for five years, and bombed many many cities of 

Europe and Japan, and killed over 60 million people world wide, and this all 
happened because the people at large had no Synthesis Understanding at all. 

Neither side had any real truth at all and not a smidgeon awareness of 
Normal Universe either. 
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The big problems in speaking either antithesis or thesis thought is that 

everything you say and do is recorded for playback in the planet’s aura in 
vibrations of sound and sight. That is soundless sound and sightless pictures, 

such as recalling when you were 10 years old and you knew inside you were 
an eternal microcosm that had incarnated on this planet, and you were of 

the Galactic Elohim, and incarnated on this planet to help the souls here 
who are bound in satanic power, and they got educated into the thoughts 

which are antithesis or thesis, and these thoughts aren’t of spiritual Normal 
Universe, they only exist on these Carlanon special healing planets. 

In Normal Universe there is no antithesis or thesis thought used, there 
is only the Synthesis. But everyone in Normal Universe, which this earth 

certainly isn’t yet part of normal Universe, for example would say that a ripe 
apple on an apple tree ready to pick and eat is good food, and its tree has no 

antithesis or thesis about itself, it stays in the synthesis as a tree and produces 
apples for others to eat. 

Carlanon meaning that souls are being rescued here from the antithesis 
or thesis thoughts which are useless duality, which we can all see in this Iraq 

war that the Bush Administration is fueling the fires of, and Bush was elected 
because the divided Supreme Court managed a five four victory to end the 

elections in Florida and let the electoral college do its thing in giving Bush 
the State of Florida, which Jeb Bush the brother is Governor of, and thus 

giving him the election and the Presidency, and who better at this time to 
ride the Red Horse of the Apocalypse, taking peace from the whole world? 

And then long ago about 1350 BC Moses was having his experience 
with the burning bush on the mountain high up out of sight from the masses 

down below, and Moses came back down having seen God and everyone 
believing this to be true. Now we know that Moses couldn’t have seen the 

space ship since no one human could handle that and in fact even today 
with all the technology and science advanced to its degree, many people 

cannot understand that spaceships do not mean Grey Aliens or abductions, 
etc. Grey Aliens are of this world, astral beings in devolved bodies causing 

mischief. 
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Galactic space beings are beautiful souls in perfected human-like 

bodies, citizens of the eternal Universe, existing in perfect oneness with God 
and all Life, traveling in mind-over-matter causation spaceships to assist this 

world. 
So we ask the question that will reveal the truth, about those days of 

long ago on this Carlanon planet when members of Galactic Elohim were 
assigned to this planet, which was the one chosen by Hermes in the Solar 

System to make a base on the outside of it from which to heal these entities 
who caused their solar system to heat up, and burn out, destroying all the life 

that remained in it. 
Just like at this time the gradual rising temperatures seen in the melting 

of ice at the poles is a warning that another cataclysm could happen - and 
make the earth unable to support life. It is the use of thesis and antithesis 

duality consciousness, with no unifying synthesis, that is making the planet 
rapidly uninhabitable. Fortunately, the Spirit of the Universe poured out on 

all flesh brings about a catharsis from the past, and a spiritual rebirth of all 
humanity into Synthesis Awareness. Ending the system of effects that is usury 

capitalism, getting for self, survival of the fittest, clears away the dross in the 
planet’s aura, bringing it into clairvoyance with the Universal Mind. We enter 

into the new system of freedom, security and abundance for everyone that is 
purely in the synthesis. This begins the healing of all things. 

Most people on the planet are not aware that they are souls in body 
vehicles, who fell from their eternal universe, and they have caused all these 

problems, of having an antithesis or a thesis to life, which are in constant 
opposition, but they don’t have the Creation’s Synthesis. 

The Bible prophets of 2500 years ago wrote the messages that came 
into their mind about life here, and how to have normal Life, which is 

considered to be Utopian and Eternal, which means it doesn’t use the 
antithesis or thesis that Bush, Cheney, Sharon and Arafat and all the others 

use, using their militaries to fight and kill an enemy, which is the worst thing 
that they could possibly do. 

How come the people didn’t learn from World War ll, that the war was 
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between antithesis and those of the thesis, which is the same as Republicans 

and Democrats of America, and they learned from Philosopher Hegel (of the 
Galactic Elohim) that the antithesis and thesis were no more than duality 

stories about right and left wing people. But no one is supporting the 
ultimate truths which are of the Synthesis. 

Active volcanos are fed by Satanic energy or anti-matter atoms of 
consciousness, as are wildfires, caused by drought and all the flooding in 

China right now and problems with AIDS, and in Africa problems that are so 
numerous that there is no space to list them all. It is the usury money system 

that produces the satanic force that would consume everyone in the end. 
EXCEPT, Creation Universe Itself is healing this whole situation, and it will 

not go off the deep end. 
The people who control and support the American Government in 

these last days of this old world of being outside the Synthesis, are sad actors 
performing as antithesis Capitalism, wanting to keep their wealth and 

money, but the USURY MONEY which they have is being replaced by 
interest free money.  

When Money is free, the workers of the world no longer have to work 
in the usury money rackets, which according to the United States 

Constitution is illegal. Now the Lucifer Group has usurped the United States, 
as Michael Moore contested in his book, and also Bill Stills in his video 

about the Money Masters reveal how the Elders of Zion got control of the 
FRS and IMF money of the world, all along believing they are God’s chosen 

people to bring in their idea of a totally false New World Order, with 
themselves at the top. But they, like everyone else, live in the illusion of 

duality and of the good and bad guys who are just relative to one another, 
and both are led by the blind of the establishment who only see a house or a 

tree and their family and barbecue and the rest of the Universe or the world 
be damned?! 

Medical science has had the thesis that there is good and bad bacteria, 
and they make pills and vaccines to counter the bad bacteria and viruses. The 

pills suppress the symptoms, but the disease never heals or is curable in this 
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method. 

Yes, the Creation Spirit is the Universe, and It has it all figured out so 
all things stay in harmony. Unless to make money, some people go and 

mercilessly exploit the planet to develop oil, gas, electricity, and high 
pressure steam to run lights and tools, of which Steven Greer is opening a 

dialogue about the technology of timeless, weightless space travel, 
technology that is mind over matter. Steven is on assignment here from our 

Space Command, of which there are some two million of us in bodies here. 
We are here to redeem the 8 billion entities that are left here, 7 billion 

on earth and the rest up in the heavenly abode awaiting reincarnation. These 
souls could all have been redeemed long ago during the pyramid temple 

cities that reigned for 480,000 years, which they left to go out and try to 
survive in raw nature. Now earth people are under the error of imagining 

their brain is creating thought and believing that by thinking you can 
become educated and rule over others in business, religion, science, finance, 

politics, etc.  
Figure things out from your own thoughts, and you’ll see that in this 

Creation Universe, there is no antithesis or thesis, there is only one heart, 
one mind and one soul, one Creation Spirit, which is the Synthesis. 

So what are people supposed to do in the Normal Universe if some 
one comes along who has a new thesis about life in the Universe? 

The only truth there is is in the spoken word that is of the synthesis 
spirit in all space and matter atoms already operating the whole Universe. So 

then how do these souls being processed here come around so they will stop 
speaking the words of the antithesis and thesis who won’t do anything unless 

they get paid for it? Read on, for the answers are in this Everlasting Gospel. 
Money atonement was given to get the civilization to move from no 

cooperation to at least cooperating in making money or earning a wage. 
Now, way down in these times of the end of this old world duality, those in 

the news media in the newspapers, on radio and TV, are finally made aware 
that in Normal Universe there is no antithesis or thesis thought, there is only 

the Synthesis thought, so then those of the newspapers, radio and TV should 
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start speaking the Synthesis only, which is what I am doing. 

But, I am not to, nor are my comrades to judge anyone, and make out 
that there are good people and there are bad people. These two opposites of 

antithesis and thesis are relative to each other, and they keep creating war, or 
they keep creating terrorism with each other. 

Now finally the Comforter Spirit of Truth has come, and he is Allen-
Michael and he leads the whole world out of the hell of duality that they are 

in; except for the rich of course, who can dine out at the millionaires clubs, 
and stay at the luxury hotels, and sail on the yachts and private jets, etc. But 

the millionaires are not going to hold back the super real New World Order 
that is engraved on the Masonic Pyramid on the top of a pylon that Michael 

Moore holds, that is on the cover of his book entitled, “Stupid White Men.” 
The title “Stupid White Men” exposes the antithesis thinking that those 

men are into, making believe that Capitalism is something great in America, 
and they are using the American military to keep themselves in power, and 

they don’t realize their oil, gas, electricity generating systems are all obsolete 
now, and the new electric Dynadran system of utilizing the Creation’s 

electricity that is in the planet’s aura will come forth. Many new 
technological ideas for free power and energy began to be developed twenty 

years ago, and it has been largely suppressed. The same money interests still 
control the world now, and they stop technological progress so their old 

obsolete systems can keep on going. 
The use of force and violence by any super power is only going to begat 

force and violence, for with what force ye meet a thing is it measured back to 
you again. And most noted is that if you live by the sword, you will die by 

the sword. 
Men can’t change their stripes, once they have been made into soldiers 

or police and kill people by fighting for an illusion, and they butter it up 
with all the patriotic propaganda, and news media has misinformed the 

people as to what the war is about, and now it’s a new kind of war, that is 
called the War on Terror. So the Americans Bush and Cheney, who are 

antithesis entities re-incarnating from the past, still haven’t learned the 
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metaphysical truth that like attracts like, and World War ll, the Korean and 

Vietnam wars happened because the Antithesis stood up against those of a 
Thesis, but now those with the Synthesis will come forth. Everything the 

spiritual prophets, like the Buddha, and like Jesus and others, all they were 
teaching was close to the real Synthesis, but few if any could figure it out, 

and see the Synthesis is being in First Cause. And there is only one First 
Cause of Love as Service Done, and this is what life in Normal Universe is.  

In Normal Universe there is no antithesis or thesis. These developed on 
earth from Usury Money. The people of antithesis who promoted Usury 

money in 1913 in America were successful in bringing it about; that is the 
privately owned FRS, and IMF, etc., would control the money of the world, 

and force the people of the world to pay large interest fees on borrowed 
money, and pay taxes to have money to pay the interest on the national debt, 

of which the USA pays somewhere in the neighborhood of 650 billion a year 
in interest payments alone. 

So use your spiritual conscience which is always “ONE” and never is 
Two, a separate thesis or antithesis. People are caused to think about what is 

right and what is wrong. 
This is where religion goes awry, and in the case of Christianity, to 

make their Lord the highest one, they make God into a man-god, and make 
him Jesus’ father who is up in heaven on a throne and they think you can 

pray to him, and he will answer your prayers. 
This is the nature of a space warp of consciousness. 

Jesus, the Buddha, Krishna, Jehova, etc., all of these are cosmic adepts 
of the Galactic Elohim and one of our first commandments is that we do not 

recognize just one of us as the head man, because it takes a large group of 
people to carry out the purpose of the Universe on a Carlanon planet like 

this one is, which is set up by Galactica for one purpose, and that purpose is 
to redeem the souls back into Normal Universe. 

We of the Galactic Elohim do not judge or punish anyone. Those who 
punish people for what they call crime instead of healing the criminals, are 

themselves the crime. This shows you how near the door is to you that you 
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can open and come into a New World of the Synthesis and end this old 

world, every spike of it. It begins with forgiveness. 
This world is transformed through the organized WORLD WIDE 

WORK STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE where the workers to end 
their slavery stop working to maintain the status quo, and start creating a real 

new world. And to begin with we organize a food program to tackle world 
hunger as the first priority. 

Note: that at the time of the Civil War Abraham Lincoln in his printing 
of a billion dollars in green backs, did it the wrong way, and it backfired and 

the American establishment itself threw the nation into a big civil war where 
the people took sides unto death of one another, which showed the colossal 

ignorance of the people at that time of the 1860s in America, since in a way 
they were all Americans deeply divided into South, the Confederacy and the 

North, the Union Army. 
This is another example of this mortal duality in these times of the 

complete end of this old world, the end of money, the end of prisons, the 
end of courts and the end of work, so instead of people working for money 

they begin to create the things they all need for free. 
When we start weeding out the things we don’t need, then we rid 

ourselves of the whole establishment which isn’t organized for the benefits 
of all, but only for the benefits of a few. 

Now, the most important rule in the coming WORLD WIDE WORK 
STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE is for us to forgive all those of the 

past, and in no way can the establishment fool us into fighting a violent 
revolution in which both sides kill each other, and they win as they did short 

term during World War ll. 
Even today most people still are thinking that their recall of what they 

said and did is in their brain, but it isn’t. It is recorded in the world's 
territorial auras. 

The reason that the people are still speaking all these languages is 
because those who strayed away from the Pyramid Temple Cities started 

roaming all over the planet, and in the aura where they gathered, the words 
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they heard in their mind, was from the vibrations of the territorial aura they 

were in that were formed by cosmic rays, bouncing off of mountains forming 
a territorial aura. 

This shows us that in space in a planet’s aura, the words people speak, 
and the way people live is what is recorded in the territory for playback. The 

Galactic Elohim is here to carry out all these different kinds of services, to 
restore the Utopian Kingdom of God, the Creation, which the Bible itself and 

its followers haven’t even one telepathic movement going that is up front 
showing the world the Bible prophecies that are true, but instead of being up 

front with what is true, they go off on a binge. Not the Science of Mind 
ministers, but those who unconditionally accept what they read in the Bible 

of the man-God, who supposedly judges all the sinners and sends them to 
hell and the good ones go to heaven and then destroys the planet. 

These are parts of the Bible that are fantasies, that people write to make 
their Lord the leading Lord. This is the way many people feel who come into 

Christianity, only to discover that it has much truth in it, but also has things 
that are false. 

Those of us of the Galactic Elohim know the Creation, that it is 
unconditional love - and judges no one, and will redeem all the souls that 

strayed away from the Pyramid Temple Communities long ago, which all of 
them would have been redeemed along with the 16 billion that were 

redeemed. Except that you all can see, that negated spirits enter your mind 
and cause you to do wrong things. 

No one knows this better than the priests who were tempted into kinky 
sexual experiences with youth, both boys and girls. 

In the Catholic Churches there are nuns and such that could make love 
with the priests, but according to their teaching, they must be celebate. The 

fact that all churches are dependent on capitalism to keep themselves going 
is a big part of the problem, since capitalism is a lower chakra experience and 

by far the most unspiritual experience that Man could devise here on planet 
Earth.  

Long ago the tantra schools of experience existed in ancient Egypt 
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where youth could go and be programmed into the higher art forms of 

sexual sharing and experiencing higher chakras, at the same time. 
With this experience guided by guides who know what they are doing, 

a whole generation would come to be that did not masturbate or have 
homosexual sex among each other. 

Now we the workers of the world are going to run rings around the 
judges, psychiatrists, and preachers who still do the same old things, and do 

not teach a true gospel but one that is out of date. 
John 14:16,17 and 26 tells of the coming of the Comforter Spirit of 

Truth. How did my part get into the Bible? Jesus says in verse 30, “hereafter I 
will not talk much with you, for the Prince of this world cometh. This is 

myself and the I Am Group and we come from the Galactic Elohim, which is 
the great government of this Galaxy, Immaculaceptor, which is all perfect, 

except for this planetary project and three more like it, out of billions of solar 
systems, which the mistake entities of these solar systems made was to start 

thinking, operating from a secondary mind energy that is only thesis and 
antithesis. There is no thinking in the Universe, only all-knowing synthesis 

awareness. All thinking comes from the illusion that the body has a brain 
that can think up its own separate thought. 

Now there is stem cell cloning begun on this planet, but they are 
cloning bodies on this end. All earth bodies have taken on negative effects. 

Galactica in starting of this project cloned the bodies that would be 
used here. We clone from the beginning of stem cells and the ova that 

produces human bodies and for this kind of Carlanon planet we have to 
clone females that can produce bodies that we need that can live here in this 

space time warp. 
Now, getting back to Jesus and what he is saying in John 14:30, that he 

will not talk much with me in the future, this is because everything is going 
to be cleared out in the planet’s aura that is of the past. This is what the 

WORLD WIDE WORK STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE is bringing 
about. 

Everything of the past goes and a new world starts all over the world, 
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with the new United States leading the way.  

In what Jesus said in John 14:30 he can’t talk about the past in the 
future now, because everything of the past is taken away. 

 If you were starting a new world that corresponds with the Utopia of 
the whole Universe, wouldn’t you leave out practically everything of the old 

antithesis and thesis world and just keep what is of the Synthesis? 
The workers of the world run all the trucks, trains, airplanes, ships and 

delivery cars and small trucks - and so these workers surely can do better 
than to carry on with the old money racket, and the false justice system and 

racket. The idea is to stop using money and make all things free to everyone. 
Those people in the national governments are set free too, and they 

help the workers to make all things free. The idea is to bring freedom all over 
the world, so even if Jesus did return, what could he say? He wouldn’t want 

to be identified with the past, so he’d say its time to hold all things common 
and make free distribution according to need. 

The past is incredible. Incredible because now all the past fades away. 
Creation fires all those nuclear weapons out into the astral plane and 

explodes them in a controlled way, and they wipe out of the planet’s aura, all 
thought-energy that is of antithesis and thesis. This is the casting of Satan 

into chains. But Satan isn’t a man, it is the adding of negated words and 
thoughts into the Creation that cause negative effects, that causes people 

infected by it to seek an artificial peace, in which they use weapons, and use 
a judiciary penal system to judge people. 

Also if the workers had to dismantle all the nuclear weapons and take 
care of the active radiation, many would be affected and die. It was wrong to 

make them in the first place.  If the temptation hadn’t been there to make 
them then the represenatives of the nations after seeing the testing of the first 

bombs would have taken the advice of those men who managed the 
Manhattan Project, which was to not develop them, because the whole world 

would be contaminated. 
But this Everlasting Gospel tells the true story, and it is that the satanic 

power can’t be taken out of the earth’s aura any other way. 
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People on earth know so little about the Universe they live in and the 
many many galaxies that have zillions of solar systems all combined, of 

which the smallest of fractions of a fraction are in dire straits as this one is. 
The whole world is now facing the big war between the Socialist Thesis 

and Capitalist Antithesis. The King of the South Arab world oppose the King 
of the North which is the Gentile - Zionist combine that runs corporate and 

banking America for the masses of people world wide. 
There can’t be any real turning back or going forward into a new world 

until the stickey gooey stuff - satanic power - is taken out of the earth’s aura, 
and the Creation does it with the nuclear weapons exploded in space that 

doesn’t destroy anything on the planet, it just takes the satanic power that 
most of the politicians are using, out of the earth’s aura. 

The Universities of the earth have taught the evolution theory, that the 
earth species of humans are evolving through materialism, and will reach the 

higher state of spirituality, and then there will be peace on the earth. If it 
weren’t so tragic this would be laughable. In this case, Spirit is coming to you 

to redeem the planet, in spite of the errors that persist here, which if not 
corrected would lead to the end of all life. 

 
In my art shop I make art pieces, crafted on a band saw out of scraps of 

wood I pick up at construction sites, dumpsters and such, and I use such 
items as plastics and food containers and styrofoam, etc.,  to make into 

intriguing forms, and then I paint them up with bright colors and sprinkle 
glitter all over them. And come up with amazing art pieces which are all for 

the New World Seminars, that the Creation is leading us of the “One World 
Family Commune” into, and in our Universal Industrial Church we don’t 

make things and then sell them for a profit, to make lots of money.  
The art pieces are museum pieces that people will like to see and they 

will donate the money for us to get new world seminars underway in every 
nation that will teach people how to bring in the New World by them 

actually experiencing the things of the new world where everything is free 
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and work has ended and all people start creating real things that benefit 

people on a planet in the Creation’s Universe, and Galactica furnishes us 
with their kind of transportation that is crash proof, and they bring electric 

generators that can orbit over cities and send electricity into all buildings and 
street lights by putting a little transformer in them that receives the 

electricity, which is trinity electricity; whereas the electricity that is used now, 
the generators they use only gathers alpha electricity out of the magnetic 

field, which will cause heat and set fire, and also destroys humans. 
The electricity from the earth kind of generators which are built with 

spinning armatures and brushes rubbing on them that creates sparks that are 
gathered and sent through wires, is the alpha part of the electro magnetic 

field. 
If Nicola Tesla, a galactic entity like I am, had been helped by the 

American Financial powers instead of hindered, he would have brought to 
the world trinity electricity, that would have to be free to all people, because 

of its nature. The money people didn’t want that kind of electricity that 
would be free. They wanted electricity they could sell, and so did Thomas 

Edison, who fired Tesla after numerous arguments, etc. 
The same with Albert Einstein who immigrated from Germany due to 

anti semitism, and later on Oppenhiemer of America, they were drafted to 
build a bomb that would change the world forever, and today the threat of 

nuclear war looms over the world. 
These conflicts are all yin and yang of the same things, where the two 

sides are relative to one another. The yin and the yang are those who are for 
Capitalism on one side and those for Socialism on the other side. And the 

Synthesis is what Jesus and Buddha and others of the Galactic Elohim 
expressed as truth. This is the evolving of the spiritual way of life in people 

towards the Synthesis Utopia of Creation. 
The first cosmic awareness that any soul incarnating into a body on 

this planet can have, is about  bringing equality among all people.  
The idea isn’t to buy and sell things for a secular profit, and make 

money for yourself, but it is to see to it that all people have enough money 
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to live on. 

But now the world wide work stoppage comes and it ends both 
capitalism and socialism, of which neither one of these are returning the 

people into the Synthesis of the Creation Universe. We could say that the 
new Soviet Union that came in Russia in 1917 with Premier Lenin had the 

right intentions, but not the synthesis ways that they should have employed 
to create the Creation’s kind of Utopian world that doesn’t use money, and is 

the true Communist way of life which both the Buddha and Jesus taught. But 
the religion that formed around Jesus turned him into the Son of the Man-

God, so Christianity lost its real power in the Synthesis. 
It turns out that the leaders of the Socialist-Communist nations have a 

higher standard of living for themselves than most of the people they govern, 
which if they were true Socialists or Communists then there would be 

equality for all their people. 
But the reason that they can’t be true Socialists-Communists is because 

the Capitalists have a monopoly on the world's money - money that turned 
into usury. Usury money came into America in modern times in 1913, when 

the FRS bank was formed. One thing that is extremely interesting about this 
satanic affair is that Ezekiel in Chapter 17:1-7 tells of the Great Eagle that 

came into Lebanon (America) and took the highest branch in the Cedar Tree. 
Well, this is exactly what the Learned Elders of Zion did in America in 1913 

through their manipulation of Congress - they got a green light to set up a 
fractional banking system, which is what the Money Masters video and story 

is telling about.  
(Ed. Note: Fractional banking is where, according to law a bank can 

lend up to 17 times the amount of their deposits. Its all done as a line of 
credit, not direct cash, people paying interest on the loans to the bank where 

the bank makes say 10% from payments on outstanding principal. So, for a 
deposit of $10 million, they lend and collect interest on up to $170 million, 

which is $17 million at 10% per year. Needless to say all of this is 
unconstitutional.)  

This causes the people to stay with their gambling casino way of life, 
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and the scandals ripping through Wall Street and filtering out to the rest of 

the country is a serious affair and people are wising up more and more every 
day now. 

When we know ourselves we know the Creation that created us, and 
unto our true known self we are going to be true, and to the United States or 

England or any nation know the season of world conversion from money 
and man’s laws has come, and the workers of the world can carry out their 

revolution non violently and have fun doing it. 
And lo and behold, all the people who are opposites to each other such 

as capitalists and communists, there is actually no right or wrong in what 
they do, as shown in the flaming Bush, who has come forth in America. 

Bush was not elected by the majority of people, and is attracting his 
opposite in the terrorists and their cohorts, of which there are more of these 

people than Americans are willing to admit to, thus in denial, they are like 
an open target. 

The terrorists are those who are so miserable that they want to leave 
their body and go to their version of the heavenly abode, and then come 

back at a later time when the Creation has been successful with turning 
humanity, like a pancake cooked on both sides, and ready to eat. 

The Creation in Its Utopia is a place where everyone shares and 
everything is free. The Thatons (the thinkers) claimed that the Creation was 

bringing about ways so that people could be famous or reach a status where 
they gained fame among people. 

This is why in my coming as the Comforter Spirit of Truth, the 
Creation sent me as the “Ornament”, that doesn’t want any false 

worshipping, of any of those entities it sent from the Galactic Government 
headquarters, that is in the huge planet that is called Altamedia at the Great 

Central Sun, where the Creation receives volunteers who incarnate into 
bodies on these Carlanon planets where microcosms are being redeemed 

from the cardinal sin they made, by introducing an antithesis or a thesis 
thought which is in duality and not synthesized. 

The truth about all of this is that in Normal Universe the Creation 
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Mind that is in all space, talks to all souls in body vehicles, just like 

everything that I write. What you are reading here is what the Creation is 
saying, and the Creation is love and forgiveness and doesn’t condemn any 

soul for what they do. 
So then Bush, Cheney, Bin Laden and Abu Zubeydah are going up and 

down on the same teeter totter, but these are not at the World Forum, where 
all people are free to talk, and tell the truth about the merits of peace, 

including the FBI, and the CIA and the homeland security people. 
Except for this one little spot and 3 others like it in Immaculaceptor 

Galaxy, the Creation is of Love, and therefore It doesn’t judge or condemn 
anyone. So now Bush, Sharon, Arafat, and others should come to the 

realization of what the Creation wrote through Daniel about the end of the 
old world the way it is now, in Daniel 11:45, where the Creation says, that 

“he shall come to his end, and none shall help him.” 
This is referring to the entity Baal-Lucifer, who was incarnated into the 

body of Solomon and he would become the leader of Israel. David was the 
head of the Real People’s movement, which Abraham started. None of this 

has anything to do with nationality, such as the word Irish is of a nationality, 
and has nothing to do with the Creation’s restoring of its Utopia on this 

planet. 
What Utopia means, and what the Utopian way of life is, is best 

illustrated as a commercial and money free Disney Land world park, where 
for 30 days the people operate all the facillities of the world park and after 30 

days of service switch to enjoy the facillities and to be served. And it is fun to 
serve others and to be served in return. The whole of life becomes a joyous 

experience. 
Work as it has been known has been abolished and Bush, Sharon and 

Cheney and Bin Laden and all those of the FBI and the CIA and all 
politicians have resigned, because when the New Jerusalem galactic 

mothership comes everything changes. Read Rev. 21:1-5 where John says, 
“And I John saw the holy city New Jerusalem coming down from God out of 

Heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.” 
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This was around fifteen hundred years ago, and John of Revelations 

wrote as best he could, what God was saying. And in those days God was a 
man, that judged people for sins in the Garden of Eden, and the stars were 

just decorations hung out in the sky that twinkled for our amusement. 
The prophets surely couldn’t have known in those times about the 

mind-over-matter spaceships of the eternal Galactic Elohim (there was no 
technology to speak of then) all transportation was by donkey or camel, or 

horse, etc. As well most people thought the earth to be not only flat, but all 
there was of creation. 

Entities in normal Universe cannot create an antithesis or thesis 
thought. Nothing about the Creation can be brought forth in a personality 

that lives within a new thesis. I come to synthesize the Old and New 
Testament of the King James Bible and other bibles, which tell of the 

restoring of God’s Kingdom on the planet. Those of us of the real trinity 
Gospel, have come up out of the man-god and those ideas that are in the 

Bible which are not related to what is actually taking place on the planet, in 
regards to the self-condemned souls here being redeemed. 

There are no souls condemned to everlasting hell. All of them are saved 
sooner or later, that is redeemed, and redeemed they will be. 

From about seven in the morning to around 11 o clock, I am 
channeling what the Creation wants in Its Everlasting Gospel. The first 

edition of the New World Bible went into circulation in August of 2001, and 
we are told not to become enslaved in selling books, but distributing them 

on a donation basis, so the Universal Industrial Church of the New World 
Comforter and its people will have the money to continue our First Cause 

mission. 
There is no time kept in normal eternal Universe, nor is there any 

antithesis or thesis thought to deal with; and in the truth that operates 
bodies that are vehicles for souls on the material planet, in Normal Universe 

no kind of money is used. The Creation gives us the words and ideas of love 
as services done for one another, and giving is part of receiving, and receiving 

gives the person the spiritual power to live in Utopia, that doesn’t even have 
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words that would express war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal death, and 

the words themselves are part of the artificial causation that produces these 
effects. 

So when the Creation sends the nuclear weapons into the astral plane, 
and adds the etherial plasma to them so the explosion takes out of the 

planet’s aura all the useless, needless thought that only contradicts itself, and 
all people who feel that some should be judged and punished for crime, that 

kind of thought they must rid themselves of, by being active in the WORLD 
WIDE WORK STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE so that work slavery 

for money can be brought to its end, and everyone starts creating again as it 
was in Utopia before the solar catastrophe. 

The heads that make up NASA can know this: no earth spacecraft could 
have been made without the guiding telepathic consciousness of Creation 

Intelligence - such as the Voyager, which could take pictures of the ruined 
planets in this solar system, and see in the pictures relayed back to NASA 

headquarters that the rings around Saturn were huge boulders blown out of 
the crust of the planet, orbiting them, while the whole solar system stayed in 

its orbit and of course, if the huge boulders could crash into each other or 
other solar systems, this could be serious and begin a chain reaction of 

destruction, of which the inner Galactic Council could never let this happen. 
Knowledge like this was received at NASA headquarters in the 60s and 

the press gave little attention to it, and the point being made here is that 
such gigantic truth obviously doesn’t soak into ordinary consciousness. This 

should have been enough to alert every scientist and astronomer over the 
world to see why earth people have such problems, that can be measured by 

the extreme terrorist acts such that of 9-11, that are trying to talk to the 
people in a World Forum. That rose out of necessity of the people knowing 

the truth and acting on the truth but so far this hasn’t happened. 
As far as national governments are concerned, they are old and 

obsolete, and electing a president is old and obsolete. So is money and 
ownership of private property. All replaced with an autonomous self-

governing system of free giving and receiving, sharing the wealth of not only 
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this world but the Universe. 

The Everlasting Gospel reshapes the whole world so that there are only 
common wonderful people creating joy and happiness for one another by 

obeying the natural laws of the Creation Universe. 
The natural laws of the Creation Universe, which all members of the 

Galactic Elohim obey, are of unconditional love, and the present Bible has a 
man-god that judges people for what they call sin, and this kind of judgment 

has gotten into all nations with their kind of satanic judiciary-penal system, 
that judges people and puts them in prisons, instead of healing them. 

Today another suicide bomber blew up a bus in Israel loaded with 
young people and killing many and wounding many more, and Israel 

responded by occupying most of the West Bank and the outlying borders of 
Gaza. 

The nations keep going through the same old things, and its all based 
on usury money, and at this time in the beginning of the third millennium, 

AD, the Creation according to the Bible prophecy of Daniel 12:1-13, the arch 
Angel Michael comes and brings in the kingdom of God. The whole world is 

in this period that started with this third millennium. Dan.12:1-13 tells that 
in that time Michael stands up - the great prince which standeth for the 

children of thy people, and there shall be a time of trouble such as never was 
since there was a nation, even to that same time, and at that time thy people 

shall be delivered, everyone that shall be found written in the book of life. 
This Bible prophecy was channeled by Daniel about 2500 years ago, 

and the Creation of the Universe is talking with all souls in bodies, in all 
spaces of the Universe, and the Earth planet is just one little speck among 

trillions of them, so it would seem like the earth would be just like the others 
are. Except it isn’t. It's a special healing project in a ruined solar system, being 

redeemed now into the super real Utopia Universe. Are you ready? Of course 
you are. Well you will be when you’re through this world wide karmic 

cleansing, freed of bondage to this old world. 
Now, I’m the one who comes as the Archangel Michael, and I’m the 

channel of the New World Bible, called in the Bible in Rev.14:1-6 the 
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Everlasting Gospel, which went into circulation in August of 2001 and is 

spreading all over the world, mostly through the internet, and you would 
believe that by now it would be in the world news media, and commentators 

on talk shows would invite me to come on and channel. 
The best way to talk in the truth about the Everlating Gospel would be 

to see that the Galactic NASA on the New Placentia showed the world in 
pictures relayed back to this planet, by the two unmanned Voyager Space 

craft, a ruined solar system with no apparent human life in it. 
This is where the New World Bible starts, and its all about the Galactic 

Spaceships that many people have seen and photographed, especially Billy 
Meier, who with retired officers form the American military and others in the 

high sciences, brought forth the 12 by 12 inch hard cover book, “UFO---
Contact From the Pleiades.” 

You would believe that the whole world by now would have graduated 
up to the high level of cosmic truth. 

The Everlasting Gospel doesn’t blame anyone for what they do, and it 
forgives everyone their trespasses and encourages them to start talking in a 

realistic way about the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Excercise to 
get the Creation’s 30/30 Plan under way. 

People don’t realize it, but when they talk about things, using 
antithesis and thesis thought, they are creating those same things, when all 

nations should speak in the synthesis of things - and not use force and 
violence, Re: WAR, as a way of balancing things out. 

A lot of satanic energies unknowingly comes from the Bible. By 
worshipping a man-god and making Jesus his only son, they invented a myth 

that prevents them from knowing real God, and the Creation Universe as we 
know it, which is what all religions should be addressing, and we even have 

a pamphlet called Spirit God and Its Seven Churches. 
Now all the different Avatars, as it turns out were all from the Galactic 

Elohim, who are the caretakers of these Carlanon planets where souls are 
being restored to normal Universe. 

Now using Bush and Cheney and Sharon as examples, and to 
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remember that these elected officials were elected by just half of the 

population that voted, and what they do extends suffering of more people, 
and the foolish problem of terrorists who become suicide bombers, and 

many people can see that the only way to end this terrible struggle which is 
actually the rich trying to keep their property and money, and the workers 

most of them struggling to keep their payments up, and all of this struggling 
of all people can be ended by the super collosal WORLD WIDE WORK 

STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE that the Archangel Michael brings, 
who is a Galactic Space cadet, and was introduced by Nostramdamus as the 

ornament and he said that the people were mighty happy with him. 
Why do I choose to be just an Ornament? The praising and 

worshipping of an entity is worthless. Love as services done for all people is 
what Jesus and the other Avatars taught, so in the evolving of the Bible script, 

how did it get turned into a religion that brought forth a man God? Millions 
of people who venture into Christianity the way it is in the Bible, soon 

realize that the teachings are confusing, and don’t match up with their own 
consciousness. 

The spirit of Truth in this Everlasting Gospel clears up all confusion, 
bringing all things to your remembrance. It fulfills and completes all 

religions, because the souls are awakened directly in God’s spirit to simply 
serve together in the Kingdom, with Joy and Love that is Everlasting. 

Amen. And women, of course! 
 


